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Abstract
Animals are capable of navigating through an environment. This requires them to recognise, 
remember and relate positions. Spatial representation is one of the main tasks during 
navigation. The brain seems to have a world centric positioning system such that we 
remember positions of objects in relation to a reference frame. Such spatial representation is 
believed to have been constructed in the hippocampus and related brain areas. Place cells, 
head direction cells, grid cells and border cells seem to transform vestibular information to 
spatial information in the brain. However, when psychological studies reveal how these areas 
are connected together, the process of transforming vestibular information to the kind of 
representation seen in place cells is still in question. In this thesis, we develop a hypothetical 
model, consisting of head direction cells, grid cells, sensory cells, border cells, place cells and 
connections between each. Our aim here is to create a biologically feasible spatial 
representation of the environment with activity patterns of neurons in the model similar to 
firing patterns of place cells in the hippocampus. With this model, we simulate a subset of the 
components in order to develop a spatial representation. This subset consists of a single 
dimension head direction representation, periodic two dimension grid cells representation, 
and finally a monotonie two dimension place cell representation. We offer two approaches 
for connections between grid cells and place cells, hardwired and learnt connections. The 
hardwiring approach provides us an understanding of how grid cell firing can be transformed 
into place cell representation. The learning approach illustrates a biologically plausible 
method in the development of spatial representation. Our results show that it is possible to 
achieve spatial representation by use of Bienenstock, Cooper and Munro (BCM) learning 
method which has a dynamic threshold.
To further evaluate our model and determine its practical application we embed it in a mobile 
robot. A robotic implementation provides an opportunity for us to evaluate the model under 
the presence of noise both in the internal information and from the environment. Although 
our robotic experiments are limited, they demonstrate that our model provides a fundamental 
biologically plausible infrastructure for robotic navigation.
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1 Introduction
An application of biologically oriented navigation theories to robotic spatial recognition is the 
focus of this thesis. Spatial representation, which is the approximate estimation of a robot 
position in the environment using internal information (i.e. the robot odometer) and external 
information (such as visual information), constitutes one of the basic mobile robotic problems 
(Aiieo et al., 2004; Burgess et al., 1997). Biological studies have revealed a number of brain 
regions related to spatial recognition (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Barry et al., 2006; 
McNaughton et al., 2006; Taube et al., 1990; Rafting et al., 2008, 2005; Sargolini et al., 
2006b; O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971). The hippocampus is of one the main parts of the brain 
infrastructure containing neurons called place cells which represent an animal’s location in a 
closed environment (O'Keefe, Burgess, 1996; Moser et al., 2008; O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 
1971). With recent biological discoveries (Sargolini et al., 2006b; Rafting et al., 2005; 
Solstad et al., 2008; Fyhn et al., 2007) the knowledge of how the brain might process internal 
information in parallel with external information to constitute the spatial representation of the 
environment in memory, has been improved. Therefore, there is an opportunity here to 
develop a model of spatial representation in the brain and investigate its possible application 
on a real robot.
Cognitive map theory (O'Keefe, Nadel, 1978) originated a stream of research in biological 
navigation methods. The supporting neurophysiological evidence comes from the observation 
that the first correlate of cells in the CAl and CA3 regions of the hippocampus is the location 
of the animal (O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971). These place cells are believed to provide the 
spatial representation of the environment for animals. They tend to fire maximally when an 
animal approaches the centre of the place field of a place cell, and decrease when an animal 
leaves the field. Their partial dependence of their firing on the external visual cues is another 
interesting property (O’Keefe, Burgess, 2005). Moreover, place cells tend to keep their firing 
pattern in dark environments after an initial exploration, which strengthens the idea of path 
integration, which is the ability of an animal to integrate path on its route and return to its 
original location (O'Keefe, Nadel, 1978; O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971). Although, early 
evidence on the firing pattern of place cells show their field dependency, more recent
neurophysiological results reveal their dependency on other factors such as speed of 
movement (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005). Cognitive map theory considers an orientation 
component of the biological navigation system (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Head direction 
cells were found in a number of brain structures including the postsubiculum (Taube et a l, 
1990), and the anterodorsal and lateral nucleus (Zhang, 1996). Similar to place cells, rotation 
of visual cues in the environment results in rotation of head direction cells.
Recently, a grid-like firing pattern has been found in the medial entorhinal cortex (Fyhn et a l, 
2004, Knierim et a l, 1995, Sargolini et a l, 2006) which is densely connected to place cells in 
the CAl-CA3 regions of the hippocampus (Figure 1-1). A grid cell shows a régulai* periodic 
firing pattern that covers a surface for an environment. Grid cells at the same level of the 
ventral to dorsal areas of the entorhinal cortex share the same orientation and spacing; 
meanwhile neighbouring cells have slightly shifted phases (Rafting et a l, 2005; Sargolini et 
a l, 2006b; Buzsâki, 2005; O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005). These properties make them a good 
candidate for being the site of path integration in the brain considering that multiple grids 
with different spacing and orientation upstream of the hippocampus can develop a spatial 
representation in place cells.
CAl
CA3
DG
Figure 1-1: Brain areas involved in navigation studies. lEC (lateral entorhinal cortex), niEC (medial 
entorhinal cortex), pS (postsubiculum), S (Subiculum), CA1-CA3 (in Hippocampus) and DG (dentate 
gyrus) are host of sesonroy information, grid cells, head direction cells and place cells. The figure is 
extracted from (Burgess et al., 1995 pp 539)
Place recognition is not the only assigned function of the hippocampus. Attention, voluntary 
movement, dead reckoning, map-based (cognitive) navigation, episodic and semantic 
memory are a few examples of tasks believed to be performed by the hippocampus (Buzsâki, 
2005). Some of these theories come from lesion studies of the hippocampus in humans 
(Bayley, Squire, 2005; Winocur et al., 2005; Scoville, Milner, 1957). Hence, there is likely to 
be a possibility that a number of functionalities are assigned to the hippocampus are different 
aspects of the same phenomenon (Eichenbaum et al., 1999). However, this claim is beyond 
the scope of this study. The focus of this study is formation of spatial representation based on 
the idiothetic cues and its calibration with the help of sensory information. To achieve this, a 
review of current literature on the biological navigation (with a short exploration of general 
biologically inspired robotics in the first chapter) will be provided and a computational model 
will be presented.
1.1 Contributions
In this thesis we have explored functional and anatomical features of head direction cells, 
grid cells and place cells in order to understand the constituents of the biological navigation 
system. Contributions of this thesis fall into two categories. Firstly, we have simulated two 
existing models in the field for head direction and the development of grid cells in order to 
analyse the strengths and weaknesses of these models. Secondly, we have proposed a 
hypothetical model based on a combination of head direction cells, grid cells and place cells. 
Based on the hypothesised model we used Hebbian learning methods to associate grid cells to 
place cells to achieve a spatial representation.
In the first category of the contributions of this thesis we have simulated a model for head 
direction (Redish et al., 1996) which uses a ring attractor network model. Attractor networks 
seem to be popular modelling tools in brain studies and the simulation of a ring attractor 
network helps us to understand two features of attractor networks. Firstly, how a stable state 
in attractor networks can be achieved and secondly, how the state can be changed using the 
external stimuli or the internal vestibular information. In addition to the head direction model, 
a model for the development of grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex layer (Fuhs, 
Touretzky, 2006) was simulated. This model is one of the controversial models of grid cells,
because of the different between the model's activity pattern compared to what is seen in grid 
cells at the medial entorhinal cortex, and with our simulations here we have realised that the 
model is unable to reflect features of grid cell firing patterns, although the shape of the 
patterns are similar to grid cells.
In the second category, we have proposed a model using head direction cells, grid cells and 
place cells in order to develop a biologically inspired spatial representation. Our model 
employs another model of grid cells (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Burgess, 2008; Burgess et al.,
2007) based on the combination of oscillators that can be found at the dendrites of pyramidal 
cells in the medial entorhinal cortex. This dual oscillator model is studied in detail in chapter 
4. Since the original model requires keeping track of speed and direction during navigation, a 
discrete equation instead of the original continuous equation (Burgess et al., 2007) is derived 
which is useful for simulations and implementation on a real robot. A hardwiring approach is 
also used to study the possibility of creating place cell representations. The hardwiring model 
shows that a place cell’s activity pattern can be achieve by both changes to the base 
orientation and spatial frequency in grid cells. The hardwiring approach has also been used in 
a robotic implementation where we need to specify the exact firing field of a place cell. 
Another contribution of this thesis is the development of place cell firing pattern using 
learning methods. Since the hardwiring approach is not biologically plausible, different 
Hebbian learning approaches, such as competitive learning (Aiinony et al., 1995) and BCM 
learning (Bienenstock et al., 1982; Castellani et a l, 1999) have been used to associate grid 
cells and place cells. Our results show that the BCM learning method, which has a dynamic 
threshold for the output of place cell, is capable of producing the required place cell activity 
at the hippocampus layer. Finally, we have implemented the dual oscillator model of grid 
cells on a real robot. This implementation and the analysis of the grid cell and place cell 
activity patterns provides insight regarding the feasibility of using biologically oriented 
approaches for the problem of navigation and in particular spatial representation that is 
studied here.
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1.2 Structure o f thesis
The first chapter studies both the anatomical relationship and the functional properties of the 
brain areas involved in creating a spatial representation. In first part of the chapter, an 
overview of the hippocampus, the medial entorhinal cortex and other related brain areas such 
as the subiculum and the parasubiculum is provided. This overview consists of the 
neurophysiological and behavioural evidence. The value of studying the hippocampus and 
related brain areas is to understand the type of information that might be available to the 
hippocampus to create a spatial representation. Theoretically, self-motion information such as 
speed and direction, in addition to sensory information like visual objects in the environment, 
can help to create a spatial representation and correct the accumulated error in an internal 
representation. Therefore, we study how these brain areas are connected to each other to 
understand the information flow. Properties of place cells and head direction cells are then 
presented, which is followed by a review of phase precession as one of the mysterious 
properties of place cells (O'Keefe, Recce, 1993; O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Blair et al., 2008). 
Place cell firing activity is the targeted spatial representation that we are looking for in the 
final model. Therefore, firing pattern of place cells and their correlation to environmental 
stimuli is critical. Upstream of place cells are grid cells in the medial entorhinal-cortex which 
have a periodic demonstration of space. Pyramidal neurons at the medial entorhinal-cortex 
seem to be more likely sensitive to the position of the animal as opposed to place cells which 
are partially conelated to other factors such as the speed of the animal (O'Keefe, Burgess, 
2005). Therefore, they are a better candidate for path integration in the brain.
The third chapter will describe existing computational models of the hippocampus 
(McNaughton et al., 1991; Skaggs et al., 1995; Zhang, 1996; Samsonovich, McNaughton, 
1997; Redish et al., 1996; Burgess et al., 1997, 1998; Redish, Touretzky, 1997; Arleo, 
Gerstner, 2000; Arleo et al., 2004; Fuhs, Touretzky, 2006, 2000). Three models of head 
direction will be discussed. Path integration and landmark location learning are two streams 
of place cell formation that will be studied. Finally, two models of grid cells will be studied, 
out of which only one model deals with their formation, while both consider the effect of 
multiple grids on the development of place cells. The purpose of this chapter is to learn how 
neurophysiological and behavioural aspects of the hippocampus can be modelled by 
computational methods. This chapter also includes implementation and evaluation of two
models for head direction (Redish et a l, 1996) and grid pattern formation (Fuhs, Touretzky, 
20061
The dual oscillator model (Burgess et al., 2007; Blair et al., 2008; O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; 
Hassehno, 2008; Burgess, 2008), which uses speed and direction modulated oscillators with 
slightly different frequencies to model grid cell activity, is discussed in details in chapter 4. 
The dual oscillator model has parameters which control the spatial frequency and location of 
vertices of modelled grid cell. The effect of these parameters on the behaviour of the grid cell 
is analysed and equations to control these parameters to generate the desired output are 
developed. The analysis in chapter 4 is aimed at fulfilling two purposes. Firstly, the variety in 
grid cells as a consequence of our equations developed, are used to model grid cells at 
different layers of the medial entorhinal cortex. Secondly, we use these variations in grid cells 
to study a hardwiring approach for associating grid cells to place cells. The variations in grid 
cells are also useful in chapter 5 which provides a model for spatial representation which also 
include an approach for associating the grid cells to place cells in the hippocampus layer. 
This chapter also includes an alternative equation to the original dual oscillator model 
(O’Keefe, Burgess, 2005) that is discrete and is useful for both simulations and 
implementation on a real robot.
In chapters 1 to 4 we study the components of a biological spatial representation system. In 
chapter 5 we propose a model assembling these parts together; grid cells connected to place 
cells. First, we review the other hypotheses in the field to understand strengths and 
weaknesses of the constituent models. As opposed to the models in chapter 3, which are 
computational models of the hippocampus and the medial entorhinal cortex our interest in 
studying models here is to shed some light on how an association between grid cells and 
place cells can be achieved. Following this review we describe our model of biological 
spatial representation and claiify what we expect from such a model. Our experiments to 
develop a monotonie spatial representation come next. We review our results of using two 
Hebbian learning techniques, which are competitive and BCM methods, for associating grid 
cells to place cells. Our analysis on our results shows that in order to generate the desired 
place cell activity using grid cells, a Hebbian learning method should impose a dynamic 
threshold on tlie aggregated input from grid cells. It seems that the dynamic threshold which
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is dependent on the summed activity of grid cells can detect overlaps between grid cell fields 
and represent the shared field in the resulting place cell activity. Our results shows that the 
competitive learning with a winner-take-all approach is unable to detect these overlap, while 
a variation of the BCM method, which has a dynamic threshold activated by the average 
firing rate of grid cells, detects the overlaps between grid cells and generate a desired place 
cell activity pattern. We review these results in chapter 5.
Implementation and analysis of the biological spatial representation model on a mobile robot 
comes next in the sixth chapter. We implement and analyse our hypothetical model in chapter 
5 on a two wheel mobile robot (Khepera II). A brief review of the structure of Khepera is 
provided, which explains how necessary information such as speed and direction are 
extracted from the robot in order to be used in simulation of grid cells. We also describe our 
experimental setup which explains how we send commands to the robot and receive 
information from the robot. Followed by this we review our experiments to show the firing 
rate of grid cells and place cells on the robot. Our results show that the path integration drift 
in grid cells modelled using the dual oscillator model can be seen even in short distances and 
facilitation of the sensory information such as visual information to correct the direction of 
individual oscillators in the grid cell is necessary. We review these results in chapter 6 and 
also we explain our experimental restrictions.
2 Components of the biological navigation system
2.1 Overview
Biological experiments and the behavioural correlates of firing patterns provide the proper 
ground for manifestation of tlie involvement of the hippocampus and medial entorhinal cortex 
in the navigation skill of animals, especially rat’s which have been subject of navigation 
studies (O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971; O'Keefe, Nadel, 1978; Muller et ak, 1996; Burgess et ak, 
2007; Hafting et ak, 2005; Fyhn et ak, 2007; Sargolini et ak, 2006b). This chapter will review 
aspects of the hippocampus involved in theories of navigation. The anatomy of the 
hippocampus and the constituent parts along side the entorhinal cortex will be discussed in 
this chapter. Considering the properties of place cells, head direction cells, grid cells and 
recently discovered border cells and their anatomical relationships (Johnson, Amaral, 2004), 
it seems that they construct a system providing environmental spatial representation in the 
brain (Best, White, 1999). In this chapter, we first study the hippocampus and entorhinal 
cortex and their anatomical relationship. The functional properties of place cells, head 
direction cells and grid cells such as firing rates and their correlations to environmental cues 
(O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971; McNaughton et al., 2006; Taube, 1998; Zhang, 1996; Hafting et 
ak, 2005; Fyhn et ak, 2007; Sargolini et ak, 2006b), will be studied next. The purpose of 
material in this chapter is to clarify what type of information each of these brain areas 
represents and how they provide these information to other brain parts via their anatomical 
connections. Also, this chapter provides the fundamental requirements of the biological 
navigation system.
2.2 Anatomy
The hippocampus in the rat’s brain is an elongated C-shaped structure. Its long axis extends 
from septal neclei rostally to the temporal cortex (Johnson, Amaral, 2004). The long axis is 
called the septotemporal axis (Amaial, Witter, 1995) while the orthogonal axis is referred to 
as the transverse axis. Rather than the distinguished shape and location of the hippocampus, 
the constituent cells, the neighbouring stmctures, and the type of interneuron connections are 
likely to be important parameters. With more details on anatomy of constituent parts of the 
navigation system and their functional roles it possible to model them in details and provide
theories regarding the system in general. However, this seems to be an inherent fact that 
biologically oriented studies can range on one extreme from microscopic characteristics of 
cells (McNaughton et al., 1996) to more general behavioural approaches (Arleo, Gerstner, 
2(KX); Arleo et al., 2(X)4). In this section, a short review of the hippocampus formation, the 
type of cells in hippocampus, basic circuits and the inhibitory intemeuron connection are 
given.
A perpendicular cut to the long axis of the hippocampus reveals its primary divisions. As 
Figure 2-1 illustrates, the Dentate Gyrus (DG), CA3 and CAl (CA stands for Cornu Ammonis 
which is the Greek name for horn of a ram and is another name for the hippocampus due to 
its resemblance (Johnson, Amaral, 2(X)4)) are major parts of the hippocampus. The white V- 
shaped area (it has C or V-shape depending on the septotemporal level) in Figure 2-1 
contains cell bodies of granule cells (cells in the DG part). Dendrites of granule cells are 
extended vertically to the DG layer and they receive connections from different sources. On 
the other hand, the axons of granule cells extend in the other direction, from the apical part of 
granule cells, and due to their shape they are called mossy fibres. These axons project to 
dendrites of similar cells in their level and to the dendrites of CA3 cells, which are called 
pyramidal cells.
Figure 2-1: Rat's hippocampus extracted from (Amaral, Witter, 1995 pp 448). The C or V-shaped part is 
Dentate Gyrus (DG) which has efferent through perfront path to CA3 region. CAl is also connected to 
CA3 through the Schaffer Collateral path.
Pyramidal cells are major components of the hippocampus. Based on their appearance and 
size they are divided into three regions, designated CAl, CA2 and CA3. These cells have 
dendrites extended on both sides, hence the name pyramidal cells (Johnson, Amaral, 2004).
In addition to their size and appearance, their connection type differentiates cells in the 
hippocampus. CA3 cells, which have larger cell bodies, receive connections from mossy 
fibres, while CAl cells receive connections from CA3. CA2 lies between CA3 and CAl 
regions which has large cell bodies like CA2 but does not receive connections from mossy 
fibres (Consideration of CA2 in the hippocampus has been a matter of controversy). In 
addition to the primary cells in the hippocampus (C A l-3 and Dentate Gyrus) there are 
inhibitory interneurons which have synapses with major cell types. The significant 
neurotransmitter in these cells is Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) which has inhibitory 
properties. Although the classification of these neurons is beyond the scope of this report, it 
has two implications in this study. Firstly, because dynamical systems have been used as a 
method of representing states, the fact that inhibitory neurons exist in the actual biological 
system can help to justify their biological feasibility. Secondly, Jefferys et al. (1996) believe 
that the mutual inhibitory connection between these types of neurons can contribute to 
synchronisation between neurons, by producing oscillation at various frequencies including 
theta (5 Hz) and gamma (40 Hz) frequencies. This supports observation of the EEG wave and 
its relation with the properties of pyramidal cells in the hippocampus.
Contrary to the other cortical parts, there seem to be unidirectional progression of excitatory 
pathway in the hippocampus. The cortical elements that are included in this pathway are 
designated the hippocampal formation (Amaral and Witter, 1995). These elements include 
the Dentate Gyrus, hippocampus (or hippocampus proper), subiculum, presubiculum, 
parasubiculum and entorhinal cortex. Briefly speaking, neurons in layer II of entorhinal 
cortex project synapses to the dentate gyrus and CA3 fields of the hippocampus. This is 
known as the perforant pathway (Amaral and Witter, 1995). The Dentate gyrus is the next 
region that gives rise to the mossy fibres that terminate in the proximal dendrites of CA3. 
Schaffer collaterals constitute the path made by synapses between CA3 and CAl. Axons of 
CAl are connected to the dendrites of the subiculum. The final piece of the pathway is the 
projection of the subiculum to the deep layers of entorhinal cortex. In the next section, some 
significant properties of the cells in the hippocampus, and other observations that suggest it 
may be involved in the process of navigation are explored.
2.3 Functions o f the hippocampus
Due to the variety of behavioural experiments on the hippocampus, a general function can not 
be assigned to the hippocampus. Attention, voluntary movement, dead reckoning navigation, 
map-based (cognitive) navigation, episodic and semantic memory are a few examples see 
reviews (Mizumori, 2008; Buzsâki, 2005; Best, White, 1999; Blair, 1998; Blair, Sharp, 1995; 
Biair et ak, 1997; Brun et al., 2002; Burak, Fiete, 2006; Eichenbaum, Lipton, 2008; 
Eichenbaum et ak, 1999; Leutgeb et ak, 2005; McNaughton et al., 1996; Redish, 1999). The 
approaches that are used for revealing these behavioural tasks are varied. Among these 
diverse approaches, two major categories are of special interest in this study. Firstly, cell’s 
firing correlation to a special behavioural task feature (Eichenbaum, Lipton, 2008), for 
example correlation of pyramidal cells in the CA3 or CAl regions of the hippocampus to the 
position of the animal (this will be explained in more details in the following sections). 
Secondly, lesion studies which may help in identifying cortical parts involved in a particular 
task, for example Lesion of hippocampus cause profound anterogade amnesia in primates 
(Winocur et ak, 2005). Although the choice of a specific task to be studied is important, it 
might be possible to generalise these hypothesised phenomena with one concept. In this way, 
the mutual findings in a particular experiment may provide further insights for the 
justification of results in another context (Eichenbaum et ak, 1999; Eichenbaum, Lipton,
2008).
2,4 Entorhinal cortex
Hafting et al. (2005) discovered a type of cell at the medial entorhinal cortex with a firing 
rate that correlates to the position of the animal with periodic firing pattern, called Grid Cells 
(grid cells’ properties will be discussed in details in the next chapter). The entorhinal cortex 
projects most of inputs to the hippocampus and it is most likely to be the source of spatial 
information for the hippocampus and place cells (Fyhn et ak, 2004; Sargolini et ak, 2006b). 
Anatomically it is composed of two sections, the Medial (MEG) and Lateral (LEC) with both 
having strong connections to the hippocampus. Principal cells in the LEC do not show spatial 
correlations to the position of animal movement, however, they contain strong environmental 
stimuli (such as visual stimuli) correlations (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Hasselmo, 2008). The 
MEC on the other hand, consists of four layers of principal neurons which are superficial 
layers (layers II and III) and deep layers (layers V and VI) all showing some sort of spatial
correlations (Fyhn et al., 2008). Grid cells reside (Fyhn et al., 2004; Hafting et al., 2005; 
Sargolini et al., 2006b) in MEC and layers II and III project inputs to the hippocampus via 
perforant pathway discussed before. Layer II cells send their spikes to dentate gyrus and CA3 
in the hippocampus and layer III give their input to CA l and subiculum.
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Figure 2-2: Schema of information between neocortex, medial entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus 
parts
2.5 Place cells
The analysis made by O ’Keefe and Dostrovsky (O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971) that the first 
correlate of a group of cells in the CAl and CA3 regions of the hippocampus is the location 
of the animal, led to the proposition that hippocampus is involved in the process of 
navigation. These spatially coded cells were termed ‘place cells’. In simple words, a place 
cell fires when an animal is in particular part of its environment called the ‘place field’. As 
the animal runs through the place field and becomes closer to the centre of the field, the cell’s 
firing rate increases and upon leaving the centre it decreases, resulting in a Gaussian shaped 
firing field. Figure 2-3 illustrates the firing rate of two place cells in the region CAl of a rat’s 
hippocampus. The figure illustrates that the firing rate is higher in a particular part of the 
environment. The background firing rate outside the field is less than IHz while the firing 
rate inside the field is of an order of magnitude higher (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005). Their firing
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pattern seems to be independent of some sensory cues such as odour of the flooring (O'Keefe, 
Dostrovsky, 1971; Burgess, K. J. Jeffery, J. O'Keefe, 1997; Best, White, 1999; McNaughton 
et ak, 2006). This property could be perfect for spatial representation for a navigation 
scheme. However, the underlying infrastructure that drives this firing pattern and the 
somewhat irregular activities of place cells, cause some problems in speculation of this 
hypothesis (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005). Path integration and allocentric representation (is a 
form of representation that the animal has an external frame of reference and calculates the 
position of other objects in relation to the reference) of the environment are the major 
concepts of interest in the following sections.
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Figure 2-3: Schematic drawings of two place cells. X and Y axis show positions in the environment and z 
axis shows the firing rate of the modelled place cells, a) a place cell with a single place field with a centre 
at x=[IO, 10]. b) a place cell with two place fields. According to recordings of Lever et al. (2002), in cases 
that a place cell has more than one place field, one of the place fields has smaller area and lower firing 
rate than the other. However, most place cells in hippocampus specially in CA l and CA3 layers seem to 
have single fields.
Path integration implies the ability to return to the starting point from any location, even in 
the dark or after a long circuitous route (Redish, Touretzky, 1997). On the one hand, place 
cells are highly preserved in dark environments, after an initial exploration and settlement of 
place cells in the illuminated area, which McNaughton et ak (1996) believe provides the 
primary evidence for considering path integration as a method of navigation in animals. On 
the other hand, place cells demonstrate a type of dependency on the visual cues in the 
environment. For instance, changing a cue card position in a cylinder area makes the place 
cells shift accordingly (Muller, Kubie, 1987). Another remarkable property is that place cells
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which represent a field in one environment may not correspond to any field in the other 
environment and when they signal a field in the other environment the locations aie 
uncorrelated (Kubie, Ranck, 1983). The first phenomenon supports the idea that path 
integration is the major source of animal information about the environment and the second 
experiment asserts the ability of animals to learn about landmaiks in an environment. 
Unfortunately, the type and process of sensory information received by the hippocampus is 
poorly understood (Hasselmo, 2008; Burgess, 2008). Nonetheless, there is a general 
assumption that the hippocampus receives highly processed sensory information (Burgess, 
2008; Moser et a l, 2008; Solstad et al., 2008). Deep layers of the entorhinal cortex (IV-VI) 
(which has connections to the hippocampus via prefrontal pathway) are believed to be the 
source of sensory information (Sargolini et al., 2006b). Therefore, they can provide 
contextual information to the medial layers of the entorhinal cortex and as a consequence to 
the hippocampus.
Redish & Touretzky (1997) suppose that path integration is the main source of an animal’s 
information about the place, and the visual information becomes the secondary bound to it. In 
their words, ‘... an important role of the place code is the association of the sensory with 
idiothetic cues’(Redish, Touretzky, 1997 pp 19), where idiothetic cues refers to internal 
representation of an animal regarding navigation such as vestibular information. In this way, 
the visual information corrects for the path integration drift. The extent to which visual 
information can change the field of a place cell put some uncertainty on this proposition. On 
one extreme, the place cell is stable after entering the dark environment and on the other 
extreme a place cell is unstable when confronted with a type of disorientation (Knierim et al. 
(1995) considered the effect of the directional system on this issue). As a result of some other 
similar observations, McNaughton et al. (1996) suggest that the ‘magnitude of mistmach’ 
might drive alterations in place cells. This factor can explain whether visual or vestibular 
inputs predominate in driving the activity of place cells. However, McNaughton et al. (1996) 
do not explain how this mismatch mechanism works, or how the magnitude of it can be 
evaluated (which is reasonable due to the lack of knowledge regarding the visual information 
received by the hippocampus). Also recent studies regaiding the dependence of grid cells on 
the orientation of visual cues and surrounding walls in the environment, rise the possibility 
for the existence of mechanism for conection of path integration beyond the hippocampus 
and place cells (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Moser et al., 2008).
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Partial dependence of place cells to visual information is not the only problematic issue. It 
seems that place cells are modulated by other factors as well (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005). In a 
narrow track, place cells show field selectivity in only one direction and not the opposite 
direction, which shows their partial dependency on the directional information. However, it 
might be because of detection of a reference point on each direction, such as a wall of the 
surrounding area (McNaughton et al., 1996). Speed of movement is likely to be another 
modulator of place cells (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005) in the way that the firing of a place cell 
increases as the animal runs faster through the place field. This explains the fact that firing 
rates changes from trial to trial. These issues and few others, in addition to the problem of 
different and sometime conflicting reports on properties of place cells makes postulation of a 
hypothesis about the origin of place cell firing complex. Mehta et al. (2002) report the non- 
Gaussian shape of place cell firing after a short exploration of the environment by the animal 
and propose the effect of experiment on the firing pattern of place cells)
2.6 Head direction cells
In addition to place recognition, a navigation system requires spatial orientation as well. Head 
direction cells have been found in several brain structures near the hippocampus such as the 
postsubiculum, anterodorsal, lateral dorsal nucleus, anterior dorsal thalamus and dorsal 
tegmental nucleus (Blair, 1998; Blair, Sharp, 1995; Blair et al., 1997; Sharp et al., 2001; 
Taube, 1998; Taube et al., 1990). Put in simple words, head direction cells fire maximally 
when an animal is heading toward the preferred direction of the head direction cells 
irrespective to the angle between the animal’s head and body. The turning curve of a head 
direction cell’s output covers a range of directions with the preferred direction having the 
maximum firing rate in a triangle or Gaussian shape Figure 2-4. Similar to place cells, head 
direction cells are dependent on the visual information in the environment and with binding 
to a specific visual cue. As such, they operate as a compass to polarise the environment.
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Figure 2-4; Schematic of the firing rate of rat when it is heading north. The firing rate increases when the 
rat has approached the 60 degrees angle and is increased up to 90 degrees angle which is the preferred 
head direction of the recorded head direction cell.
Temporal analysis of other cells in the dorsal tegmental nucleus (Blair, Sharp, 1995; Blair et 
a l, 1997) has revealed that a population of cells in these areas are optimised before the 
preferred direction is reached, i.e. their maximum firing rate is right before the preferred 
direction and after the preferred direction (Blair, Sharp, 1995; Blair et a l, 1997; Taube, 
Bassett, 2003). These cells are called anticipatory head velocity cells and they are found in 
two forms; symmetric and asymmetric. Symmetric cells anticipate the velocity in a both 
clockwise and anticlockwise turn, while asymmetric cells tend to indicate the velocity only in 
one direction.
2,7 Theta wave and phase precession in place cells
Two major classes of EEG (“Electroencephalography is the recording of electrical activity 
along the scalp produced by the firing of neurons within the brain. In clinical contexts, EEG 
refers to the recording of the brain's spontaneous electrical activity over a short period of 
time, usually 20-40 minutes, as recorded from multiple electrodes placed on the scalp”
(Niedermeyer, Lopes da Silva, 1999 pp 1258)) wave can be categorised in the hippocampus, 
which are a sinusoidal 7-12 Hz waves called theta waves and large irregular activity with a 
broader spectrum of frequencies. The former theta wave can be seen when a rat is navigating 
through its environment and the latter occurs during other activities such as eating, drinking 
and grooming (O'Keefe, Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996; Muller, Kubie, 1987; Huhn et al., 
2(X)5; Lubenov, Siapas, 2009). As mentioned, place cells demarcate their fields from other 
parts of the environment by increasing the burst of their firing as the animal approaches the 
centre of the associated place field. However, the result of (O'Keefe, Recce, 1993) shows that 
place cells exhibit a systematic phase change in relation to the theta wave. When a rat enters a 
field of the place cell, the cell starts firing at the late phases of the theta wave. As the rat 
advances through the field, the phase advances to the earlier phases and the number of firing 
bursts increases. Hence, it might be reasonable to consider phase coding of a place by 
relational firing of place cells (Figure 2-5) to the theta wave (Hafting et al., 2008; Huxter et 
al., 2(X)3; Yamaguchi et al., 2002).
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Figure 2-5: Diagram for the phase precession of a place cell in hippocampus (Yamaguchi et al., 2002). 
Each dot on a plane is the spike generated by the place cell. The y axis (<t>) shows the phase of the spike in 
relation to the current EEG and x axis (p) shows the position of the rat in relation to the centre of the 
place field which is marked by p. Spikes start from early phases of the current EEG and advance as the 
rat gets closer to the centre of the field.
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Mehta et al. (2002) demonstrated that ‘there is spatial information in the precise timing of 
spikes (accurate up to 10ms) with respect to the theta rhythm.’ (pp 741) They also emphasise 
the advantages that phase coding might have over rate coding, such as insensitivity to running 
speed and scale invariance. Due to the dependency of place cells to several factors such as 
position, visual information and speed, it might be reasonable to assume the role of the theta 
wave in place recognition. However, (Skaggs et al., 1996) showed that phase precession is 
not explicit in pyramidal cells in the liippocampus. Granule cells and even inter-neurons 
(whose phase precession stalls 90 degi'ees earlier than pyramidal cells) have the same phase 
precession phenomenon. This means that phase precession may not be a single indicator of a 
position. The dual phase and rate coding proposed by O'Keefe & Burgess (2005) can perhaps 
better fit to the findings related to the phase precession. Contraiy to Mehta et al. (2002) they 
do not consider the precise timing of spikes as a coding mechanism for space, instead a 
combination of the relation of place cell spikes to the ongoing EEG and the firing rate of 
place which seems to increase when animal gets closer to the centie of tlie place field can 
encode the position (O'Keefe & Burgess 2005).
The theta wave may also be involved in the learning process (Buzsaki, 2005). There is 
evidence that synaptic modification can happen when the coincidence of spikes occurs in the 
positive phases of the theta wave, while the spikes occuning at the negative phase may not be 
involved in synaptic modification (O'Keefe, Recce, 1993; Buzsaki, 2005). Support for the 
idea of landmaik learning in the navigation scheme can come from this involvement of theta 
wave in the synaptic plasticity. However, the learning phenomenon is beyond the scope of 
this thesis and our interest here is the role that place cell spikes play in relation to the theta 
wave and phase precession and also their effects on the spatial representation. We will 
discuss this in the following chapters. Nonetheless it is worthy to discuss factors that should 
be considered in a model for place cell phase precession. According to O'Keefe & Recce 
(1993), a phase precession model should firstly, generate spikes that advance in phase of the 
ongoing theta wave in a modelled hippocampus. Secondly, spikes should stait from the late 
phases of the theta wave and as the simulated animal reaches the centre of the place field the 
place cell firing pattern and theta should be in phase with each other. Thirdly, the phase 
precession should cover most of the 360 degree spectrum of phase angles as it is observed in
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place cells. These factors are considered in a model which uses the interference of oscillators 
with different frequencies to model phase precession. The expansion of the aforementioned 
model in two dimensions with three or six oscillators is used to model grid cells (will be 
studied in the next section) and part of the hypothesis developed in this thesis.
2.8 Grid cells
Cells in the superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex show a type of position modulation 
(Fyhn et al., 2004; Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al., 2006b). However, the pattern of their 
firing is somehow different from the place cells in the hippocampus (CAl and CA3 regions). 
Contrary to place cells, which almost have a single-peaked firing pattern, medial entorhinal 
cortex cells (cells in layers II to VI) have multi-peaked periodic firing. Due to the grid like 
structure of the firing pattern, these cells are called ‘Grid cells’. Figure 2-6 illustrates the 
firing pattern of a cell in the dorsocaudal medial entorhinal cortex (Hafting et al., 2005). As 
the figure shows, a single neuron can tessellate the surface of an environment. This grid like 
structure and anatomical position of the entorhinal cortex, which has afferent input from 
head-directions cells (dorsal presubiculum) and visuospatial information (postrhinal cortex) 
and from other brain areas (Fyhn et al., 2004; Hafting et al., 2005), puts the medial entorhinal 
cortex in a unique position for the computation of path integration.
Figure 2-6: Firing Held of a grid cell has a repetitive triangular structure (Hafting et al., 2005). The left 
column shows the trajectory of the animal with superimposed firing rate of a cell, the right column 
illustrates the firing rate map.
On the one hand, grid cells at the same level of the entorhinal cortex share common spacing 
(the distance from the central peak to the vertices of the inner hexagon in the 
autocorrelogram) and orientation (the camera-defined deviation from the horizontal line). On 
the other hand, the neighbouring cells have slightly shifted phases (vertices of the hexagon)
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which enable a few of the grid cells to cover a 2D environment. Hence, it can be said that 
grid cells are topographically organised. This striking organisation can be seen along the 
dorsal to ventral axis of the entorhinal cortex with systematic change in the firing properties. 
The spacing and the field size of the grid cells are increased along the dorsal to ventral axis. 
Therefore, a representation of space exists at each level. Similai- to place cells, grid cells are 
also anchored to external cues, and in the absence of light grid cells firing pattern persists 
(Hafting et al., 2005).
Since superficial layers of the medial entorhinal cortex have afferent input to the 
hippocampus and receive feedback connections from CA3 cells, and grid cells show place 
modulation, it is reasonable to assume that path integration is performed upstream of the 
hippocampus in the entorhinal cortex (Hafting et al., 2005; O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005). 
However, two main questions are remained to be answered. Firstly, how do the place cells 
drive their place modulated information from grid cells? Secondly, what is the underlying 
mechanism of path integration in the entorhinal cortex? O'Keefe & Burgess (2005) proposed 
some answers. They claim that the former question can be easily resolved by association of a 
few co-localised grid cells (e.g. by a type of Hebbian learning). For the latter question, they 
believe that a type of integrator cell in the entorhinal cortex can integrate the output of a grid 
cell, by a cosine modulated signal of the heading direction of the animal, and two cells with 
perpendicular direction can provide a Euclidean encoding of space. They also mentioned that 
the inputs should be speed modulated as well. Interestingly, a recent study by (Sargolini et 
al., 2006b) shows that, in addition to grid cells, some cells underneath layer II of the 
entorhinal cortex represent head-direction of the animal, and even some cells show a 
conjunctive representation of grid and direction modulation (they reported that in layer III 
and V, 66% and 90% of the grid cells had dual response properties). (Sargolini et al., 2006b) 
also found weak correlation of the grid cells firing pattern to the speed of the animal 
movement.
2.9 Border cells
The Surrounding environment in which an animal is navigating for a specific task, such as 
foraging, is a part of the navigation scheme, hence, the existence of neurons signalling
environmental cues such as obstacles or walls of the surrounding environment (Solstad et ah, 
2008; Barry et al., 2006). As it was discussed before, place cells, grid cells and head-direction 
cells have correlation to the visual objects and upon rotation of these visual cues the 
associated grid or head-direction cell change their direction in relation to the visual cue in the 
environment. There is evidence for the remapping of features of place cells in the 
hippocampus, such as the dependence of place fields to the walls of the environment 
(O'Keefe, Burgess, 1996; Touretzky et al., 2005). This evidence suggests the existence of 
border cells (Barry et al., 2006). Barry et al. (2006) predicted the existence of a type of 
neuron possibly in the subiculum which has strong projections to the hippocampus indicating 
the surrounding walls of the enclosure area (Barry et al, (2006) called these cells boundary 
vector cells). The prediction came from the assumption that hippocampal field activity could 
be directly derived from border cells.
Recently Solstad et al. (2008) discovered that 10% of cells in all layers of the medial 
entorhinal cortex of a rat’s brain show “orientation-specific” and “edge-apposing” activity 
along the borders of the enclosure environment. These cells are called Border cells and 
maintain interesting properties in respect to the borders, grid cells and head-direction cells. A 
border cell fires exclusively along one or several walls of the environment, with cells at the 
superficial layers of the medial entorhinal cortex firing along a single wall and cells at the 
deeper layers firing along all four wall of the tested environment. Border cells show strong 
correlations to the wall that they are indicating, therefore upon the stretching of the wall 
(transfoiming the square enclosure to a rectangle) they still fire near the previously signaled 
wall. To determine whether these cells are showing correlations to the wall or whether they 
treat these walls like obstacles, Solstad et al. (2008) inserted a wall with shorter length and 
same height and discovered that when the newly inserted wall is parallel to the original wall, 
the border cell still treats the new wall like the original one. They also realized that the 
change in the height of the wall does not change the firing pattern. This indicates that the 
border cell is firing in relation to the wall on an absolute direction bases like north or south as 
opposed to relation one like the angle degree difference. Therefore it seems that a border cells 
signals a suiTounding wall in a specific distance and specific absolute direction.
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Grid cells and head direction cells in the medial entorhinal cortex are context-dependent 
meaning that they fire similarly in different environments (Hafting et al., 2005; Fyhn et al., 
2004) when place cells in the hippocampus change their firing location randomly upon 
entering a novel environment. Solstad et al. (2008) frequently changed the environment 
between multiple shapes including a circle environment and found that the border cells still 
fire around similar locations, hence the possibility that border cells are primarily derived by 
the geometric location of the wall and less dependent by the contents of the surrounding 
enclosure. Border cell properties, in addition to the properties of other constituents of the 
biological navigation system, imply that they are in fact part of the whole picture. 
Specifically, border cells help to explain the remapping feature of place cells in the novel 
environment (Figure 2-7).
Grid cells
P lace  cell
Figure 2-7; Schematic of a system creating spatial representation. HD cells (head direction 
cells) give projections to the medial entorhinal cortex where grid cells fire periodically. Grid 
cells with different spatial frequencies and phases project to the hippocampus to create a 
monotonie spatial representation.
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2.10 Cognitive maps
Beyond the neurophysiological aspects of primary cells in the hippocampus, the idea of how 
animals represent or learn about their environment and the objects within it goes back to the 
prominent work of Tolman and his colleagues in 1930 (Best, White, 1999). Contrary to the 
general belief of Stimuli-Response (S-R) or Stimuli-Stimuli (S-S) learning, Tolman proposed 
that animals may have an allocentric map based representation of their world called a 
cognitive map. In his words (Tolman, 1948):
‘We believe that in the course o f  learning, something like a field  map o f  the
environment gets established in the rat's brain. '
pp 192
The idea of the cognitive map had been the subject of controversy until a major paradigm 
shift by the work of O'Keefe & Dostrovsky (1971), which was the discovery of place cells. 
Their prominent work provided a solid foundation for a new approach for studying the 
brain’s behaviour and also put forward the idea that place cells are the fundamental element 
of a non-centred (allocentric) and distributed representation o f the environment. Place cells, 
head-direction cells, grid cells and border cells are components of a system that seems to 
integrate the trajectory of the animal pathway and stores landmarks to be used for correcting 
path integration drifts. This storage of the allocentric map of the environment can support the 
cognitive map theory (Best, White, 1999; Fuhs, Touretzky, 2000; McNaughton et al., 1991; 
Muller et al., 1996; Redish, 1999; Redish, Touretzky, 1997; O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971; 
O'Keefe, Nadel, 1978). However, it is missing some components, such as a mechanism for 
relating different positions (McNaughton et al., 1991). Although in some models of path 
integration (Will be studied in the next chapter) there is a relational dependency between cells 
representing positions in the environment, the mechanism by which animals relate to their 
position is unclear.
The discovery of grid cells in addition to the functional and anatomical properties of the grid 
cells have resulted in a shifting the focus of navigation studies from the hippocampus to other 
brain areas, which is contrary to the original idea that the hippocampus is the locus of the 
cognitive map theory. Moreover, it seems that spatial representation is only one of the 
functions of the hippocampus (Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Buzsaki, 2005; Leutgeb et al., 2005).
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Nonetheless, the theory still seems to find more solid support compared to the previous ideas 
of navigation (Best, White, 1999). Moreover, it may have gained even more support in terms 
of metric positioning of tlie environment with the fact that grid cells in the entorhinal cortex 
have a type of relational dependency (Saigolini et al., 2006b). Therefore, the cognitive map 
theory could be still valid regardless of the anatomical location of such a map in the brain. 
Contrary to eaiiier hypothesis, it seems that a group of brain structures contribute to construct 
a map like representation of the environment and in this thesis we have considered the 
cognitive map theory as a hypothetical form of representation of space in .the brain. 
Therefore, when we discuss the biological spatial navigation in the brain we seek for form of 
representation that allocentric, integrates path to recognise positions and uses environment 
cues to correct the accumulated error in path integration.
2.11 Summary
Anatomical properties of the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex (especially the medial 
entorhinal cortex) which are constituents of a system most likely to represent spatial 
information in the brain were discussed in this chapter. The principal cells and the 
information pathways between several elements of this system were explained. As Figure 2-2 
shows, the information flow between the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus suggests that 
the source of spatial information in the hippocampus is the entorhinal cortex. In this chapter, 
we also explored the firing pattern properties of place cells, head direction cells, grid cells 
and recently discovered border cells. Head direction cells signal the orientation of an animal 
and it is bound to the visual cues in the environment. They reside in the subiculum areas 
which have direct projections to the hippocampus and medial entorhinal cortex. The medial 
entorhinal cortex hosts head direction cells too, which most possibly derive their activities 
from head direction cells in other brain areas. Also, the medial entorhinal cortex includes grid 
cells which tessellate an environment with periodic hexagonal firing pattersn which are also 
visual cue bound. The computational models which will be discussed in the following 
chapters suggest that the orientation of grid cells could be directly obtained from head 
direction cells. A combination of grid cells, head direction cells and border cells could give 
input to the monotonie firing of place cells at the hippocampus. These components describe 
how an allocentric spatial representation of the environment could be used to model 
navigation.
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The missing components are those which represent the visual or other surrounding cues that 
could conect the accumulated errors in head direction cells, grid cells and place cells. A 
possible candidate for the existence of such information is the lateral entorhinal cortex which 
has projections to the subiculum, the medial entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus, while 
receiving strong input from the neocortex, which is believed to have highly processed stimuli 
information (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005). Also, the lateral entorhinal cortex exhibits strong 
functional differences to the medial entorhinal cortex (Hargreaves et al., 2005). These 
missing components and their effect on creating an spatial representation of the environment 
will be discussed in the next chapter.
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3 Computational Models
3.1 Overview
In the chapters 2, the anatomical and functional properties of place cells, head direction cells, 
grid cells and border cells in the hippocampus and medial entorhinal cortex were given. 
Although the intrinsic properties of these cells may help in understanding their role in the 
representation of the environment, the mechanism underlying the development of such 
behaviour in the hippocampus is still unknown and there are few hypotheses regarding the 
interactions of these components in order to achieve spatial representation of the environment 
(McNaughton et al., 1996; O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Rolls et al., 2006; Blair et al., 2008; Brun 
et al., 2002; Franzius et al., 2007; Fuhs, Touretzky, 2006). Computational models of the 
hippocampus can help to understand these mechanisms and additionally they may provide 
new insights for spatial representation in mobile robots (Burgess et al., 1998; Aiieo, Gerstner, 
2000; Aiieo et al., 2004). In this chapter, several computational models, divided in three 
categories (head direction modelling, hippocampus modelling and grid cells modelling), will 
be discussed.
3.2 Head direction modelling
General properties of head direction cells were discussed in section 2.6. It can be said that a 
representation of direction and a mechanism for updating the direction are likely to be the 
minimal components required for head direction modelling (Skaggs et al., 1995). Figure 3-1 
illustrates one of the early models proposed by McNaughton et al. 1991). The model includes 
a group of cells {H) representing the current head direction of the animal, and it incorporates 
the angular velocity of the animal (represented by H') to update the heading direction. The 
relation of these two groups of cells is maintained by the HH' (direction x  velocity 
population) cells which shifts the activity of the H cells. HH' is an associative table, which 
maps the current angular velocity and current head direction to a new head direction. Singular 
landmarks correct for the accumulation of the path integration error, by Hebbian learning 
between the head direction cells and the local view cells. This model provides the minimal 
requirements for developing a system which is intended to create a direction sense based on 
biological phenomena. Therefore McNaughton et al. (1991) do not provide details description
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of the components involved. Their model is followed by the others who propose head 
direction models.
Local 
view Cell
HH'
Figure 3-1: Three groups of cells providing head direction representation in the McNaughton et al. (1991) 
model
Following McNaughton's model, Skaggs et al. (1995) proposed a ring topology, with four 
classes of cells providing a more dynamic representation of the head direction, i.e. head 
direction cells, vestibular cells, rotation cells and local view cells. As Figure 3-2 illustrates, 
head direction (HD) cells receive afferent inputs from the rotation cells, which are divided 
into two groups of right and left rotation. These modelled cells project to the right and left 
HD cells, and project excitatory connections to the neighbouring HD cells. Upon movement 
(rotation in the horizontal plane) vestibular cells activate the corresponding left or right 
rotation cell, causing an increase in the input of the currently active HD cells. The dynamic 
shift in this model happens when the activity of an HD cell exceeds the threshold. As long as 
the vestibular input (angular velocity) exists, the focus of the activity shifts between cells. 
The visual cell in the model has projections on the HD cells, resulting in the correction of the 
accumulated error. Elements of this model seem to have Gaussian firing patterns, and their 
synaptic connections are mainly preconfigured, except the projections from visual cells to 
head direction cells. In this respect, Skaggs’s model is similar to McNaughton’s model, 
considering that a HH' cell in the latter can be a combination of vestibular and rotation cells 
in the former. Similar to the model proposed by McNaughton et al. (1991) discussed in the 
previous section, this model provides the basic requirements of models of head direction 
using attractor network in a single dimension.
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Figure 3-2: Architecture of the model proposed by Skaggs et al. (1995). Gray circles are head direction 
cells connected to rotation cells, shown in the figure by the inner circles. Rotation cells are divided into 
two categories of left and right. The right rotation cell for each head direetion cell excites the head 
direction cell on the right of the associated head direction cell. Similarly, the left rotation cell excites the 
head direction cell on the left of the associated head direction cell. When these rotation cells receive their 
activities from the right and left vestibular cells, they move the activation to the right or to the left of the 
currently active head direction cell.
Zhang (1996) proposed an analytical model of spatial orientation, which has some interesting 
features due to its inherent dynamics. In this model, the average activity of groups of cells, 
whose firing pattern are tuned with the help of statistical data from HD cells in the anterior 
thalamus and postsubiculum, are organised in a one-dimensional structure, to signal the 
current head direction. HD cells in Zhang’s model have four basic properties. Firstly, they are 
directionally tuned, i.e. each cell signals a specified direction. Secondly, familiar landmarks 
reset the activity of HD cells. Thirdly, the new head direction is derived by the internal 
movement information. Fourthly, a rigid frame of activity emerges from the fact that different 
cells are tightly coupled. This means that in the case of a rotation of the activity of a head- 
direction cell due to the perturbation of visual land marks, the relational tuned direction of the 
other head directions cells changes accordingly. The last property seems not to be supported 
by the models of Skaggs and McNaughton.
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The dynamic time evolution of the system in Zhang’s model (1996) is governed by the 
following differential equation, which results in the settling of the system in an attractor point 
(An attractor is a minimal set A in the state of states of a dynamic system such that: firstly, A 
trajectory that starts in A stays in A, and secondly, A attracts all trajectories that start in an 
open set containing A (Samsonovich, McNaughton, 1997), For more information regarding 
attractor maps refer to (Amit, 1992)):
du  ^ (3-1)T — —U +  W * /Ot
in which u is the synaptic current,/is the firing rate, w are the synaptic weights between cells 
in the model and t  is the time constant. The convolution in the model is considered because 
of the rotation-invariant property of the system. A significant factor in the model, which leads 
to the stable activity of the network, is the synaptic weights. Similar to Hopfield networks 
(Hopfield, 1984) symmetric weights result in the existence of an attractor point (Zhang, 1996; 
McNaughton et al., 1996). However, the shift mechanism is the result of asymmetry in the 
synaptic weights. In fact, the connection weights are created by integration of symmetric and 
asymmetric parts:
wie. t) =  t) 4- WoddCd, t)  (3-2)
with 0 as the angle difference between the preferred direction of head direction cells 
connected by w, t is the cunent time, t) as the symmetric part and Woddi^, t) as the
asymmetric part. In the static case where the animal is not moving, t)is zero which
results in the convergence of the system into an attractor point which is the heading direction 
of the animal. In presence of speed, the t)component guarantees the smooth shift of
the attractor point (Zhang, 1996). With an analytical approach Zhang showed that the desired 
symmetric weights have excitatory centre and inhibitory connections to further neurons. The 
desired asymmetric weights are derived from the symmetric weights with multiplication of 
the current angular velocity of the animal {Wodd ~  Y^even where y  controls the direction of 
shift and wéuen is the derivative of Weven)' A Hebbian learning mechanism between visual
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landmarks and HD cells would correct for the drifts of the integration of the angular velocity 
in Zhang’s model.
In the head direction models discussed above, there seem to be general phenomena, i.e. 
orientation tuning or head direction cells in a horizontal plane, self-sustaining activity with 
integration of angular velocity, and association of visual landmark information to head 
direction cells via learning. A preconfigured structure of synaptic connections between head 
direction cells (or other vestibulai- and rotation cells) and plasticity of synaptic connections 
between sensory information and head direction cells result in a stable orientation 
representation, with small activity jumps in case of integration error. However, the models 
discussed above differ in the detail of their constituent parts. Modelling of head direction 
cells with more biologically plausible integrate-and-fire neurons, which are tuned with data 
on postsubiculum neurons and anterior thalamic neurons (Zhang, 1996), malces Zhang’s 
model more biologically plausible when compared to the Gaussian firing pattern of the other 
two models. Meanwhile, formulation of the dynamic aspects of Zhang’s model via an 
attractor network provides more solid formulation of changes in the head direction system 
when compared to the other two models. However, since the models discussed share similar 
concepts in biological terms, they provide further insights into the origin of orientation 
representation in the brain which is possibility for the existence of inhibitor and excitatory 
connections (inhibitory interneurons and pyramidal cells discussed in the previous chapter) to 
establish a stable head direction representation.
Redish et al. (1996) modelled both the continuous approximation of a single neuron and a 
population of neurons. The model simulated by Redish et al. (1996) updates the head 
direction by the assumption that two regions of the brain (anterior thalamic nuclei and 
postsubiculum) are involved in head direction representation. The asymmetric weights, 
designed to shift the point of the attractor, are considered in weights between these two 
regions. With V;(t) being the average voltage and Fi(t) the fraction of neurons in the 
population firing a spike at time t:
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_ 1 +  tanh (F i(t)) (3-4)Fi(t) = ---------------------
Where is the integration time constant, is a tonic inhibition parameter. Si is spikes 
generated by neurons and Wij is the connection weight between neuron i and neuron j. Their 
model consisted of two pools of excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) neurons with a Gaussian 
weight distribution. Units in the excitatory pool strongly excite units in the same pool with 
close preferred directions, and units in the inhibitory pool weakly inhibit all neurons in both 
pools. Hence, the voltages of the element in pools E and I are given by:
( 0  =  Ke +  ^  -  ^ j ) S f ( t ' )  +  ^  WEii^k -
J j
^/!(0 =  X/ +  ^  (0  +  ^  ~  ^ j ) S j  (t)
(3-6)
(3-7)
In the above formula Wgg, Wgj, Wje and Wn are weight distributions between excitatory- 
excitatory, excitatory-inhibitory, inhibitory-excitatory and inhibitory-inhibitory groups 
respectively, that have Gaussian forms, and are tonic inhibition parameters and 0 ^  and 
Oj are the preferred directions of units k and j respectively. We have simulated this model 
using Matlab. Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 illustrate that this attractor network converges to a 
stable state from an initial noisy firings of states. The purpose of the initial random noise is to 
break the symmetry of the system; otherwise the network does not converge to a stable point. 
Our simulations show that the model is capable of providing direction representation and also 
maintaining the stable attractor point at the presence of the angular speed information. The 
simulations also showed that the initial random activity for the units is not a necessary factor 
and we can set activation for the desired unit and the network still maintain a stable attractor 
point.
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time
Figure 3-3: a coupled attractor network converges to a stable state from a random initial state
0 s te p s
2 0  s tep s
40  s te p s
6 0  s tep s
80  s tep s
100 s te p s
120 s te p s
140 s te p s
Figure 3-4: Convergence to a stable state in 140 steps. The ring attractor network starts from a random 
firing rate for neurons and the time evolution of the network results in a stable representation of the 
direction in few steps.
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3.3 Models o f the hippocampus and place cells
If a general assumption is made that place cells share similar properties with HD cells then 
models of the hippocampus should be a two-dimensional expansion of head direction models. 
However, different models for the hippocampus are developed based on the assumption 
behind the type of information that the hippocampus uses to represent location. This 
information could be the preference of the landmark information or the internal motion 
signals (or the measure of mismatch between them McNaughton et al. (1996)) as the driving 
factor in the firing of place cells. Furthermore, the discovery of grid cells and their influence 
on the hippocampus may even lead to different ideas about the role of the pyramidal cells in 
the hippocampus regions (CA1-CA3 and DG (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Buzsaki, 2005)). In 
this section, four models of the hippocampus (Arleo, Gerstner, 2000; Arleo et al., 2004; 
Burgess et al., 1997, 1995; Samsonovich, McNaughton, 1997) will be briefly discussed to 
study elements and approaches to of the hippocampus modelling.
3.3.1 A model based on visual landmarks
Figure 3-5 illustrates the model proposed by Burgess et al. (1997) implemented on a robot. 
As the figure shows, the model consists of three layers generating the spatial representation 
and another extra layer for learning the goal orientation. Distances from surrounding walls 
(illustrated by N, S, E and W in Figure 3-5) in the environment are encoded by sensory cells 
in the first layer with a Gaussian firing pattern as it can be seen in Figure 3-5. A distinctive 
landmark on one of the walls (a white line) and visual estimation methods are used to 
calculate the distance of the robot from the walls. The entorhinal layer cells receive afferent 
connection from two sensory cells related to the two orthogonal walls. The spatial 
representation and place cells firing pattern are constructed by a competitive learning 
mechanism between entorhinal cells and place cells. Hence, place cells maintain fixed 
distances from the two orthogonal walls. At a goal location, a one-shot Hebbian learning 
mechanism is used to strengthen connections between place cells active at the goal location. 
Burgess et al. (1998) use a population coding (Georgopoulos et al., 1986) of place cells active 
at the goal location. An interesting feature of this model is the consideration of the relational 
phase coding of the theta EEG in the hippocampus to the place cells firing. In fact, Burgess et 
al. divide the theta EEG into two parts, the early phase and the late phase. The manipulation 
of the connections from place cells with a wall ahead of the robot happens in the late phase,
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and walls behind the robot in the eai'ly phase. Therefore, phase precession actually happens in 
the form of a phase relation of a place cell (which might code distance from two orthogonal 
walls) to the surrounding walls. Burgess et al. (1997) claim that this structure provides robust 
behaviour in a mobile robot, and in the case of expansion of the environment the spatial 
representation is still stable. Also the model is aiming at creating the spatial representation 
and also providing a mechanism for the goal oriented reinforcement for the robot navigation, 
however, some of the assumptions by the model are outdated. For example the model 
assumed that cells in entorhinal cortex are monotonie similar to place cells but discovery of 
the grid cells showed that these cells are not monotonie and illustrate a periodic activity 
patterns. Furthermore, our simulations (reviewed in chapter 5 page 68) showed that that 
competitive learning between entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus may not provide the 
desired spatial representation.
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Figure 3-5: Model of the hippocampus proposed by (Burgess et al., 1998) , Sensory cells estimate the 
allocentric distance to the walls via visual information and each row of sensory cells is firing maximally 
with a certain distance. Every two sensory cells related to two orthogonal wall send hardwire connections 
to entorhinal cells, meanwhile entorhinal cells are connected to the place cells with competitive learning. 
Eventually, the simultaneous activity of the place cells and goal cells result in population coding of the 
area usable for navigation.
3.3.2 Models based on path integration
Path integration is a mechanism by which an animal is able to return to its starting point 
(Redish, Touretzky, 1997). Neurophysiological evidence of the existence of place fields in 
the absence of light supports the idea that path integration is based on the integration of 
movement information in the hippocampus (or other brain structures) can be a major 
component in the navigation phenomenon (O'Keefe, Dostrovsky, 1971; O'Keefe, Nadel, 
1978; Redish, Touretzky, 1997). Contrary to the model discussed in the previous section, 
another prominent category of hippocampus models is based on the ability of animals to 
integrate their path. Redish and Touretzky (1997) proposed a hypothetical system level model 
of rat navigation (Figure 3-6). They state that interaction between four different spatial 
components, which are a representation of the animal’s relationship to local landmarks, a 
metric representation of position (the path integrator), a distributed representation of position 
via place cells and a representation of the head direction, can result in navigation skill in 
animals (Redish, Touretzky, 1997). The model does not consider different subcomponents as 
‘black boxes’, and they claim that internal relations exist between them. The significance of 
this hypothetical model is its reliance on the self-motion signal as well as visual cues (with 
assumption that the local view subsystem can provide representation of distance, type and 
bearing of landmaiks). The reference frame and goal memory subsystems are elements of the 
model which completes a hypothetical model of a navigation system. The former is 
interesting in terms of explaining a different pattern of place cell activity in different 
environments, and the latter provides guidance toward a goal location based on the 
distributed and metric representation provided by other parts of the system.
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Figure 3-6: A system level model of rat navigation (Redish, Touretzky, 1997)
Place cells in different environments shows different place fields which means that these 
place fields are uncorrelated and cause a potential difficulty in understanding the nature of 
place cell activities. This property of place cells is known as remapping feature between 
different environments (Fuhs, Touretzky, 2000). The reference frame selection subsystem in 
the model illustrated in Figure 3-6 accounts for this property. However, this hypothesis does 
not clarify how a reference frame selector can change the field of a place cell in different 
environments. Samsonovish and McNaughton (1997) propose a multi-chart map-based path- 
integrator model, which can account for this place cell property. A chart is a planar 
arrangement of place cells, which are symbolically represented by units (Samsonovich, 
McNaughton, 1997). A number of charts with shared units can account for different 
environments by their spontaneous remapping. Figure 3-7 illustrates a schematic 
representation of a mutli-chart map-based path-integrator model. The main components of the 
system are the head direction part (R, H  and H' along with the synaptic connections similar to 
the model of head direction proposed by McNaughton et al. (1991)), a planar arrangement of 
place cells (P), the integrator (I) which receives connections from H, P and M  (the speed of 
motion), and a representation of external sensory input (V). The dynamic properties of the 
model result in development of an ‘activity packet’, which provides a spatial representation 
of the environment.
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Figure 3-7: Multi-map modelling of the hippocampus for hippocampal path integration (Samsonovich 
and McNaughton, 1997). M is a periodic signal for the speed of motion. R, H and H' are components of a 
subsystem for creating a representation of the current head direction. V is the sensory array which has 
projections to P (place cells array) and H (head direction array). I is an array of path integrators which 
integrate path with speed and direction signals received from M  and H components respectively.
Synaptic connections in Figure 3-7 between the head direction system (/?, H  and H'), the 
integrator (/), the speed of motion (M) and the place representation {P) are preconfigured. 
Connections from / /  to /  {W^^) select an active layer in the integrator layer and asymmetric 
connections from I \o P in addition to connections from V io P move the
activity packet in P. Meanwhile, activity in the active I  layer is handled by the speed of 
motion from M. Recurrent connections in P (W^^)  guarantee the existence of an attractor 
point in P (Samsonovich, McNaughton, 1997). Effects of visual information on calibration of 
the place representation results from the afferent connections from V to P. Neurons in the 
model of Figure 3-7 are simulated as integrate-and-fire neurons, with the following 
formulation of their firing pattern:
j = l
(3-8)
(3-9)
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where Vi is the action potential of neuron i at time t, 5fis a boolean variable showing the 
existence of spike at time t for neuron i, A is the time bin, t  is the neural integration time, 0 is 
the Heaviside step function, h and M  control the level of inhibition in the system, and Wij is 
the synaptic connection from neuron j  to neuron i. The core of the architecture is the 
configuration of synaptic weights in the P network. Since the arrangement of units in 
different charts are different from each other, in a pai ticular environment (simulation setup) 
only one chart shows a stable single peaked activity point. The synaptic connections forming 
multiple charts have the form of the following equation:
(3-10)pp
where r is the abstract distance between two units on chart k. Instead of explicit inhibitory 
connections, the stability of the active point in a chart is controlled by M, which in this model 
is a periodic signal. Samsonovich and McNaughton (1997) show through simulation that their 
model converges to a stable state, and can keep track of a trajectory of journey in an active 
chart. Meanwhile, they provide a continuous approximation of their discrete state model 
(integrate-and-fire neurons) to make up for its inherent computational complexity. However, 
Samsonovich and McNaughton (1997) do not clarify how the head direction component H  
selects the active integrator chart which in turn selects the place field of a place cell in P layer 
in different environment. Moreover, although they proposed a biological navigation model, 
they do not specify which brain parts are responsible for sensory array subsystem (V) and the 
periodic motion signal (M). The model employs the path integration for the creating a spatial 
representation of the environment but it does not seem to suggest where these subcomponents 
can be found in the brain.
Arleo et al. (2004) proposed a model of the hippocampus based on the fusion of allothetic 
(visual) and idiothetic (path integration) information at the level of the hippocampus 
representation (Arleo, Gerstner, 2000; Aiieo et al., 2004), Spatial representation and goal 
oriented navigation are the main components of the system, which is illustrated in Figure 3-8. 
In the allothetic pathway, the system extracts low-level visual features by means of the
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responses to a Gabor filter (It seems that Gabor filter are used for providing suitable 
mathematical formulation of so-called simple cells in the visual cortex (Arleo et al., 2004)) at 
the nodes of a sparse logarithmic graph. Populations of view cells (VC in Figure 3-8) that 
respond to the combination of the extracted features, construct a spatio-temporal relationship 
between visual cues. A vision-based space coding is developed by unsupervised Hebbian 
learning, downstream of the view cells layer in the allocetric PC layer (ViPC, vision driven 
place cells). Path integration is performed by PiPC cells in the idiothetic pathway on the right 
side of Figure 3-8. Upon entry to a new environment cell, Iq is chosen as the reference point, 
and other cells have fields in relation to the reference point. The shift between path 
integration cells is performed algorithmically, resulting in a Gaussian firing rate of a PiPC 
cell. Representation of space is established by the combination o f active ViPC cells with the 
currently active PiPC cell, by means of an unsupervised learning scheme (a new cell is added 
to the HPC layer and connections between active ViPC and PiPC cells established). The 
spatial location can be interpreted as an ensemble activity of HPC cells by population vector 
coding. Reward based reinforcement learning is used to direct the robot to navigate to the 
goal position, based on the spatial representation established in the HPC layer.
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Reinforcement learning
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Figure 3-8: Fusion of idiothetic and allothetic signals (Arleo et al., 2004)
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The aim of the models discussed in this section is to provide a representation of the 
environment similar to the way that the brain provide such representation in the 
hippocampus. Common components of these models are head direction and place cells 
representation systems which are trying to explain how brain represents the current direction 
and location during movement. However, although these models use vestibular and sensory 
information they defer in the infrastructure of subcomponents and the connections between 
them. Table 1 demonstrates a comparison of the hippocampus models discussed in this 
section. It seems that most models try to use vestibular information such as translational 
speed and angular speed to integrate the current head direction and current location and use 
sensory information to correct the accumulated error in path integration. The difference 
between these models can be explained by the activity patterns of neurons and the connection 
weights between different components of the model. Neurons in these models have either 
Gaussian firing pattern or a simple spiking pattern using a differential equation to simulate an 
integrate-and-fire neuron. Also networks in these models are developed by either attractor 
phenomena or a learning approach. However, overall these models seem to suggest the path 
integration as the main source of information for tracking the current position and sensory 
information become the second bound to the activity of place cells and head direction cells.
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3.4 Grid cell modelling
Following the recent series of experimental data on the medial entorhinal cortex, a new 
horizon opened in the field of biological navigation research (Fyhn et al., 2004; Hafting et al., 
2005; Sargolini et al., 2006b). As mentioned in the previous chapter, cells in the medial 
entorhinal cortex of rats have a periodic firing pattern which tessellate surface of the rat’s 
surrounding environment to periodically represent positions in the environment. Grid cells at 
the same level share similar orientation and orientation, but have different phases, which 
make them a good candidate for the site of path integration in the brain. As originally 
suggested by Hafting et al. (2005) grid cells with different orientation and spacing project to a 
place cell in the hippocampus, and the information provided by these cells is sufficient 
enough for place cells to fire in their place fields. In this section we review and evaluate a 
model for constructing grid cell activity patterns using a continuous attractor network (Fuhs, 
Touretzky, 2006).
Fuhs & Touretzky (2006) developed a hexagonal activity pattern in a sheet of neurons via 
competition between neighbouring neurons within a certain radius. Such competition is 
created by a periodic weight function, which results in cooperation between neurons in 
similar phase and competition between those out of phase. Neuron interactions are defined to 
be local. In this model, outputs are the square root of the membrane potential, and time 
evolution of the dynamic system is governed by the differential formula:
d^i V ’ (3-11)T —  =  - ( i  +  ^  Wijf j  +  Vi +  E
J
Here, is the membrane potential of the neuron i, Wij is the projection of neuron j to neuron 
i, Vfis the velocity input, £ is a small amount of Gaussian noise to break the symmetry of the 
system and f j  is the firing rate of neuron j. The connection matrix (W^ y) is composed of a 
symmetric part which establishes the multiple activity pattern, and an asymmetric part which 
provides directional biases to translate the pattern. The derivation of the symmetric weight 
pattern takes inspiration from the propagation of a wave packet through the surface of the 
retina, which are believed to have impacts on the development of the visual system (Fuhs, 
Touretzky, 2006). Several wave packets consisting of three sinusoidal waves are propagated
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through a sheet of neurons to clamp their activity. Meanwhile Bienenstock-Cooper-Muron 
(BCM) Hebbian learning (Bienenstock et al., 1982) forms the connections between neurons 
(either neurons within a wave packet or neurons within different wave packets). Due to the 
symmetrical activity packets that each neuron receives, a symmetric weight distribution 
converges, with excitatory centre and inhibitory connections to the distant neurons, which 
results in a multiple activity bump in the dynamic system. Fuhs & Touretzky (2006) 
developed a weight distribution function based on the learning paradigm they followed, 
which takes the distance between two neurons on the abstmct plane. For instance, the 
syimnetric weight distribution has the following form:
(3-12)
where ip^œdij) is the weight distribution function, dy  is the abstract distance between units i 
and j ,  Ù) is the spatial frequency that rescales function ip and (Xsym is the asymmetric 
amplitude. Units receive uneven synaptic connections because of the limited number of units 
on the abstract plane. Term Yj controls the effect of units on edges. Since grid cells on the 
same level of medial entorhinal cortex share the same spacing and orientation, O) provides the 
basis for common spatial frequency between cells. However, it is not clear how the 
orientation of a grid cell is set. Fuhs & Touretzky (2006) demonstrated that their model 
shows a coherent activity of grid cells, and with presence of a periodic velocity signal in the 
system, a single unit shows a tessellating pattern of activity covering a surface of an 
environment. Due to tlie directional modulation of units in the model (a random direction is 
chosen for each unit which shifts the asymmetric weight distribution to a specific direction), 
the velocity signal strengthens the input signal to the units with similar direction, and results 
in a multiple-unit shift in the system. Figure 3-9 shows three grid cells in a simulated 
environment.
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Figure 3-9: Three grid cells showing tessellation of an environment in the Fuhs & Touretzky (2006) 
model.
We have used the learning method in the Fuhs & Touretzky (2006) model to develop the grid 
cells in the entorhinal cortex. The symmetric weights of the grid cells in the entorhinal cortex 
are simulated using the Hebbian learning paradigm with wave packets proposed by Fuhs & 
Touretzky (2006) (refer to Appendix A: Learning Symmetric weights for a brief review of the 
code). The results of the simulation show a periodic two-dimensional pattern of weight 
distributions, with excitatory connection to the close units and inhibitory connections to units 
with more distance Figure 3-10. The unit at the center of the simulated abstract plane of unit 
receives symmetric connections from units in all directions. Hence, the weight distribution 
for units closer to the center of the abstract plane has a smoother shape compared to other 
units. This is one drawback of this model, that other than the centre unit which develops a 
symmetric connections to other units, the rest of the units have connections which are not 
similar to the centre unit Figure 3-11. Therefore, the t/;(û)diy) function is constructed by 
using the weight distribution of the centre unit and used for all other units in the simulated 
abstract plane (Appendix B: Constructing ^ (d ÿ ) ) .  The connections between the center unit 
and surrounding units are illustrated in the left panel of Figure 3-10 and the general 
constructed is shown in the right panel of Figure 3-10. The simulated grid cells
show a robust pattern of activity which is similar to the activity patterns found in the medial 
entorhinal cortex (Figure 3-11).
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Figure 3-10: Weight distribution of the centre unit. Redeveloped from Fuhs & Touretzky (2006) model: a) 
two dimensional drawing of symmetric connections from the centre unit to other units and b) connection 
weight function of distance between the unit in the centre of the simulated sheet of neurons to other units.
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Figure 3-11: Time evolution development of grid cells. The top left panel shows the initial random 
configuration of the network which evolves to the stable grid structure on the bottom right panel (the 
network activity is shown after 1 ,10 ,100  and 200 simulation.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter a number of computational models of head-direction cells, place cells and grid 
cells have been reviewed. Each model provides a piece of the puzzle of an animal’s 
navigation system. Head direction models provide some insight into the orientation sense of 
animals. Place cell models based on land marks or path integration signal the position of an 
animal within a local environment. Finally, grid cell models, which are likely to be the origin 
of path integration, provide some insights into the origin of place cell activity. Anatomically, 
head-direction cells in the subiculum could provide input to grid cells at the medial entorhinal 
cortex (the dual oscillator model uses this fact to model grid cells which will be discussed in 
the next chapter) and grid cells could also send projections to the pyramidal cells in the 
hippocampus. To provide a more comprehensive picture of the navigation scheme of animals, 
border cells (Solstad et al., 2008) which were discussed in section 2.9 (page 20) can be added 
to the system by using a two dimensional Gaussian function of distance to the surrounding 
walls of the environment. A comparison of place cells reviewed in this chapter is provided in 
Table 1. Comparison between grid cell models will be reviewed in the next chapter, where 
the dual oscillator model will be discussed to shed some light on a hypothetical model of grid 
cells (Moser et al., 2008).
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4 Dual oscillator model
4.1 Overview
Place cells (in CAl, CA3 and DG areas of the hippocampus), and grid cells (in the medial 
entorhinal cortex) in addition to the head-direction cells (in the postsubiculum) constitute the 
primary parts of the biological mechanism under study in this thesis and most likely create a 
spatial representation of the environment (Fiete et al., 2008; Hafting et al., 2005, 2008; Moser 
et a l, 2008; Burgess, 2008). The regular grid-like firing pattern of grid cells, with their phase 
displacement and multiple spatial frequencies at several layers of medial entorhinal cortex, 
support the idea that they are likely to be the focus of path integration in the brain. 
Hypothetically, grid cells with similar phases and different spatial frequencies can project to a 
place cell and the place cell can then represent a single place field in the environment at the 
hippocampus layer (Burgess, 2008; Solstad et a l, 2006; Fuhs, Touretzky, 2006; Rolls et a l, 
2006). Existing models of grid cells fall into two categories: attractor network models (Fuhs, 
Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et a l, 2006; Burak, Fiete, 2006; Fiete et a l, 2008; Welinder et 
a l, 2008) of which an example was studied in the previous chapter, and dual oscillator 
models (Burgess et a l, 2007; Burgess, 2008; Hasselmo et a l, 2007; O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005) 
which is an extension of the original oscillator interference model for place cells (O'Keefe, 
Recce, 1993). The dual oscillator model gives a form of hexagonal grid firing by a 
combination of evenly spaced cosine waves derived by movement velocity and movement 
orientation. In this chapter we focus on the dual oscillator model and analyse the model’s 
paiameters and give a discrete form of implementation which is suitable for a computer 
simulation and implementation on a real robot. Another variation of the dual oscillator model, 
which is the application of persistent firing (Hasselmo et a l, 2007; Burgess, 2008) to create a 
grid like firing pattern, is also explained in this chapter. This provides a more biologically 
feasible adaptation of the dual oscillator model To understand how grid cells could 
contribute to a place cell’s spatial representation, a hard-wired model of place cell to grid cell 
association is studied. Finally, a comparison between the two classes of grid cell models will 
be given to clarify the advantages of choosing the dual-oscillator models over attractor 
network models.
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4,2 Grid pattern formation and parameters
A Grid pattern firing rate can be constructed by a combination of three cosine signals with 60 
degree difference (Fuhs, Touretzky, 2006; Solstad et al., 2006; Blair et al., 2007; Hayman, 
Jeffery, 2008). In a simple form if r  = [x, y] is the position in the environment the following 
formula can construct the grid pattern (Solstad et al., 2006):
<Pw(r) =  [ c o s k i ( r -  Fo) +  cosk 2 (r ~  To) +  cosk 3 (r -  ro )]/3  
ki =  ^  [cos(0 +  Oj) 4- sin ( 6  + 8 J ,  cos(0 +  0|) — sin(0 +  0;) ]
(4-1)
(4-2)
(4-3)
where w  =  (A, 0, Tq) is a complex parameter consisting of spacing (A), orientation ( 0 ) and 
the initial phase (Fq). The term [cos( 0  +  0 j) +  sin ( 0  +  0 ;), cos ( 0  +  0 j) — sin ( 0  +  0 J  ]/V2 
is a unit vector in directiontan"^[cos(0 4- 0 J  4- sin(0 4- 0;), cos(0 4- 00 — sin(0 4- 0 J  ] . 
Table 2 lists parameters of the vectors.
Table 2; Unit vectors and their angles.
mm m r '  -
7 i 2 [1.2247 0.7071]/ /V2 0.5236 = %
"7l2 [1 .2247-0.7071]//V2 -0.5236 = - ^ /g
^74 [0.0 -  1.4142]//V2 -1.5708 = - ^ /2
Figure 4-1 illustrates how cosine signals are added to contribute to the creation of a grid 
pattern firing rate. From the biological point of view, the grid spacing (A) and phase shift 
(which is the change to the initial phase(ro)) are varied between different grid cells, however, 
the orientation of grid cells at all layers of the entorhinal cortex is constant. The parameter k 
in the equations (4-1) and (4-2) sets the frequency of each cosine wave (Figure 4-lB) and 
therefore controls the grid spacing of the output pattern, according to Solstad et al. (2006) 
A =  47t/(V3/c). Although, the change in the orientation (0) between different cells is not
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biologically plausible (Sargolini et al., 2006b; Hasselmo et al., 2007), however, changes in 
the visual cues in the environment make the grid rotate (Figure 4-1C). Since the orientation is 
constant, the only variation in grid cells that could result in the formation of place cells firing 
rate at the hippocampus layer is the spatial phase shift (parameter and Figure 4 -ID).
However as we discussed cognitive maps as a theoretical background for biological spatial 
representation in the section 2 . 1 0 , we believe that a model for biological navigation should 
integrate the path using vestibular information. However, parameter r suggests that the model 
requires the position in order to create a grid cell firing pattern which does not support the 
path integration theory. Nevertheless, velocity and direction are better candidates for the 
input of which a model should produce a grid-like structure (a model with velocity and 
direction input will be discussed in the following sections).
\ \ \
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Figure 4-1: Combinations of three cosine modulated position input to create a grid pattern. The three 
cosine waves at each row are added to produce the grid pattern at the right part of the figure: a) 0  =  0, 
To =  [0,0] and A = 20cm , h) 0 =  0 , Tq =  [0 ,0] and A =  4 0 cm , c) 0 =  Tq =  [0 ,0] and A =  20cm  
and d) 0 =  0, Tq =  [10 ,10] and A =  20cm
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4.3 Interference m odel o f  place cells
The origin of the dual oscillator model (Burgess et al., 2007) that is the focus of this chapter 
goes back to the model initially proposed for phase precession phenomena in place cells at 
the hippocampus level. O'Keefe & Recce (1993) proposed that a combination (interference) 
of two oscillators with slightly different frequencies could represent the phase precession 
phenomenon. The two-compartment model is composed of a soma and a dendrite where the 
soma is oscillating in synchrony with the ongoing EEG wave in the hippocampus and the 
dendrite has a speed modulated frequency (Figure 4-2). If is the frequency of the somatic 
oscillator i.e. cos (tu^t) (the top of Figure 4-2) then the dendritic oscillator increases its 
frequency above the EEG in regards to the running speed + p s  (where p  is the scaling 
factor and s is the running speed) and the combination of the two waves (i.e. cos(((U(( -t- 
P s ) t )  +  cos (cdfit)) creates the phase precession. Since the dendritic oscillator runs faster 
than the current EEG (hence, the somatic oscillator), peaks of the combined oscillators 
change their phase in relation to the EEG.
Although the interference o f two oscillators can model phase precession, it requires a 
mechanism to remove activity outside the place field. Moreover, the initial phase of the 
dendritic oscillator needs to be updated upon entry to the place field so that the phase 
precession occurs from the late to early phase during navigation in the place field (e.g. model 
proposed by (Lengyel et al., 2003)). Similar to place cells, grid cells at layers II and V of the 
medial entorhinal cortex show phase precession in their firing in relation to the theta EEG 
(Hafting et al., 2008). The phase precession and the incorporation of speed and direction 
modulated grid activity (as opposed to the model explained in the section 4.2) is the 
fundamental principles of the dual-oscillator model which will be discussed in the next 
section.
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Figure 4-2: Interference Model of place cell during 2 seconds of simulation, a) shows the somatic 
oscillator entrained with the ongoing EEG where =  10 x Ztt. h) shows the dendritic oscillator where 
= 1 1 .5  X Ztt which Is slightly higher than the somatic oscillator, c) Illustrates the Interference of two 
oscillators In a) and b) In which the peaks of the combined oscillators represent spikes generated by the 
place cell (O'Keefe, Recce, 1993). d) shows half a second spikes of the combined oscillators In c) along 
with the ongoing EEG. Black circles shows the peaks of the oscillations and as It can be seen In the d) the 
peaks of the combined oscillation change their phases In comparison to the ongoing EEG.
4.4 2D interference m odel
As mentioned before, a model of grid cells which includes the integration of the current speed 
and direction to represent position is likely to be more realistic (It can also be used in real 
robot navigation where it seems straight forward to derive speed and direction from 
differential wheel encoders. This will be explained in the next chapter when we explain the 
result of implementing the model on a real robot). To establish a representation of the grid 
firing pattern, the model has to integrate the speed along three or six directions (more or less 
directions results in irregular activity pattern in grid cells), create a periodic firing out of each 
direction and finally integrate them to produce the grid pattern. From a biological point of
view, there are two main hypotheses (Burgess, 2008), The first hypothesis assumes that 
dendrites of a pyramidal neuron in the medial entorhinal cortex perform integration along 
each of the preferred directions and the integration of overall cell activity is likely to happen 
in the soma of the cell (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2(X)5; Burgess et al., 2007). The other hypothesis, 
which is an alternative to the original dual oscillator model, proposes that populations of 
neurons in the entorhinal cortex encode the spatial displacement along cells’ preferred 
directions and grid cells receive spikes from these populations and threshold them so that 
spikes coming in similar phases are integrated and bring the cell to depolarisation, while 
spikes coming out of phase do not make the grid cell to fire a spike (Hasselmo, 2008; 
Burgess, 2008). This section discussed the former approach and the later is discussed in the 
section 4.7. Figure 4-3 illustrates the difference between the two approaches.
/ |V
Figure 4-3: Dendritical oscillation vs neuronal oscillation, a) Movement along each preferred direction is 
integration on the dendritics of a neuron in the entrohinal cortex and the soma of the cell sums the output 
of each oscillation, b) different population of neurons perform the path integration along each preferred 
direction and they project input onto the grid cell. The grid cell in this model is brought to depolarisation 
if the inputs of the neuron are in phase.
The basic element of the dual oscillator model is an oscillator which is velocity modulated 
and encodes the path integration along a preferred direction (Burgess, 2008). The oscillator in 
this model encodes the path in the phase of oscillation. Generally a phase of an oscillator is 
the time integral of the frequency of the oscillator plus the initial phase of the oscillator as 
formulated in the following:
(pit) =  (p(0 ) +  [  2 n f i r ) d T  7n
(4-4)
' 0
Similar to the interference model of place cells discussed in the section 4.3, the frequency of 
the oscillator is a combination a of a baseline frequency (/^) which could be in phase with the
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(4-7)
ongoing theta oscillator and an active frequency (fa) which has a slightly higher frequency 
than the theta frequency, resulting in the interference pattern. To encode the path integration 
in the phase of the oscillation, the active frequency should be dependent on the cunent 
velocity and modulated on the preferred direction:
f a ( t )  =  f b  ( 0  +  d  (4-5)
v(t) is the current running speed and d i s  a unit vector in the preferred direction of the 
oscillator. The dot product of the velocity over the preferred direction generates the absolute 
velocity value in the direction of the oscillator. Since the active frequency is the addition of 
the base frequency to the term that depends on the speed in the preferred direction of the 
oscillator, it is velocity and diiection modulated. To get the phase of the active frequency, and 
considering the fact that integration of speed over time is the position:
f t  (4-6)
== <Pa(0) +  27t[/Î,Ct) +  /?v(t).d]dTJq
( p a i t )  =  ( p a ( 0 )  +  [  2nfb(T)dz  -H [ 2 n f v i t ) . d d T  =  cpaiO)  + ( p u ( t )Jq Jq
+ f  2n/3v(t).d dr  Jq
= ^a(O) +  <Pb(i) +  2 n f [ x ( t )  -  x(0)]. d (4-8)
Therefore, the phase of an active oscillator with the above specification encodes the distance 
travelled in a specific direction (examples of such oscillators can be found in the 
presubiculum: (Jeewajee et al., 2008; Saigolini et al., 2006a)). (3 is the parameter that scales 
the phase of the oscillator, hence the spacing of the peaks of the generated grid pattern. Note 
that the phase function is cyclic. Now that the phase of the oscillator encodes the location, the 
cosine modulation of this phase function creates a periodic firing pattern as it was seen in the 
previous section. The final step in generation of the grid pattern is the combination of three or 
six evenly spaced of the above oscillators. In equations (4-9), (4-10) and (4-11), the grid 
pattern is generated by multiplication of n (three or six) oscillators. The generated pattern and 
the way to implement the following formula is discussed in section 4.5.
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r (t)  =  ]~1 [cos(<Pi(t)) -f cos(<Pù(0)].^ ^i=i
(piitO =  (pi(0)  +  [  27r(/b(T) + /?v(T ).d)dx  Jq
(pbif) =  ^i»(0 ) +  [  27r/ù(T)dT Jo
(4-9)
(4-10)
(4-11)
[...]+ is the half-wave positive rectifier i.e. [x]+ =  x f o r x  > 0 and [x]+ =  0 f o r  x  < 0. In 
equation (4-5), vi t) ,  d could be reformulated as vcosiO) where v  is the absolute value of the 
current velocity and 0 is the angle between the velocity vector and d the unit vector 
representing the preferred direction of the oscillator. Compared to the model in section 4.2, 
the three parameters of the grid firing pattern (which was w =  (A, 0 ,ro ) in the model) are 
/?, <p(0 ) and the direction of the unit vector d. (3 scales the grid pattern, ^ ( 0 ) sets the initial 
special phase and d  (or 6 i.e. the orientation of the unit vector d)  controls the overall 
orientation of the grid. The orientation of the grid is fixed between different cells in the 
medial entorhinal cortex, however, the spacing and the initial phase are varied.
4.5 Evaluating the dual oscillator model
Equations (4-9), (4-10) and (4-11) can generate grid formation using the velocity and 
direction of movement. However, implementation of these equations requires keeping track 
of all movements in order to calculate the integral part, which imposes difficulty in running 
simulations (and also this will be problematic during robotic implementation due to memory 
and processing power shortages). Therefore a discrete form of equations (4-9), (4-10) and 
(4-11) is necessary to simplify the simulation. Altering equation (4-10) to replace the dot 
product with the cosine function of the difference of running direction and the preferred cells 
direction we get:
=  (Pii^) +  [  27t(/ù(t) + fv cos iO iz )  -  0i)dz  Jo
(4-12)
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In equation (4-12), 0 is the running direction and Bj is the preferred direction of the cell. In a 
discrete format which is more suitable for simulations, if At is the time unit of the simulation, 
the phase of an oscillator in the first time cycle of the simulation is:
r At
(Piiàt)  =  (Piio) -\r I 27T (/b (T )  4- f v c o s { e { f )  -  e{)dr  Jq
(4-13)
Assuming that the direction of the movement is constant in each time cycle and considering 
the fact tliat fy is constant:
J -At rAt
InfijdT + I 2nfvcos{0  — 0{)dT 
0  Jo
rAt
= (pi(0) + <Pù(At) +  I 2Kfvcos{Q — 6i)dT 
J q
rAt
=  (Pi(0) +  <Pb(At) + 2n(Svcos{9 — Oi) I dx
J q
= + (Pb(Af) + 2nfvcos{d — 0j)At
Therefore in the nth time cycle:
J -ïlAt rllAt
2nfijdT ^  I 2n(Jvcos{6 — 6j)dT 
0 J q
J -nAt
2npvcos(d — 9i)dr
0
= <Pi(0) + (ptinAt) +  I 2n^vcos{8 — 8i)dx
J q
J -nAt
2nPvcos{Q — 6i)dx
(n -l)A t J'UAt 2ufvcos{6 ~  di)dT
(4-14)
(4-15)
'(n -l)A t
=  <Pi((n “  l)A t) -f 2nfi)At + 27t/?cos (0 — 9i)At
Equation (4-15) removes the integration in equations (4-10) and (4-11) and replaces it with a 
simple addition of the previous phase into the current simulation cycle delta phase change. In 
a simpler version:
J 3 T
(Pi inAt)  =  (Pi i in — l ) A t )  +  2nfJ c o s (9  — û^) A t +  2 n f t , A t  (4-16)
Only if At is short enough that the speed and heading direction is constant during each time 
cycle. Using equation (4-16) is important because of the fact that there is no need to keep 
track of movements in the integral but it suffers from the inaccuracy induced by the 
possibility of changes of direction and speed in the time slots.
To simulate the activity of a grid cell, phase values are updated based on the previous discrete 
formula. Each phase is taking track of the rat movement in its preferred direction and the 
cosine modulated of the phase gives a periodic representation of rat movement is the 
prefeired direction. At the cell’s soma level these dendrite oscillators are multiplied and 
create a grid firing pattern. Figure 4-5, shows the implementation of the grid cell using six 
oscillators. One possible theory about activity of place cells at the hippocampus level, is that 
they receive they input from grid cells. Since grid cells share the same orientation at all levels 
but they differ in their spatial scales and initial phases, a model of a grid cell should account 
for spatial scale and initial phase variations to provide a resilient input to place cells. The 
setting of initial phases in the previously discussed model is explained in the next section. 
Matlab code for simulating a grid cells with a specified initial position and spatial frequency 
is included in Appendix C: Dual-Oscillator simulation Code.
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Figure 4-4: Three dendritic oscillators. All oscillators have /? =  0 .0 5  (spatial frequency) in common, 
a) 01  =  0. b) 01  =  c) 0 1  =  4-Try^
Figure 4-5: discrete implementation of the grid cell using equation (6-16)
4.5.1 Spatial frequency
Parameter p determines the spatial scale of the dual oscillator model. In this section we 
discuss the relation of p to the actual metric spatial period of the resulting grid pattern. The
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carrier of the grid pattern in the dual oscillator model has a lower frequency than base
frequency of soma and higher frequency than the dendritic oscillator. The bottom diagram of
Figure 4-2 illustrates this carrier signal in the place cell’s oscillator model. The frequency of 
this carrier signal (named beat frequency by Hasselmo et al. (2007) as an analogy to the 
music chords) is the difference of the oscillators’ frequencies. Using equation (4-5), the beat 
frequency:
fb =  fd -  f  =  f  +  (Jv.d ~  f  =  p v . d  =  f s  cos i6  -  da) (4-17)
Where the time period of beat frequency 7), =  Since the oscillator is direction and
speed oriented, and also its phase is encoding the position, the spatial wavelength is given 
by Hasselmo et al. (2007) as:
s  cos (0 — 6a) 1 (4-18)
Equation (4-18) gives the distance between peaks of a single oscillator, i.e. the spatial scale of 
a dendritic oscillator in its preferred direction. However, the grid pattern is created by a 
combination of three or six oscillators and the spatial scale of the generated pattern is 
different from a single dendritic oscillator. Figure 4-6 (a) shows the equilateral triangle made 
by nodes of the grid cells firing pattern. The spatial wavelength of the oscillator with 
preferred direction 0  (A&) is the height o f the equilateral triangle in part b of the figure and the
spatial frequency of the grid cell is G. The trigonometric relationship 4- yields
G = Àij (Hasselmo et al., 2007). Including equation (4-18) into the previous equation we 
get G =  ^  which is the spatial scale of the grid cells firing.
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Figure 4-6: Spatial scale of a grid cell, a) A grid cell's firing map and a triangle between three nodes of a 
grid, b) Zoomed out triangle in grid cell’s output.
4.5.2 Setting the initial phases
Spatial phases of the model explained in can be located by setting the parameter Vq which 
accurately indicates the activity field of a grid cell. However, in the dual oscillator model the 
phase of each oscillator is determined separately by parameter (piiO) in equation (4-13). This 
raises the problem of synchrony between oscillators with different preferred directions in a 
sense that initial phases of dendritic oscillators should be set somehow that the somatic 
integrator fires spikes in the grid phases of the oscillator. In this way, random initialisation of 
phases may result in unwanted behaviour, due to the lack of synchronisation between 
oscillators at fields of a grid pattern. Figure 4-7 illustrates two examples of random 
initialisation of phases of two grid cells using equation (4-13).
a) b)
y  «0
«  »  «0
Figure 4-7: Results of random initialisation of phases for the dual oscillator model. The grid cell fîring 
patterns as a consequence of two different set of initial phases for their oscillators are shown in a and b.
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In contrast to random initialisation of oscillators’ phases, the initial phase of the each 
oscillator should be formulated in way that the grid cell translates to a desired position x. To 
achieve this, the initial phases should maintain the same relationship as the preferred 
directions of dendritic oscillators (Hasselmo et al., 2007). In case of three dendritic oscillators
the initial phases are <p =  (m co 5 ( 0  — 0 ) mcos(^9 — m cos{6  — whereas m  is
the magnitude of shift and 9 is the direction of shift. If the desired position x ~  (a, b) (where 
is the location along x axis and b is the location along the y axis) then
b  (4-19)m cos (6 )  =  m — =  m  m
m c o s (6  -  ^ V s )  =  m (cos(9 ) c o s (^ V s )  +  s in (0 ) s in (^ V s ) )  =  ^
m cos(9  — ^ V s )  — îît(cos(0) c o s V s )  +  s in (0 ) s in ( '^ V s))  “  — —  — “ •
Although equation (4-19) maintains the relationship between initial phases and the generated 
firing map of the grid cell from a tessellation of the field with triangular firing fields, it 
cannot set one of the grid firing fields to the desired location i.e. x= (a, b). The main reason 
behind this is the fact that the spatial frequency factor controls the translation of the firing as 
well and somehow it should be involved in the initial phase formulation. The previous 
discussions show that the pattern of a grid cell in the dual oscillator model is formed by the 
beat frequency and the base frequency generates the spikes and model the phase precession. 
Followed by the beat frequency is the phase of the oscillator generated by the beat frequency 
only. The phase of the beat oscillator is formulated by equation (4-20) and equation (4-21) 
shows the generated grid pattern based on the beat phase which is only dependent on the 
position rather than the current speed and direction of movement. Equation (4-21) is quite 
similar to the model explored at the beginning of this chapter especially equation (4-1) and 
parameter Xq. The counterpart of Xq here is in fact Z-nf^Xg. d and the resulting initial phase is 
cpo = —2ir(3xo.d. Figure 4-8 displays the activity of a grid cell translated to the position
Xq =  [1 0 ,1 0 ].
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(Pb(t) =  <p(0 -  (Pdit) =  ffJix  -  Xo).d 
n
r  =  ]~^[cos ( I n f P i x  -  Xq). d;)] +
(4-20)
(4-21)
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Figure 4-8; Setting the initial phases, a) A grid cell activity with initial phases of all oscillators set to zero. 
The simulated rat starts its trajectory at the [0,0]. b) Same grid cell in (a) but with initial phase set to 
X q  = [10,10] .
The initial phase formulation and the spatial scale parameters discussed in the previous 
section explain how the parameters of the model precisely represent the variation of grid cells 
at several layers of the medial entorhinal cortex. They are also useful in the next section 
which discusses the possibility of associating multiple grid cells to place cells in the 
hippocampus layer.
4.6 H ardwiring
Grid cells tessellate a surface of an environment with repetitive firing fields whereas place 
cells at the hippocampus primarily signal single places in the environment (Hafting et al., 
2005; O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Moser et al., 2008). The immediate connections between the 
medial entorhinal cortex and DG layer of hippocampus suggest the possibility that the source 
of place cell information about their firing fields comes from grid cells. The mechanisms with 
which these connections are formed are still in question. We have developed a hardwiring 
approach to study the possibility of creating links between place cells and grid cells to 
achieve desired place cell behaviour in the hippocampus layer. The model contributes in 
understanding the factors involved in the developments of associations of grid cells and place 
cells. As per previous discussions grid cell activity can be replicated by equations (4-9),
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(4-10) and (4-11). Variety between grid cells can be constructed in three forms a) the base 
orientation (parameter 0 in equation (4-16)), b) the spatial frequency (parameter p in equation 
(4-9)) and c) the initial phase variation in dendritic oscillators (parameter (pi(0) in equation 
(4-10)). In order to combine grid cells input to place cells, the co-localised grid cells must be 
connected through a learning process or hardwiring mechanism. Since the linked grid cells 
are active outside the place field of a place cell, a threshold function should eliminate the 
activity outside the place field. Figure 4-9 shows two grid cells connected through a custom 
threshold function.
Figure 4-9: Hardwiring of two grid cells. Grid cells are set to an initial position [10,10]. However, the base 
orientations are differed by n!4. Function /  is essentially a ramp function nevertheless it différés from a 
conventional ramp function by removing the activities outside place fields i.e. fix') =  x f o r  x  >  and 
/(%) =  0 f o r  X  <  X t h r y  where in custom ramp function drawn here X t h r  =  20. The resulting place cell’s 
activity is shown on the right panel in the Ogure.
There are two approaches to change grid cells parameters in order to find common fields 
between them. Firstly both grid cells can share the same spatial frequency but differ in their 
base orientation as it is illustrated in Figure 4-9. A simple example is to initialise phases of 
both grid cells to the place cell’s location and differentiate the grid cells’ base orientation by 
V 4  and eventually put a threshold on the connected grid cells. The threshold function on the 
output of the place cell removes the activity outside the common fields between grid cells and 
results in generating a single place field. Although this approach produces a robust place cell 
representation, however, it lacks the biological feasibility because that grid cells in all layers 
of entorhinal cortex tend to share the same base orientation (Sargolini et al., 2006b). 
Moreover, as it can be observed in Figure 4-9, with base orientation differences between grid
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cells there is a possibility of overlapping more than one field in the resulted place cell firing 
map which depends on the spatial frequency of the input grid cells. Another way of 
combining grid cells is through the variations in spatial frequencies (Figure 4-10) which gains 
biological plausibility. Similar* to the previous approach, in order to have grid cells to have 
only one common field, we choose tlieir spatial frequencies some how that when they share a 
place field they do not share any other field in the rest of the environment. Followed by 
setting the spatial frequencies we can set the initial phases of both grid cells to a desired place 
in the environment. Although the hardwiring approach explained here, helps to produce place 
cells activity at the hippocampus layer, nonetheless, when it comes to connecting more grid 
cells to a place cell with this approach it does not seem straight forward to propose a method 
to generate place cell firing pattern. Therefore a learning approach, which is more 
biologically feasible, should be followed to associate grid cells to place cells. W e study this 
approach in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4-10: Grid ceils (gl to glO) hardwiring to place ceils (p i to p5) with spatial frequencies. Grid cells 
on each row share the same initial phase but the spatial frequencies are different. Table 3 shows 
parameters of the grid cells on the Hrst two rows.
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Table 3: Paramers of grid cell in Figure 4-10
Grid cell Number 
from I'igurc 4-10 9
Spatial Scale IruLtal Phaser
g l 0 .0 5 2 3 .0 9 [10 ,1 0]
g 2 0 .0 3 3 8 .4 9 [1 0 ,  10 ]
g 3 0 .0 5 2 3 .0 9 [3 0 ,  10]
g 4 0 .0 3 3 8 .4 9 [3 0 ,  10 ]
4.7 Persistent firing
The original dual-oscillator model has few alternatives varying from summation to product 
and speed or position modulations in equations (4-9), (4-10) and (4-11) (Burgess et al., 2007). 
An alternate dual oscillator model takes into account the fact that cells at medial level of 
entorhinal cortex show persistent firing activity, i.e. cells fire bursts of activity and continue 
even after the presence of stimuli (Hasselmo, 2008). hi this model, (Hasselmo, 2008) 
hypothesises that head-direction modulated oscillators are likely to occur in separate cells as 
opposed to the dendrites of a single grid cell. In this model separate populations of cells show 
persistent firing modulated by the speed and direction of the movement and they project 
inputs to the grid cells (Figure 4-3 displays the difference between two approaches). Each 
population of cells shaie the same orientation modulation but differ in their initial phases. 
The difference between populations of cells is their directional modulations. Synchrony 
between spiking of these populations of cells cause the grid cell membrane potential to reach 
the firing threshold and depolarize and consequently fire a spike, the synchrony happens 
when the simulated animal is in the grid cell’s field and upon leaving the field the input cells 
are not in the synchrony state anymore and the grid cells become silent. Similar to the 
original dual-oscillator model the phase of each bursting oscillator encodes the movement in 
the preferred direction of the oscillator.
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Figure 4-11; Schematic drawing of persistent firing model of grid cells (Hasselmo 2008). A grid cells 
receives projects from head direction cells which oscillate periodically and replaces the dendritic speed 
and direction modulated oscillators in the original dual oscillator model. The grid cell detects 
simultaneous firing of persistent firing cells and creates a grid firing pattern observed in the medial 
entorhinal cortex. For a comparison with the original dual oscillator model check Figure 4-3.
4.8 A comparison between oscillator models and attractor network models
In addition to the dual-oscillator model (Burgess et al., 2007; Burgess, 2008; Hasselmo, 
2008) grid cell activity patterns can be modelled by a network of interacting grid cells 
projecting excitatory and inhibitory connections to each other based on their distances (Fuhs, 
Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006; Burak, Fiete, 2006, 2009; Fiete et al., 2008; 
Welinder et al., 2008) in a plane of connected cells (one of these models is discussed in 
section 3.4 on page 41). These are attractor network models tuned to represent grid cell 
activity pattern. To justify reasons to choose the dual-oscillator model over the attractor 
network model an analysis of strengths and weaknesses of both models is given here. In the 
dual oscillator model, the grid cell activity pattern can be generated by a single equation 
which also indicates that a grid cell in this model is generating the output independently. 
However, the output of neurons in the other approach is generated by the interaction of all 
neurons in the network (Fuhs, Touretzky, 2006). Firstly, the drawback of such approach is 
that that the output of neurons on the edges of this network, where they do not receive 
symmetric connections, show different activity pattern Figure 3-11. Secondly, when all 
neurons in the attractor network are connected they seem to propagate the accumulated error 
to each other, whereas in the dual oscillator model neurons generate their output individually 
and rely on the external information to correct their accumulated path error (O'Keefe, 
Burgess, 2005). Thirdly, for the our purpose here, which is to implement the biological 
navigation on a real robot, the dual oscillator model provides a better approach in respect the 
processing power requirement because of its simplicity in modelling grid pattern.
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The dual-oscillator model can simulate the phase precession that is seen in the grid cells at 
layer II of medial entorhinal cortex (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005). Although since the grid pattern 
and the phase precession aie dependent in the model they cannot explain grid cells at ventral 
layers of medial entorhinal cortex which do not seem to exhibit phase precession (Sargolini et 
al., 2006b). However, the attractor network model is unable to perform phase precession in 
any form (Welinder et al., 2008). The other strength of the dual-oscillator model is the 
discovery of regular change in the member potential oscillation frequency alongside the 
dorsal to ventral regions of the medial entorhinal cortex (Giocomo et al., 2007; Hasselmo et 
al., 2007). Since the model’s spatial frequency has direct relation to the member potential 
oscillation (equation (4-18)), the model is biological feasible.
However, dual oscillator model does have some disadvantages. If individual oscillators have 
phase shifts due to the noise in their path integration then the grid pattern cannot be formed 
unless all dendritic oscillators have a phase reset resulting in an external stimuli (O'Keefe, 
Burgess, 2005). Therefore, the dual-oscillator model is highly sensitive to noise. On the other 
hand according to Hasselmo (2008), the member potential oscillators may not be proper 
candidates for the individual oscillators in the model because of the fact that the spike voltage 
generated at the soma level is a multiple of the amplitude compared to the sub-threshold 
membrane potentials and could as well reset their phases. The persistent firing model, which 
is based on the dual-oscillator model (studied briefly in the previous section) could be more 
resilient to this problem, however, it requires existence of a head-direction modulated 
population of neurons in the medial entorhinal cortex or areas related to it. Lastly, the dual­
oscillator model is that the model requires a cosine modulated signal of the current heading 
direction which is not clear if such assumption have any biological basis.
4.9 Summary
In this chapter one of the most popular models of grid cells was studied and repeated using a 
discrete formula suitable for simulations. The dual oscillator model consists of speed and 
direction modulated oscillators generating a grid like pattern of cell firing with spatial 
frequency (/?) and initial phases (<Pi(0)) to determine properties of grid cells in order to 
construct several cells suitable for representation of place fields at the hippocampus level.
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Although, the mechanism by which the overlapping grid cells contribute to the firing of place 
cells is unknown, a hardwiring technique, which we studied in this chapter, illustrated the 
possibility for a group of grid cells with different spatial frequencies and initial phases to 
provide inputs to place cells in the hippocampus layer to generate a place cell representation 
that can model what is seen in the hippocampus of rats. However, as we discussed before, the 
hardwiring approach is not biologically feasible but it does serve our purpose for showing the 
possibility of creating a place cell representation. Also, the hardwiring technique is suitable 
for implementation on a robot, which we will discuss in the Chapter 6 . Compared to 
conventional navigation methods in robots in which path integration happens over two axes 
(Cartesian coordinate system), the dual oscillator model proposes that the brain performs path 
integration over at least three (or six) axes. However, there is some debate as to whether 
head-direction cells provide input to the entorhinal cortex (Eichenbaum et al., 1999), 
nonetheless, it is likely that path integration over more than two dimensions could be more 
accurate than conventional models. On the other hand, if in fact head direction cells provide 
input to the oscillators, which is a valid assumption considering they use sensory information 
to correct direction shift eiTors, then it is possible to propose a system consisting of the head- 
direction cells, grid cells and place cells to generate a robust biologically orientated spatial 
representation in a mobile robot. We will explain our model in the next chapter and specify 
our assumptions regarding a biological navigation system for spatial representation in detail.
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5 Associating Grid Ceils and Place Cells
5.1 Overview
In previous chapters, elements of a system most likely to be involved in the construction of a 
spatial map of the environment were studied, starting from their anatomical features and 
ending with their computational modelling. In this chapter we look at the big picture i.e. how 
the discussed elements can be put together and how they interact with each other to develop a 
sense of position and direction or, even more succinctly, a cognitive map of the environment. 
This chapter includes two main parts. Firstly, a review of existing models is given. There 
seems to be shared sense between proposals of hippocampal and entorhinal connections, i.e. 
the head direction signal is projected to the entorhinal cortex and connections from the 
entorhinal cortex to the hippocampus create an idiothetic representation of the environment at 
the hippocampus level. In the first section of this chapter we review some of these models 
and compare and contrast their features. Secondly, we present our hypothesis for a biological 
spatial representation using the components studied before. The niodel provides a 
fundamental framework for implementing an evaluating the biological spatial representation. 
Thirdly, we talk about one of the main contributions of this thesis, which is the formation of 
connection weights between a model of the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus, which 
uses a subset of the components in our proposed model. In the previous chapter we showed 
how a haid-wiring method could result in the generation of a spatial representation at the 
hippocampus level. However, the hard-wiring method, as it was discussed in the previous 
chapter, is not biologically plausible and is not appropriate for larger scale simulations. In this 
chapter we will review Hebbian learning and in particular competitive learning and the BCM 
learning methods and show how they contribute to solve this problem of learning the 
connections between the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus.
5.2 Existing systems
The anatomical connectivity between a number of brain areas (as studied in chapter 3) 
involved in the navigation system suggest that periodical spatial information from the grid 
cells is likely to be fed to the hippocampus combined with other types of information such as 
head-direction and the distance to the environment’s walls (O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Burgess
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et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007; Barry et al., 2006; Blair et al., 2008; Burak, Fiete, 2006; 
Welinder et al., 2008). In this section we study the existing proposals regarding the formation 
of connections between the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus and the whole picture 
representing the structure of the navigation system in general. (Moser et al., 2008) explains 
how Fourier transform analysis has contributed to the belief that a collection of grid cells 
with similar spatial frequencies and initial phases can represent a place field (a model of this 
kind proposed by Solstad et al. (2006) is explained in section 5.2.1). Fourier analysis can also 
be counted as one of the first methods used in the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus 
associations which not only provide support for the extraction of place fields from grid fields 
but also opens controversy from a different point of view. Models studied in this section 
include learning methods (Rolls et al., 2006; Blair et al., 2007) and layered structures (Blair 
et ah, 2008) in addition to the Fourier decomposition (Solstad et ah, 2006; Welinder et ah, 
2008), hypothesise how grid to place cell connections are formed. This section studies how 
these models assume cortical connectivity and beyond the connectivity the information flows 
(in addition to the type of information) between brain parts involved in the navigation system. 
One other model has been proposed by (Franzius et ah, 2007), which we will not study in this 
thesis because the method that they used (principal component analysis) is not biologically 
plausible.
5.2.1 Fourier decomposition
Solstad et ah (2006) proposed a model to connect grid cell outputs (the grid construction is 
reviewed in section 4.2, on page 47) to place cells based on three assumptions. The first 
assumption is that place cells receive direct connections form the grid cells. The second 
assumption is that pyramidal cells in the hippocampus perform a linear sum of the activity on 
their inputs (Gasparini, Magee, 2006), hence a weighted linear sum of a set of grid cells 
contribute to the activity of a place cell (equation (5-1)).The third assumption is that grid cells 
contributing the activity of a place cell have similar phases (parameter Fq in equation (4-1)) 
and their base orientations (parameter 0  in equation (4-1)) are selected randomly from a 
uniform distribution. Solstad et ah (2006) also used the fact that any localized function can be 
constructed from a linear sum of the oscillatory patterns of multiple scales (Riley et ah, 2006) 
which in grid cells case refers to the similar phases for those cells involved in the activity of a 
specific place cell. Solstad et ah (2006) used Fourier analysis to derive the connection
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weights given that the place cell activity has a Gaussian form (i.e. 
f ( x , y )  — The following equations explain the weighted linear sum for
place cells output and their derived connection weights:
fOc,y') =
N
L71=1
(5-1)
Where w  =  (A, 0 ,ro) is the same set of parameters as in equation (4-1), is the connection 
weight between grid cell n and the place cell, [...]+ is the half-wave rectifier function, is 
the maximum firing rate of the place at the centre of its Gaussian firing profile, O' is the width of the 
Gaussian firing pattern, and is the maximum value firing rate of the grid cell connected to a 
place cell which is considered constant for all grid cells. i» equation (5-2) is connection weight 
between grid cell with initial phase set to ? q = [0 ,0 ] . Ci„/i is the averaged inhibitory connection 
from all grid cells that is used to avoid the output of the grid cell to grow out of limit. and
Clipper lh™t the range of the grid cell spatial frequencies that can be involved in creating the place 
cells Gaussian field. Results of Solstad et al. (2006) showed that a small number of grid cells 
with similar initial phases and spatial frequencies selected from a logarithmic distribution are 
sufficient for place field formation in the hippocampus. They also simulated small deviations 
in the phases of grid cells and demonstrated that these small deviations do not distort the 
place field of a place cell. Nevertheless, their proposal based on the linear sum of grid cell 
activity has a disadvantage. Their analysis is based on the fact that grid cells have random 
base orientations which is not biologically plausible, on the contrary, grid cells in an animal 
share similar base orientation (Fyhn et al., 2007).
Welinder et al. (2008) suggested that the idiothetic path integration could be solely performed 
by the entorhinal cortex, while the hippocampus fuses grid cell information to the sensory 
information to develop a richer representation of context based associative memory. This 
means that place cells on their own may be unable to integrate path. In this way they argued 
that the Fourier decomposition of the 2d function of grid cells resembles the rat having an 
image of himself in the whole environment, and the likelihood of such a representation in the
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rat’s brain, considering the size of a rat’s body and evidence that grid cells can represent 
places larger than multiple sizes of the rat’s body, seems low (Welinder et ah, 2008; Hafting 
et ah, 2008; Sargolini et ah, 2006b). Contrary to the argument made by Welinder et ah 
(2008), it does not seem necessary to imagine such Fourier decomposition as the assignment 
of space to mental representation in the brain of a rat. However, the method that is used by 
Solstad et ah (2006) is a formal approach for the proof of the possibility of the associations 
between grid cells and place cells and deriving a spatial representation of space and the fact 
that disassociation of the brain areas (lesion studies) with the possibility of representing the 
sensory information such as lateral entorhinal cortex may not remove the place cells activity 
altogether.
To support the hypothesis that grid cells can derive the activity of place cells, Fuhs and 
Touretzky (2006) developed a measure to evaluate the uniqueness of a place cell’s field 
generated by a combination of grid cells from a set of varied spatial frequencies. In their 
approach each position was related to a second position with a coefficient correlation of place 
field firing rates, meaning the lower the coefficient is, the more unique the representation. 
Although their method only employs a random selection of the grid cells with distinct 
frequencies, their outcome proves that the variation of base orientation as it was used by 
Solstad et al. (2006) is not necessary (Fuhs, Touretzky, 2006).
5.2.2 A Three Layer Model
While Solstad et al. (2006) model smooth Gaussian firing fields for the grid cells, Blair et al. 
(2008) proposed a rather different model using the dual oscillator discussed in chapter 4 
(page 46) with a fundamental assumption regarding the origin of the grid cell oscillators. A 
three-stage model converts phase code represented by theta cells at the first layer to a 
periodic firing rate code by grid cells at the medial entorhinal cortex layer, and finally a firing 
rate code by place cells at the hippocampus layer. Blair et al. (2008) argued that the base of 
the theta rhythm oscillation required in the dual oscillator model (Burgess et al., 2007; 
O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005; Hasselmo et al., 2007; Burgess, 2008) may not be sub-threshold 
oscillations in the pyramidal cell in the medial layers of the entorhinal cortex. Instead, a ring 
attractor similar to the model discussed for the head direction cells (Skaggs et ah, 1995;
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Zhang, 1996) (refer to section 3.2 on page 26) acts as a central pattern generator. The activity 
of the ring attractor has a linear dependency on the translational velocity of the animal to 
represent a velocity modulated oscillation as it is required by the dual oscillator model. The 
combination of these ring attractors with different phases of oscillations develops a model 
similar to dual oscillator model but with a rather different approach. Blair et al. (2008) used 
straight tracks (single dimension) in their simulation, therefore, a combination of only two 
oscillators is sufficient for a periodic representation of the grid cells. They also simulated the 
connections between place cells and grid cells in a similar analysis to Solstad et al. (2006), in 
that a Gaussian place field can be constructed by its Fourier coefficients in the frequency 
domain. Apart from suggesting the origin of theta activity, their simulations provide evidence 
that, in order to develop a Gaussian place field activity, it is necessary to include grid cells 
with low spatial frequencies and large fields, otherwise the linear sum of a selection of grid 
cell activity may not result in cleai* place cell activity.
5.2.3 Learning Approaches
In one of the early attempts to associate grid cells to place cells. Rolls et al. (2006) employed 
competitive leaining to map the periodic pattern of grid cells to the monotonie firing rate of 
place cells at the hippocampus level. Rolls et al. (2006) used combinations of Gaussian 
functions centred at peaks of grid pattern as the activity of the first layer of the system with 
deviations for their peaks at a grid field, hence removing the temporal fast dynamics of the 
grid cells hypothesised by dual-oscillator model meanwhile making the input patterns smooth 
enough for Hebbian learning. The competition in the network is performed by creating lateral 
inhibition between units at the Dentate Gyrus (DG) hippocampal layer which ensures that 
only a small set of place cells are active at the same time. The lateral inhibition was achieved 
by firstly calculating the sparseness of the network (see equation (5-5)), which is a measure 
of proportion of active neurons in a set, and secondly setting the neurons feedback until a 
certain sparseness is achieved, resulting in only a small number of neurons to be active. Rolls 
et al. (2006) used two forms of Hebbian learning after performing the lateral inhibition in 
each epoch of learning. According to their results, the first learning paradigm which is 
conventional Hebbian learning shown in equation (5-3) (wij  is the connection weight 
between a place cell i at the DG layer with firing rate to a grid cells j  at the entorhinal 
cortex layer with firing rate ) created place cells with narrow and small place fields in
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the environment. However, the second method known as the trace rule which is a modified 
Hebbian learning rule that has short term memory (equations (5-4) and (5-5) in which 
t] indicates how much a previous firing rate is contributing and 6 t  is the short time slot) 
illustrates wider place field activity meanwhile a higher number of place cells show single
place fields. After the Hebbian rule weight modifications, weight normalization =
1) was also used in Rolls et al. (2006) model to avoid the winning of a limited set of place 
cells and growing the weight out of limit.
Swi j  ~  (5-3)
S wi j  =  kfiVj (5-4)
f ( t  4- 5t)  =  (1  — rf)r{t 4- 5t)  4- ?yf(t) (5-5)
Although the simulation results show that a number of place cells can exhibit distinctive 
place field activity, the self-organising approach of Rolls et al. (2006) suffers from two 
disadvantages. Firstly, as it is mentioned in their paper the deviations of the grid cell 
Gaussian firing rate peaks play an important role in the creation of place cells, in a way that 
the decreasing the amount of deviation from 0 . 6  to 0 . 2  results in the removal of a number of 
place cells that appeared previously with 0.6 deviations. Such variations in the activity of a 
single grid cell at its separate locations have not been reported (Hafting et al., 2005; Fyhn et 
al., 2004; Sargolini et al., 2006b), thereby it is not clear if the model can account for a grid 
pattern input with similar peaks at all locations. Secondly, the proposed model uses grid cell 
firing patterns at the input level and ignores the temporal aspects of the grid cells such as the 
generated spikes and phase precession. The ignorance of temporal aspects makes the model 
unfit for study of the relations between temporal aspects of the entorhinal cortex and the 
hippocampus e.g. whether or not the phase precession in the hippocampus is correlated to 
phase precession in the entorhinal cortex.
A supervised learning paradigm could also generate place cell patterns from grid cells. (Blair 
et al., 2007) studied the relation of the scale-invariant features observed in humans (the 
ability to recognise stimuli regaidless of its size) with regard to place cells and grid cells due 
to their response to changes in sizes of the surrounding environment. They created a two-
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stage model using principals of moiré interference (Blair et al., 2007) to develop grid cell 
patterns where at the first stage the theta oscillators at orientation 60° apart (similar to the 
dual-oscillator model of grid cells studied in the previous chapter) were combined to form a 
grid structure. In the second stage, grid patterns created from theta waves are combined to 
form grids with a variety of orientations and frequencies using length or orientation scaling 
rules. Blair et al. (2007) proposed that moiré interference could be the fundamental 
infrastructure behind formation of grid cells and their spatial frequency variation along the 
dorsal to ventral bands of the medial entorhinal cortex. To simulate place cells, another layer 
is added to the system with units peiforniing a linear weighted combination of outputs from 
moiré grids. The weights are developed using a supervised learning method that tries to 
minimise an error function between a targeted place cell activity profile and the place cell’s 
activity generated by initial random weight assignment (Blair et al., 2007). Although, Blair et 
al. (2007) showed results that the supervised learning can be used, their approach lacks 
biological support because such learning must be performed in an offline mode and cannot be 
used during the animal traversal of the environment.
Place cell activity generated with any of the methods mentioned above such as Fourier 
decomposition (Solstad et al., 2006; Blair et al., 2008), competitive Hebbian learning (Rolls 
et al., 2006) or supervised learning (Blair et al., 2007), neglects the fact that when grid cells 
demonstrate regular firing rates upon entry to a novel environment, it takes a few minutes for 
place cells to start to signal positions in the environment (Fyhn et al., 2007). This property of 
place cells is known as global remapping (Blair et al., 2007; Fyhn et al., 2007; Hayman, 
Jeffery, 2008) and the methods mentioned above are unable to explain this because the 
formed connection weights between grid cells and place cells would derive place cells to 
represent a location upon entry to a new environment while the new position is likely to have 
relations to the previous location represented in the previous environment. Hayman and 
Jeffery (2008) proposed that place cells are derived not only by grid cells but also by the 
context of the environment. Therefore, a place cell is active when both grid cells connected to 
it and an input signalling a selected surrounding are active. Their model is based on three 
types of evidence observed in the entorhinal-cortex-hippocampal system (perforant pathway). 
Firstly, it seems that granule cells in the dentate gryus demonstrate multi-peak locations while 
CAl cells show single fields. Secondly, a plausible source of contextual data in the lateral 
entorhinal cortex (Hargreaves et al., 2005), which has direct projections to the hippocampus
via the prefrontal pathway. This fact supports the idea in the model single peak spatial 
representation at the CAl level is the result of the fusion of the multi-peak dentate gyrus cells 
and external information possibly from the lateral entorhinal cortex. Thirdly, the remapping 
feature of place cells discussed above. The three-layer model creates associations from 
clustered grid cells (grid cells with similar phases, this part of the model is analogous to the 
localised function of model of Solstad et al. (2006)), to the cells simulating granule cells at 
the dentate gyrus. The distinctive difference of Hayman and Jeffery (2008) model is the 
argument that combinations of grid cells with similar phases may not solely create single 
place field representations. On the contrary, the combination produces multi-peak place fields 
as are observed at the dentate gyrus level. The model combines the contextual information 
represented by units of lateral entorhinal cortex to regulate the firing pattern of place cells at 
the CAl layer by its combination with dentate gyrus cells. Therefore, a place cell in the CAl 
layer is active when both the dentate gyrus and the unit selecting a specific environment are 
active. The system can exhibit the partial remapping observed in hippocampus cells in CAl. 
However, the developed connections between the entorhinal cortex and the dentate gyrus 
result in representation of similar fields even when the context changes. That means the 
model is unable to explain the partial remapping at the dentate gyrus level.
5.2.4 A short summary of the existing models
The models studied here utilise a number of methods to associate grid cells to place cells, but 
beyond that they are developing hypothes regarding the functional roles of the hippocampus 
and the medial entorhinal cortex. To the extent of current knowledge about the role of the 
entorhinal cortex it can be said that it is likely to perform path integration with a combination 
of several grid cells with a variety of spatial phases and frequencies, and they inject the 
integrated path to the hippocampus. It is unclear, whether the entorhinal cortex is involved in 
other memory tasks, and the subtle differences between different layers of the medial- 
entorhinal cortex such as the phase precession in layer II which is not seen in layer III, do not 
provide more succinct information (Fyhn et al., 2007). As opposed to the medial-entorhinal 
cortex, the hippocampus seems to be involved in memory tasks as well as navigation tasks 
(Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Frank et al., 2000; Sharp, 1999; Brun et al., 2002, 2008). On a 
more general level it can be hypothesised that spatial representation and navigation can be 
explained as one facet of a more generalised memory function. In this section computational
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methods provide evidence for the possibility of the extracting a non-periodic function of 
place cells from a periodic grid cell pattern. Meanwhile, tlie context-based studies (studies 
that contain more information rather than grid cell firing patterns, such as sensory 
information (Blair et al., 2007)) suggest that path integration information from the medial 
entorhinal cortex might be combined with other types of information from nearby regions 
such as the lateral entorhinal cortex. A review of the models explained above reveals two 
factors in modelling entorhinal cortex and hippocampus system. Firstly, how the connection 
weights are developed, with possible solutions ranging from mathematical methods such as 
Fourier analysis (Solstad et al., 2006; Moser et al., 2008; Welinder et al., 2008) to leaining 
païadigms (Rolls et al., 2006; Blair et al., 2007). Secondly, sources of information 
contributing to the emergence of place representation at the hippocampus level in such a 
system. These factors will be used in the following section to study another learning 
paradigm to form medial entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus connections.
5.3 Proposed m odel
Models of grid cells to place cells associations were explored in section 5.2. Also a review of 
place cell models in conjunction with head direction information was given in chapter 3. Here 
we review our model of spatial representation which includes sensory cells, border cells, head 
direction cells, grid cells and place cells (Figure 5-1).
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Figure 5-1: The proposed model is consisted of border cells (B), Sensory cells (S), head direction cells 
(HD), grid CeUs and place cells.
In our model head direction cells give projections to the medial entorhinal cortex which can 
both serve as direction modulated information for the creation of grid cells firing pattern and 
also correcting the base orientation of the grid cells that it has seen in cue card experiments 
(Hafting et ah, 2005). The existence of direction information in the medial entorhinal cortex 
has been reported by (Sargolini et ah, 2006b). Grid cells send their output to the DG in the 
hippocampus as we studied in chapter 2  and we propose that they are the source of spatial 
information in the hippocampus. Medial entorhinal cortex hosts border cells in addition to the 
grid cells (Solstad et al., 2008), hence the existence of border cells which are sensitive to the 
surrounding walls in the environment in our proposed model. The connections form the 
medial entorhinal cortex to the hippocampus requires more scrutiny because of the form of 
firing patterns that have been seen in the DG and CA1-CA3. There are reports that place cells 
in DG layer may have multiple fields and as opposed to the mainly single place field for the 
place cells in CA1-CA3. One hypothesis could be the dependency of the place cells activity
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on the contextual infonnation such as border infomiation. In our simulations (reviewed in the 
next section) we have learned that both multiple place fields and single place field activity 
pattern in place cells can be achieved by different learning methods. Therefore, in our model 
we have suggested that border cells have projections to place cells in DG layer and 
conjunction of sensory information with DG place cells results in monotonie context based 
representation in CA1-CA3. Although, biological evidences regarding the displacement of 
components of our model such as place cells, grid cells and head direction cells reveal that 
the sensory information are present in these areas, however, we the brain part providing such 
information seems to be unknown (a candidate for a brain part giving sensory information is 
lateral entorhinal cortex which has connections to the aforementioned brain parts'(O'Keefe, 
Burgess, 2005)).
Our proposed model lacks feedback connections for correcting accumulated error in the grid 
cells and place cells. The existence of connection from CA3 in the hippocampus to the 
ventral layers of medial entorhinal cortex (reviewed in chapter 2 ) suggests that corrections to I
grid cells firing patterns can be because of the projections from place cells where biological 
evidence have shown dependency to external information. In the following sections we j
review our experiments for learning connections between grid cells and place cells. In these :
experiments we assume that directional information is available to grid cells by head 
direction cells. Also we assume that velocity information is present at the medial entorhinal 
cortex.
5.4 Grid cell to place cell associations
In spite of the lack of general agreement over the derivation of the place cell firing pattern at 
the hippocampus level from grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex, the existing body of 
simulations support the hypothesis that grid cells are likely to provide the major source of 
spatial information to the hippocampus whether or not the grid pattern is combined with other 
sensory input (Hayman, Jeffery, 2008). As it was discussed in section 5.2 the mechanism by 
which such association between grid cells and place cells can be formed depends on at least 
two factors. Firstly the sources of information flow to the hippocampus tliat are involved in 
the generation of place cell activity patterns, and secondly the paradigm by which the
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connection weights between grid cells and place cells are formed, be it Fourier decomposition 
(Solstad et al., 2006; Welinder et al., 2008), learning (Rolls et al., 2006; Blair et al., 2007) or 
even a three layer structure integrating phase information to establish place representation 
(Blair et ah, 2008). In section 5.4.4 we review the results on using two separate Hebbian 
learning methods i.e. the winner-take-all method (Rumelhart, Zipser, 1986; Armony et al., 
1995) and the BCM (Bienenstock, Cooper and Munro) method (Bienenstock et al., 1982; 
Intrator, Cooper, 1992; Castellani et al., 1999) focused on the second factor involved in the 
association of grid cells to place cells. The purpose here is to study the possibility of such 
association between grid cells and place cells with a biologically realistic method and using 
the dual oscillator model of grid cells (Burgess et al., 2007; Burgess, 2008; Hasselmo et al., 
2007; O'Keefe, Burgess, 2005) as the input layer. Therefore, we assume that grid cells are a 
major source of spatial information to the hippocampus and also avoid the possibility of 
involvement of contextual information coming from the lateral entorhinal cortex. In the first 
part of this section we briefly review the Hebbian learning techniques, including BCM and 
competitive learning, used in the simulations. In section 5.4.4 we review the results achieved 
using methods studied in the following section.
5.4.1 Hebbian learning
Hebbian learning (Hebb, 1949) is a classical method of synaptic modification for associative 
memory modelling which can be categorised as an unsupervised learning method. The theory 
is based on the simultaneous activity of presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons, in Hebb’s 
classic statement:
"when an axon o f cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or 
persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes 
place in one or both cells such that A ’s efficiency, as one o f the cells firing B, is 
increased, ”
Hebb (1949) pp 62
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The rule suggests that simultaneous firing of neurons A and B results in the increase in the 
connection strength between them. Therefore, next time when A is active there is a possibility 
of B been active too. In mathematical form the Hebbian rule can be explained by the 
following equation:
A w ij  =  g x j y i  (5-6)
Where Wij is the connection weight between the input unit Xj to the output unit yi and Awij is 
the instantaneous change for in each episode of learning, rj is the learning rate preventing 
fluctuations of connection weights per training episode by making a small change in each 
training episode. A problem with the classic Hebbian learning rule, equation (5-6), is that 
without a complementary weight modification rule, there is a chance for weights to be 
increased to the maximum (Bienenstock et al., 1982; Sejnowski, 1977a, 1977b). In order to 
modify the Hebbian rule to consider the weight increment problem, several theories have 
been proposed e.g. including the history of input activity (Sejnowski, 1977a, 1977b), 
considering competition between cells (Aimony et ah, 1995) and putting a dynamic threshold 
on the activity of the output cell (Bienenstock et ah, 1982; Intrator, Cooper, 1992; Castellani 
et ah, 1999).
Before applying a Hebbian learning method, requirements from the problem at hand should 
be studied and evaluated to see if the selected Hebbian learning method can solve them. Our 
problem is to develop associations of grid cells to place cells. On one hand, as it has been 
studied before, the input patterns which are the grid cells are periodic in 2 -dimensional space 
and because of the way that they are modelled they are not smooth functions (the Gaussian 
shape of the grid field is the envelope of the dual oscillator function). The shape of grid cells 
firing patterns are similar, however they differ in their spatial phases (parameter ^i(O) in 
equation (4-10)) and spatial frequencies (parameter/? in equation (4-10)). In cases when the 
initial phases and frequencies are selected randomly, it is more likely that grid patterns cover 
the whole environment and the possibility of a few grid cells with different phases being 
active the same of as the place cells increases. This combined with the fact that the Hebbian 
learning method in its basic form does not have a way to distinguish input with similar spatial 
phases from those that have distant spatial phases, poses a difficulty on the convergence of 
learning. On the other hand, a place cell’s function is not periodic. Thus, the Hebbian
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learning method that is used should fulfil two purposes. Firstly, the method must change the 
connection weights when more than one input is active at the same time as the output, hence 
the necessity of a threshold for the output function to put a constraint on the active place 
cells. Secondly, because of the variable number of input grid cells the threshold must be 
dynamic and depends on the number of inputs.
5.4.2 Bienstock, Cooper and Munro (BCM) learning method
A dynamic threshold which is related to the activity of the input is a useful feature of the 
BCM learning method (Bienenstock et al., 1982) for our problem. The theory was originally 
proposed for creating competition between input patterns with a threshold used to select 
inputs with activities above a certain value and was applied to the problem of orientation and 
selectivity in the visual cortex (Bienenstock et al., 1982). The following equations briefly 
explain how connection efficiency (wj) changes with regard to the input patterns (xj):
Wj i t)  =  <t>{yit))xj it) -  ewj it) (5-7)
In the above equation 0 (y )  is the dynamic threshold mediating output (y) and e is a small
number to project small deviations to the equations. According to Bienenstock et al. (1982),
the term errijit) can be ignored because it generates a uniform decay during learning and 
when £ is small, in most cases does not affect the behaviour of the system. Therefore, 
equation (5-7) becomes:
Wjit) = ^{y i t ) )x j i t )  (5-8)
The term 0 (y )  in equations (5-7) and (5-8) is varied between different versions of BCM. In 
the original theory (Bienenstock et al., 1982) <b(y) <  0 for c <  and 0 (y )  >  0 for 
c >  which has the consequence of increasing the weights as well as the increment. At the 
heart of this theory resides the parameter 9^^ which is dynamic and depends on the input 
patterns. 6jn and 4>(y) in combination should have the following property which results in 
the desired competition:
/  / y \ P \  (5-9)s ig n  0 (y, y) =  sign (y  -  j  j f o r y > 0
0 (0 ,ÿ) = 0 for ally
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Where ÿ, is the average activity of the unit’s output and Cq and p aie two fixed positive
parameters. Meanwhile 6-^ — ÿ is the dynamic threshold which is dependent of the
average activity of the output unit and fixed parameters. The competition between the inputs 
results from the linear property of the input-output relation with the following two equations 
showing how the input average is propagated to the average output and equation (5-9) creates 
competition between inputs.
y = w (t).x  (5-10)
y = w (t).x  (5-11)
Bienenstock et al. (1982) aigue that at the beginning of the learning process, when the 
weights are initialised randomly with small numbers (a normalised weight vector), ÿ «  Cq 
and therefore 0 (y,y) > 0  results in the increment of the output response to all patterns. 
Therefore, ÿ increases which in turn elevate the dynamic threshold creating a competition 
between input patterns which exceed the dynamic threshold with those which do not exceed 
the dynamic threshold (Bienenstock et al., 1982). A drawback of the BCM method is the 
necessity to determine the fixed paiameters Cg and p. The parameters should be determined 
somehow that they increase the average output at the beginning and also increase the 
selectivity of the threshold after a few iterations, which according to Bienenstock et al. (1982) 
have to be determined experimentally. Equations (5-7) and (5-8) are stochastic dynamic 
equations that cannot be guaranteed to stay within limits (Intrator, Cooper, 1992; Castellani et 
al., 1999) and a normalisation procedure after each iteration of the learning seems to be 
necessary (for a review of multiplicative and subtractive normalisation rules refer to Miller 
and MacKay (1994)). According to (Bienenstock et al., 1982), analysis of the null-clines of 
the stochastic dynamic system expressed by equation (5-7), reveals that in order for the
system to converge to a stable point the input patterns must be non-orthogonal, i.e. in case of
discrete inputs they should not be perpendicular to each other. Mathematically, assuming Ü 
and V are two input vectors, then their inner-product should be non-zero. In our continuous 
case of grid cells the non-orthogonality of input patterns corresponds to the shared grid fields 
between every two grid cells. Therefore, during the learning process there should be at least a 
few grid cells sharing similar grid fields. This requirement is similai- to the required property
for the Fourier decomposition method (Solstad et al., 2006) studied in section 5.2.1 (on page 
69) that grid cells with similar phases project inputs to place cells.
5.4.3 Competitive Learning
Another alternative of the Hebbian learning method, which creates competition between 
neurons and also avoids the saturation of the connection weights, is competitive learning 
(Rumelhart, Zipser, 1986; Stent, 1973; Armony et al., 1995). According to Armony et al. 
(1995) in a winner-take-all method, which is a commonly used competitive learning method, 
a winner neuron updates its connection to active inputs while other neurons in the network 
either do not update their connections to inputs or decrease their connections. Lateral 
inhibitory connections between neurons on the same layer create this sort of competition. 
Inhibitory connections causes the neuron with the largest output to inhibit other neurons in 
the network, which in turn during subsequent training receive stronger updates in its 
connections to active inputs.
An example of winner-take-all method is the work of Armony et al. (1995) for modelling fear 
conditioning for attention. Activity of a single processing unit in the network can either have 
a sigmoid or ramp function as output which provides a threshold for selecting active neurons 
(Armony et al., 1995). In the case of a ramp function the following equation shows the 
activity of each processing unit:
rO X — Xthr <  0 (5-12)
a .C tlve ix ')  — ^thr 9 % ^th r ^  ^sat
\  ^sat ^sat X Xihy
Where %(/». is the ramp function threshold and Xsat is the upper limit of the function (Figure 
5-2).
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Figure 5-2: Ramp function with Xthy — 2 and Xsat ~  2 . The ramp function in this example selects 
neurons with activity more than 2 and its linear up to an upper threshold Xg t^ which in this case is 2.
Lateral inhibitory connections between neurons can be simplified to a subtraction of a 
percentage of the winner neuron’s activity from other neurons. In this way, the neuron with 
the highest firing rate has its usual activity pattern using equation (5 - 1 2 )
a. (5-13)
Activity of each neuron in competitive networks is linear weighted sum of inputs plus 
inhibitory connections from other neurons. However, because in this case the lateral 
inhibitory connections are formulated differently, is simply the weighted sum of
inputs for the winner neurons. Meanwhile, other neuron activity patterns have the following 
form:
a,. =  active (netj. — (5-14)
ji specifies the strength of the lateral inhibitory connections to neuron r, which is not the 
winner neuron and net^  is the weighted sum of inputs to neuron r. In case /u =  0 there is no 
lateral inhibition and in case jU =  1 , then practically all neurons rather than the winner 
neurons have near-zero activity. Therefore, jU regulates the amount of averaged inhibition 
between neurons. After calculating all neuron activities considering lateral inhibitory 
connections, which in turn create the desired competition, the training equation is similar to 
the normal Hebbian learning method expressed by equation (5-6). However, there is a minor 
difference in that only a selection of weights that coixesponded to outputs with activities
above the average activity have their weights updated according to the following formula 
from Armony et al. (1995)
  l^ rs  "h SCLyUg CL^ CL^ g^ (5-15)
Wrc Otherwise
This procedure results in the increment of the winner neuron’s connection strengths to active 
inputs and in the meantime decrement in the connection strengths of the other neurons to the 
active neuron. Weight normalisation is also necessary for this algorithm to avoid weight 
saturation similar to the BCM method discussed in the previous section. In the next section, 
we will study the effect of the BCM learning method and competitive learning for the 
application of grid cell to place cell associations.
5.4.4 Simulation setup and results
We studied the dual oscillator model of grid cells in chapter 4 (page 46) where equations 
(4-9), (4-10) and (4-11) (page 53) explain how a formula can produce a grid firing pattern 
useful for our purpose here (Figure 4-5 on page 56 illustrates the implementation of the grid 
unit output). To examine the possibility of learning the connection patterns between grid cells 
and place cells we need to consider several parameters that control the behaviour of grid cells 
and result in creating grids with a variety of scales and initial phases. Parameters /? and ^i(O) 
(the initial phase of an individual oscillator in a grid cell) control the spatial frequency and 
initial phases of an individual oscillator respectively. To recap from chapter 4, the spatial 
scale of a grid cell in the dual oscillator model is calculated by the following formula:
2 (5-16)
—  I— 'pV3
Where G is the spatial scale of the grid firing pattern changing the behaviour of a grid cell by
determining the distance between grid fields and the size of the field (refer to Figure 4-6 for
an illustrative explanation). The other important factor, the initial phases of individual 
oscillators in a single grid cell, can be set by the following formula
(po = -ZirfpXo. d (5-l'7)
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Where d  is the unit vector in the preferred direction of the individual oscillator and Xq is the 
desired location for the grid cells vertex. The initial phases of individual oscillators in a grid 
cell can determine the location of one of the fields of a grid cell. /? and (pgare not the only 
parameters providing variations in a grid cell behaviour. The base orientation of grid cell can 
be altered to give rotation to the whole grid pattern as it was seen in some of the models 
discussed in the previous section regarding the existing models of grid cell to place cell 
associations. On the one hand, grid cells tend to share similar base orientation and changing 
the base orientation may not be biologically plausible. On the other hand, studying these 
variations is useful in order to see if the base orientation variations can provide more 
information to place cells i.e. by changing base orientations in a set of grid cells connected to 
a place cell there is more chance for the place cell to represent a place field. In this section we 
use equations (5-16) and (5-17) to create a number of grid cells with a vaiiety of spatial 
frequencies and initial phases suitable for giving enough variations at the medial entorhinal 
cortex layer in order to be associated to the place cells at the hippocampus layer. We also 
apply our learning methods to the cases with grid cells having base orientation changes to see 
if that could provide a solution to the cases that learning methods are unable to detect shared 
fields in the grid cell fields or change the behaviour of place cells in cases a place cells is 
formed without base orientation changes in the grid cells.
In a nutshell, the general approach for a Hebbian learning procedure is to follow three steps 
as shown in the pseudo-code in Figure 5-3. In the first step, input patterns necessary for the 
training are generated. The second step involves using the generated input patterns for 
forming the connection weights between grid cells and place cells with the objective of 
creating place cells with confined place fields. The final step is evaluating the result which is 
simulating the whole network and observing if the output of the place cells have single fields. 
Simulating the network in the last step consist of the grid cells with similar parameters 
generated in the first step, connection weights trained in the second step and place cells that 
integrate the input from grid cells using the trained connection weights passed through a 
threshold function. Experiments in this section involved changing parameters of the grid cells 
in the first step and changing the training methods and their parameters in the second step 
with the objective of finding a set of grid cells with specified parameters and a Hebbian 
training method which are able to produce place cell activity pattern with confined place 
fields.
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1. Generate Input Patterns using the number of grid cells 
required with each grid cell having six oscillators (Refer to 
Figure 5-4: Generating input patterns pseudo-code).
a. Store grid cell outputs to be used in the next step
b. Store the grid cells parameters such as initial phases 
and spatial frequencies to used in the third step.
2. Train the connection weights between grid cells and place 
cells using the input patterns generated in the previous step, 
specified number of place cell and learning method specified 
in each experiment. Refer to Figure 5-6: Training the 
connection weights pseudo-code
3 . Simulate the activity of place cells using the same parameters 
for the grid cells generated in the first step and connection 
weights trained in the second step.
a. Store the activities of place cells
b. Draw the firing patterns of place cells for the purpose 
of evaluation
c. Evaluate the activity patterns of place cells for 
generation of place fields.
Figure 5-3: General procedure for generating input patterns, training the connection weights between 
grid cells and place cells and simulating place cells activity to evaluate the results.
The first step of our simulations involves generating grid cells input patterns. Figure 5-4 
illustrates this step which is has three main parts, i.e. initialising grid cells parameters based 
on the selected method (explained specifically for each experiment), the algorithm to 
generate the path within which the simulated animal is travelling, and finally storing the 
infoimation to be used by the training algorithm in the next step. Following the discussions in 
chapter 4, grid cells can either have three or six oscillators to generate a grid pattern, hence 
the input parameter for the function in Figure 5-4. However, in the simulations performed 
here all grid cells were simulated with 6  oscillators to provide symmetric firing patterns for 
the grid cells. Therefore, individual oscillators in each grid cell have unit vectors with
directions in the set fo -j- 0 ^ , ^ +  +  ^b] where 0^  is the baseV 6 3 2 3 6 . J
orientation which is fixed for biologically plausible experiments and is varied in some 
experiments (see section 4.4 for more details). The loop in the first section of Figure 5-4 
iterates through all grid cells and set their spatial frequencies and initial phases using equation 
(5-17). This section controls changes in the behaviour of the grid cells by selecting different 
methods for the generation of the spatial frequencies and initial phases.
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inputPatterns = GeneratelnputPatterns(numberOfGridCells,
numberOfOscillators)
1. For each grid cell
a. Set P = a random grid cell frequencey in range [0.0192,
0.0296]
b. Set Xq = a random location within the boundaries of the 
environment.
c. For each oscillator in the grid cell
1. Set d = a unit vector in the direction of the 
current oscillator 
ii. Set (pQ =  ~2npXQ .d (initial phase of the oscillator in 
the grid cell)
2. For each time slot from t=0 to t=NumberOfCycles
a. Update each grid cell's phase using
(Pi(nAt) = (Pii{n — l)Aü) + Ztt/? c o s ( 0  - 0j) At + 2nfi,At and current 
running direction and speed
a. Calculate each grid cell's output using equation r(t) = 
riF=i[cos(<50£(t)) + cos((Pb(t))]^
b . Set distance vector to
[cos(RunningDirectlon) *Speed*deltatf 
sin (RunningDirectlon) *Speed*deltat]
c. Set newPosition to distance + Position
d. Check if newPosition is outside the boundaries of the 
environment with size EnvironmentLength and select a new 
RunningDirectlon and newPosition if it is.
e. Set Position to newPosition
f. Store Grid cells outputs in a input patterns
3. Store Grid cell parameters including initial phases, 
frequencies and number of grid cells
Figure 5-4; Generating input patterns pseudo-code
The general procedure for the initial phases is to independently select two random variables 
in range of the size of the enclosure and assign them to elements of Xq in equation (5-17) and 
use the same equation and directions of the grid oscillators to calculate their initial phases. In 
the same way the general method for the spatial frequencies is to randomly generate a 
variable in a range between 39cm to 60cm, which means the range for spatial frequencies 
(variable p) using equation (5-16) is chosen to be between 0.0296 ((7 =  39cm) and 0.0192 
{G ~  60cm). This range for the spatial frequencies avoids having grid cells with fields too 
big to cover the whole simulated environment or too small to make too many small grid
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fields. According to Hafting et al. (2005) recordings, the grid cells along the ventral axis of 
the medial entorhinal cortex have spatial frequencies in the range from 39cm to 73cm. A grid 
cell with a spatial frequency according to the upper bound of this range covers almost the 
entire surface of the environment simulated here, which is 78cm and does not seem suitable 
for our purpose here.
Upon setting the grid cell parameters (spatial frequencies and initial phases), the simulated rat 
explores the environment which is defined as a square box 78cm by 78cm (defined by 
parameter EnvironmentLength in Figure 5-4). The simulation time length is specified by the 
number of minutes the simulated rat is exploring the environment. This duration is divided 
into small time slots during which grid cell phases are updated based on the running direction 
and running speed. Figure 5-4 does not explain how grid cell phases are updated. Referring to 
chapter 4, the original dual oscillator equation (4-10) includes a time integral starting from 
the beginning of the simulation until the current time cycle. Instead we use a discrete formula 
(equation (4-16)) that reduces the integral in equation (4-10) to a linear sum (Appendix E for 
details). However, as discussed in chapter 4, equation (4-16) has a requirement that during 
each time slot the running direction and speed should be constant, which, due to the small 
time slot used here, it is safe to assume. During the simulated rat is running freely in random 
directions until it reaches the walls of the environment when a new random direction is 
selected that does not collide with a wall in the next time slot. Figure 5-5 shows one minute 
of the rat’s exploration through the simulated environment. Using a big enough time length 
for the simulation, it can be said that a rat is covering all regions of the environment to 
generate enough input patterns for the purpose of training in the next step.
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Figure 5-5; One minute of the simulated rat's exploration through the environment. The red line shows 
the track staring from postion [0,0] at the bottom left corner.
The training phase is also explained in pseudo-code in Figure 5-6. A random initialisation of 
the connection weights is a coimnon pattern used in Hebbian learning methods (Bienenstock 
et ah, 1982; Armony et ah, 1995; Intrator, Cooper, 1992; Fuhs, Touretzky, 2000) where a 
non-zero connection weights guarantees some activity at the place cells layer to avoid 
equation (5-6) from generating zero for Aw^y. After initialisation of tlie connection weights 
with random numbers, weight normalisation, as it is explained in tlie previous section, is 
performed on the connections to a single cell before the start of tlie tr aining. Training consists 
of several epochs in which all input patterns are given to the network and the training method 
adapts the networks connection weights. To avoid repetition of input patterns that the 
network encounter, the order o f the input patterns are changed in each epoch of training (refer 
to first statement in Figure 5-6). In each experiment the Hebbian learning algorithm is 
changed to evaluate which place cells at the hippocampus level can produce the desired 
behaviour for a given set of grid cells.
9 0
weights = TrainGridCellsToPlaceCellsConnections(inputPatterns,
noOfPlaceCells)
1. Set weights = noOfGridCells by noOfPlaceCells with random 
values Generate
2. Normalise weights
3. for each epoch
a. Change the order of input patterns randomly
b. for each input pattern in inputPatterns
i. use the selected Hebbian training module, selected 
input and weights to update the weights 
ii. Normalise weights
Figure 5-6: Training the connection weights pseudo code
To evaluate the selected training method the results is simulated in with the same procedure 
as the one in the first 1 (Figure 5-4). A simulated rat travels through the same environment 
and the grid cell phases, grid cell outputs and place cell outputs from the trained network are 
calculated. In this step the firing pattern of all the place cells is stored and after the 
exploration of the environment by the simulated rat, the firing pattern is evaluated.
In the first two steps of this general approach there are six parameters that can be altered to 
change the input pattern or change the Hebbian learning method employed used to train the 
connection weights between grid cells and place cells. These parameters include grid cell 
spatial frequencies, grid cell initial phases, grid cell base orientations, the number of grid 
cells in the input layer, the number of place cells and finally the Hebbian leaning method 
used and its parameters. In the following sections we use the above general framework and 
specify in each section how the parameters are selected and what results they generate.
5.4.4.1 Training using competitive learning
Our competitive training experiments fall into two categories. In the first set of experiments a 
single place cell is connected to a number of grid cells. Accordingly in the second set of 
experiments more than one place cell is connected to the grid cells. In the following 
paragraphs we explain the aim of each experiment, the selected parameters, the results of the 
simulations, and an analysis of the results for each.
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In the first experiment using the competitive learning method explained in section 5.4.3 (page 
83) a single place cell is modelled, although this does not fulfil the purpose of competitive 
learning because of tlie lack of competition between place cells. However, using a single cell 
at the place cell layer reduces the competitive learning method to the basic Hebbian learning 
in equation (5-6) and provides a basis for the compaiison between different methods used 
here. The general approach explained in the previous section is followed to generate 10 grid 
cells with paiameters defined in Table 4. The spatial frequency is selected randomly with a 
uniform distribution in range [39cm, 60cm], with the related p in range [0.0192, 0.0296] (for 
more details refer to the function GeneratelnputPatterns in Appendix E). There is no 
restriction over the selection of initial phases rather than selecting the initial location within 
the boundaries of the environment.
Table 4: Parameters used in training using a basic Hebbian learning method
IBÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊHÊÊÊÊIIÈÊÊÊk-
Number of grid cells 10
Number of place cells 1
Grid cells frequencies selection method Random (uniform distribution) with no 
restriction on set of frequencies in range 
[0.0036 0.0965]
Grid cells initial phases Random (uniform distribution) within 
tlie border of the environment
Inliibition rate (p) 0.2
Learning rate (r]) 0.1
Place cell output threshold 0.5
Number of epochs 100
Figure 5-7 illustrates the activity of the place cell trained using this method. Figure 5-7a 
shows the place celTs activity pattern before putting a threshold on the output. The activity of 
the place cell after the threshold function shows tlie place fields in which the underlying grid 
cells have common fields (refer to section 4.6 on page 60 for explanation). As Figure 5-7b 
and Figure 5-7c show, increasing the threshold in the output of the place cell does not seem to 
remove the multiple places in the activity pattern and the place cell seems to illustrate activity 
over multiple fields. The failure of the method used in this experiment could be the result of 
two separate reasons. Firstly, the place cell’s activity could be the result of contributions of
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grid cells with non-overlapping place fields which is possible considering the small of 
number of grid cells in this experiment. Secondly, the Hebbian learning method in its basic 
form used in this experiment is unable to detect the overlapping place fields in the grid cell 
activity patterns. To understand this better we can increase the number of grid cells in the 
input patterns which increases the possibility of overlapping between grid cell fields, and 
examine whether the Hebbian learning method can generate the appropriate results.
a) b)
c)
Figure 5-7: Place cell activity with connection weights trained using a competitive learning method with 
parameters specified in Tahle 4: a) activity pattern before threshold, b) activity pattern after putting the 
threshold on the output of the place cell, c) activity pattern after increasing the threshold to 0.6
Increasing the number of grid cells increases the chance of overlapping fields between grids 
and the Hebbian learning method could detect these overlaps to generate the desired output. 
In two separate experiments the number of grid cells was increased to 50 and 100, and the 
Hebbian learning method was used with parameters specified in Table 4. Figure 5-8 displays 
the result of training in three parts for both place cells, i.e. before threshold (a), after 
threshold on the output (b) and after increasing the threshold on the output. The activity of 
both place cells show multiple firing fields which is not consistent with the desired behaviour 
expected from the training. The increase in the number of grid cells has increased the chance
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of gl’id cells sharing firing fields as it can be seen for place cells in Figure 5-8 rows b and c 
where for each cell a place cell field can be seen with a field bigger than the rest of the fields 
in the figures. In fact this is the result of overlapping grid cell fields in the input which 
contribute to the firing of the place field. Following the discussion in the previous paragraph 
regarding tlie reason for the failure of the first experiment, it now seems that increasing the 
number of grid cells has generated enough variety in the input patterns. However, the 
Hebbian learning method in its basic form is still unable to detect common fields in the input 
patterns.
The thi'eshold function used in these experiments is aimed at removing the activity outside 
the place field of a place cell. This raises two questions. Firstly, why is the threshold function 
employed in the first place? Secondly, what is the value of the threshold and why it is 
changed from one experiment to another? Since place cells are aggregating the grid cells 
firing rates and grid cells have periodic activity pattern, therefore without a threshold the 
place cell have activity outside the place field. In case the learning phase results in the 
detection of overlap between grid cells at the place field of the place cell, the place cells 
firing rate is higher closer to the centre of tire place field compared with minor activities 
outside the place field as a result of grid cells periodic input. Therefore, the threshold 
function can remove the firing of the place cell outside of the place field.
The answer to the second question is hidden behind the fact that the number grid cells 
contributing to the firing of a place cell close the place field is unknown. The higher the 
number of grid cells the higher the firing rate of the place cell. However, it is possible that 
some of the grid cells contributing to the activity of place cells have overlaps outside a place 
field. This happens in cases when grid cells have similar spatial locations and spatial 
frequencies. Consequently, a fixed threshold value cannot eliminate the activity outside a 
place field where more grid cells have overlaps and the value of the tlireshold is unknown for 
a give place cell. In our experiments here after the training phase the range of each place cells 
firing rate is determined and a threshold is gradually increased to evaluate if  there is a place 
cell has with a place field.
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Figure 5-8: Training results of two experiment with 50 (left column) and 100 (right column) grid cells 
connected to a place cell, a) activity pattern of the place cell before the threshold function, b) activity 
pattern after threshold 0.5 which still leaves most of the place cell’s fields, c) activity pattern of the place 
cell after increasing the output threshold to 1.5. Increasing the threshold results in removing some place 
fields that means the remaining fields might detect some overlapping between grid cell’s Helds.
The basic Hebbian learning method was unable to produce the desired place cell behaviour. 
In the next experiment the number of place cells is increased to 10 which will allow 
competition between neurons at the place cell layer. The parameters for this experiment are 
specified in Table 5. As it is explained in section 5.4.3 the competitive learning method used 
here is a winner-takes-all method in which the place cell with the highest activity inhibits
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other neuron activities during the learning phase. In this way, it can be assumed that the 
winner unit is receiving inputs from simultaneously active giid cells. In fact, the place cell 
with highest activity could be the result of an overlap between grid cells which in return 
could generate the desired output. Figure 5-9 illustrates the activity of a single place cell after 
training and increasing the threshold. As the figure shows, the place cell is showing activity 
in several fields and increasing the tlueshold removes some of the fields and leaves only one 
place field. However, the place cell in Figure 5-9 is an exceptional case in a way that most of 
the place cells trained using the competitive learning with parameters in Table 5 cannot show 
single place field activity. Table 12 (Appendix F, page 145) lists a collection of place cells 
among which most of them cannot show single place cell activity. To try to understand why 
this occurs, in the next two experiments we change the parameters of the learning method 
(i.e. the number of epochs) and the distribution of grid cell spatial frequencies to evaluate 
what effect these have.
Table 5: Parameters used in competitive learning experiment
Number of grid cells 100
Number of place cells 10
Grid cells frequencies selection method Random (uniform distribution) with no 
restriction on set of frequencies in range 
[0.0036 0.0965]
Grid cells initial phases Random (uniform distribution) within 
the border of the environment
Inhibition rate (ju) 0.2
Learning rate (%) 0.1
Place cell output threshold 0.5
Number of epochs 10
Normalisation value 1
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c) d)
Figure 5-9: Result of using a competitive learning method on connection weights between 100 grid cells 
and 10 place cells: a) the place cell activity pattern without the threshold function, h) the place cell 
activity pattern with threshold = 0.5, c) the place cells activity pattern with threshold = 1.0, d) the place 
cell activity pattern with threshold = 1.5.
In this experiment the number of epochs of training is increased to 100 which should give 
more chance to the network to find shared fields between grid cells. The other parameters are 
similar to the parameters in Table 5. Figure 5-9 illustrates the activity of a place cell trained 
with competitive learning method that covers almost all regions of the environment and does 
not provide a single or even multiple field activity as it was observed with a simple Hebbian 
learning method in the previous experiment or even training with less number of epochs. A 
possible explanation for this place cell behaviour is that after increasing the number of epochs 
of training, the place cell starts to adapt itself to all grid cells at its input layers. Since grid 
cells have no restriction on their spatial frequencies, a place cell encounters activity in almost 
all regions of the environment. Increasing the number of epochs makes the place cells learn to 
be active in all places in the environment, not just those places where the input activity is 
higher than others.
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This experiment also shows another difference to the previous experiment, i.e. the activity of 
the other 9 place cells in this experiment have same firing pattern. This similar firing pattern 
in the place cells is the result of similar connection weights from grid cells to place cells that 
are developed as a result of the competitive learning algorithm. Evaluation of the impact of 
the learning rate (fj.) reveals that the weight changes are not trivial compared to the 
normalised connection weights even with the small learning rate is used. More investigation 
disclosed that the normalisation procedure (Zi  Wj =  1) that was discussed in section 5.4.1 (on 
page 79) reduces the elements of the weight vector connected to each place cell especially 
when the number of grid cells is high. As a consequence the weight changes in each step of 
training become large compared to the normalised weights in the previous step of training.
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Figure 5-10: Result from one place cell when using the competitive learning method on connection 
weights between 100 grid cells and 10 place cells using the same parameters as in Tahle 5 except from the 
number of epochs which is increased to 100. The place cell does not show a single field activity and 
instead it seems that it receives its activity from grid cells that may not share a common place cell.
According to Miller and MacKay (1994) the normalisation of weight vectors from all grid 
cells to a single place cell can be converted in way that the connection vector has a size large 
than a unit vector. This means normalisation can be changed to the following equation;
Z i ^ i  (5‘18)
This will result in a normalised weight having larger values in comparison with the weight 
changes in each epoch of training. However, the other problem here is to find a value for n in 
equation (5-18). The variable can be dependent on both the number of inputs and also the 
range of weight changes during each epoch of training. Initial results show that place cells 
develop different weights to grid cells and the outputs of place cells differ from each other, as 
can be seen in Figure 5-11. As it can be seen in Figure 5-11, place cells in this case do not
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seem to represent clear place fields. However, in some cases a field with higher activity can 
be observed (Figure 5-11 b), but due to the activity present in the rest of the environment the 
neuron can hardly be considered as a place cell.
Figure 5-11: Activities of four place cells out of ten place cells trained using Competitive learning method 
with normalization value greater than unity corresponding to equation (5-18).
One possible reason for the lack of desired output when using the competitive learning 
method could be the lack of detecting overlaps in the input layer. It can be said that when 
overlaps between grid cells happens the firing rate of a place cell connected to these grid cells 
is higher in the shared field compare to the rest of the environment. As a result, on one hand, 
we need a threshold with a threshold value that is only active when the firing rate is higher 
than a single grid cell firing rate at grid cell places. On the other hand, this threshold value 
should be dependent on the number of grid cells sharing a common field. The competitive 
Hebbian learning method used here lacks the capability to impose a threshold to detect active 
outputs based on the simultaneous active inputs. In the next section we study a method which 
has a dynamic threshold for the input and therefore puts a constraint on the activity of the 
place cells.
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The above experiments which followed a systematic approach over fixing the parameters 
used in the competitive leaining methods can be summarised in Table 6. Number of grid 
cells, number of epochs for training and normalisation value for the connection weights have 
been fixed by tlie pervious experiments, hi tlie results of those experiments we realised that 
our grid cells par ameter generation selection method, sometime generates grid cells that share 
few places and consequently the place cell show multiple fields. Therefore, in the next 
experiment, we want to avoid this problem by change the selection method for grid cell 
spatial frequencies i.e. instead of selecting a random spatial frequency we select 3 distinct 
spatial frequencies which can have only single fields in common when their corresponding 
grid cells are initialised with similar phases. The aim of this experiment is to see if  increasing 
the possibility of single overlapping fields between grid cells, increases the capability of the 
competitive leaining method to detect overlapping fields in the input layer. Therefore, all 
parameters of this experiment is the same as Table 5 except from the grid cells spatial 
frequencies which is selected randomly in the set {0.03, 0.04, 0.05}.
Table 6: Parameters fixed after series of competitive learning experiment. Experiments have fixed 
number of grid cells, number of epochs and normalisation value.
Number of grid cells 100
Number of place cells 10
Grid cells frequencies selection method Random (uniform distribution) with no 
restriction on set of frequencies in range 
[0.0036 0.0965]
Grid cells initial phases Random (uniform distribution) within 
the border of the environment
Inhibition rate (ju) 0.2
Learning rate (rj) 0.1
Place cell output threshold 0.5
Number of epochs 10
Normalisation value 1
Figure 5-12 shows that the activity of a place cell training using grid cells with spatial 
frequencies randomly selected from a limited set. As the figure shows the place cells have 
activity fields in multiple places and increasing the threshold do not remove the multiple 
place fields. However, as it can be seen in Figure 5-12d after increasing the threshold to 1.5, 
no place field can be observed. It seems that the competitive learning method has selected
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few grid cells with similar spatial frequencies and initial phases. Hence, increasing the 
threshold removes all place fields and the learning procedure has not selected grid cells with 
different spatial frequencies. As a result the previous approach for selecting the grid cell 
spatial frequencies provides more flexibility in the selection of grid cell spatial frequencies 
for the method to selected overlapping grid cell fields.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5-12: result of training of a place cell connected to 100 grid cells with spatial frequencies randomly 
selected from a limited set of spatial frequencies, a) The place cell without a threshold, b) and c) still show 
activities after increasing the threshold to 0.5 and 1.0 respectively, d) the place cell almost show no 
activity after increasing the threshold to 1.5.
5 A A .2  T ra in in g  u s in g  th e  BCM M e th o d
Competitive learning was unable to generate the desired output, most probably due to its lack 
of detecting simultaneous activity between grid cells. Two variations of the BCM method are 
studied in section 5.4.2 (on page 81) with different functions for the dynamic threshold on the 
output of grid cells during the learning phase. In a series of experiments in this section, the 
learning parameters are systematically changed to examine the capability of the BCM 
learning method in generating the desired output. Meanwhile, the other objective is to find 
the optimum set of parameters that generate the desired output. Since we examined variations 
of the grid cell frequencies and initial phases in the previous set of experiments and found an
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appropriate random method for the selection of grid cell spatial frequencies and initial phases, 
in this section we use the same set of input patterns such as number of grid cells, initial 
phases and spatial frequencies (refer to Table 6  in the previous section), and focus on 
changing the learning method parameters. Two separate methods of BCM learning (with 
different equations for the dynamic threshold) are studied in the following experiments with 
variations on the number of place cells. In the first set of experiments one place cell is 
considered for the output layer and the learning parameters aie changed for each experiment. 
In the second set of experiments this set of learning parameters are used with more than one 
place cell in the output layer to produce more place cells representing locations in the 
environment.
The first variant of BCM method that is implemented here is explained by equations (5-7) to 
(5-11) (on page 82), using a dynamic threshold function expressed by the following equation:
Where ÿ is the average of the input activities extracted using equations (5-10) and (5-11) and 
Cq and p  aie parameters controlling the shape of the dynamic threshold function. Since the 
history of the grid cell firing patterns are generated prior to the learning phase (Figure 5-4) it 
is possible to calculate the average of the inputs in each iteration of learning and using 
equation (5-11) just update the average activity of the place cell outputs with the modified 
weights in from tlie previous iteration (refer to traiiiBCM function in Appendix E). The 
benefit of such averaging is to reduce the time needed per iteration of learning. Since the 
BCM method does not enforce competition on the neurons in the output layer, even a single 
cell output benefits from the BCM learning method, hence, the aim of the first experiment 
using a single place cell on the output and equation (5-19) as the dynamic threshold function, 
is to see if BCM learning method is able to create a place cell with desired place field output.
A key difference between the BCM method and the competitive learning method studied in 
the previous section is the dynamic threshold on the output during the training phase. This 
dynamic threshold is dependent on tlie average output of places and the shape of the 
threshold function is determined by parameters p  and Cq. Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 show
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the behaviour of the threshold function (0^) with different values of Cq and p. As the figures 
show, the parameters change the slope of the threshold and their combination determine how 
the dynamic threshold changes with the average output of the place cell during the training 
phase. The aim of the next set of experiments is to find values of Cg and p  for which the 
place cell firing pattern shows a single field. Since Figure 5-14 illustrates that parameter Cq 
changes the slope of the threshold function more than parameter p, first we examine the 
variation of parameter Cq to find a value for which the output of place cell is closer to the 
desired firing pattern.
a)
m
y
b)
y
Figure 5-13: 0,„function. The x axis is the values of average output and the y axis is 0^  and Co =  2 in 
both figures, a) shows 0„, with p =  2 and b) shows 0„,with p =  3
a)
y
b)
y
Figure 5-14: 0„ifunction drawing. The x axis is the values of average output and the y axis is 6j^ and 
p =  2 in both figures, a) shows 0„i with Cq =  1 and b) shows 0„jWith Cq =  5
Table 7 lists parameters used in a set of experiments with the BCM learning method with 
equation (5-19) as the dynamic threshold function. Parameter Cq was varied to find a case for 
which the output of the place cell has a single place field. Figure 5-15 illustrates the activity 
of a place cell trained with two separate values for Cq, which does not show a single place 
field. In fact, none of the experiments in this series (refer to Table 13 for a review of place
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cell activities using different values of Cq ) resulted in a single place field activity. 
Nonetheless, some cases have a more regular pattern of activity compared to others, as can be 
seen by the difference between Figure 5 -15a and Figure 5 -15b. An analysis of the activity 
pattern of the place cell in these experiments shows that a place cell trained with parameter 
Co =  2 0  has two firing fields with firing rates higher than the average firing rate of die place 
cell in the environment. Place cells trained with values of Cq <  10 do not reveal any régulai' 
activity pattern and place fields can not be observed in their activity. For other experiments, 
as it can be seen in Table 13, place cells show regular firing patterns which have more than 
one place field. However, the difference between the pealc of the firing rate at the place fields 
and the average activity of the place cell in the rest of the environment is higher for the case 
when Co =  1 0 .
Table 7: Parameters used in the experiment using the BCM learning method and equation (5-19) as the 
dynamic threshold function. The results of using these parameters are shown in Figure 5-15.
Number of grid cells 100
Number of place cells 1
Grid cells frequencies selection method Random (uniform distribution) with no restriction 
on set of frequencies
Grid cells initial phases Random (uniform distiibution) witliin tlie border 
of the environment
Learning rate (%) 0.1
Place cell output threshold 0.5
Number of epochs 100
P 2
Cq Varied in set {1, 2, 3,10,20,40}
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Figure 5-15: The place ceil activity pattern using BCM learning method with equation (5-19) as the 
dynamic threshold function: a) Cq =  1 b) Cq =  10. Parameter Cq is varied in a series of experiments and 
the figure shows only two values. Refer to Tahle 13 in appendix F for more results.
In the previous experiment we varied parameter Cq to discover that, although the BCM 
learning method was unable to produce a single place field however, there is more possibility 
for the BCM learning method to detect overlaps between grid cells when Cq =  10. In this set 
of experiments we use the parameters specified in Table 8  in which parameter p  is varied in 
the set {1, 2, 3, 4} (It seems that p  changes the slope of the dynamic threshold function, as it 
can be seen in Figure 5-13, hence limiting the set to four values where for the range of inputs 
in our problem the dynamic threshold function sees major changes). The results of this set of 
experiments are listed in Table 14 in Appendix F and place cell activity as a result with p  = 4 
is illustrated in Figure 5-16. The place cell in Figure 5 -16a shows a regular pattern of activity 
as a result of the combination of a few ( 6  grid cells have connection weight values more than 
average connection weight value to the place cell) grid cells sharing a place field at location 
[x=26, y=63J. Therefore, a single place field with a firing rate higher than the rest of the 
environment can be seen after applying the threshold function to remove activity outside the 
place field. As the results, show the place cells trained when parameter p  has values 1 or 2, 
does not show a single place field, and although a place cell trained with p  = 3 has a single 
place field, however, it has only a minor increase for the firing rate in the place field compare 
to the place cell trained with p = 4.
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Table 8: Parameters used in the experiment using the BCM learning method and equation (5-19) as the 
dynamic threshold function. The results of using these parameters are shown in Figure 5-16.
Number of grid cells 100
Number of place cells 1
Grid cells frequencies selection method Random (uniform distribution) with no 
restriction on set of frequencies
Grid cells initial phases Random (uniform distribution) within the 
border of the environment
Learning rate (//) 0.1
Place cell output threshold 0.5
Number of epochs 100
P Varied in set {1, 2, 3,4}
Co 20
a) b)
Figure 5-16: results with parameter p= 4 and fixed value for Cg: a) illustrates the place cell firing pattern 
before threshold and h) shows the same place cell after the threshold function applied the output (the 
figure shows a place field around [x=26, y=63J).
In the next experiment, we increase the number of place cells to 10 to see if the method is 
able to produce several place cells representing different place fields in the simulated 
environment. Results show that all place cells develop similar connection weights to the grid 
cells. Therefore place cells seem to represent similar place fields which are not the desired 
result we are aiming for in this experiment. It seems that the similarity of grid cell patterns in 
the input layer has resulted in convergence of all the place cells to a similar local minimum in 
the BCM learning method used here. This means that starting from a different set of random 
initial connection weights could in fact result in a different solution (place field) at the place 
cell layer. Therefore, a possible remedy is to train one place cell with the same grid cells and 
repeat the same training for a number of place cells to achieve representation of several
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places in the environment. In this way, a set of place cells each representing a particular place 
field can be achieved (Appendix F  shows a number of place cells training used this 
procedure).
In the next experiment, we review results using the second method of BCM learning that does 
not require arbitrary parameters Cq and p. The dynamic threshold function has the following 
form:
Or E \ y \ (5-20)
E[y] is the expected value of the outputs and the equation sets the dynamic threshold to the 
square of the average of the output value per iteration of training. The advantage of using 
equation (5-20) is the removal of parameters Cg and p. The purpose of this experiment is to 
analyse if  BCM is dependent on the dynamic threshold function to detect an overlap between 
giid cells at the input layer by changing the dynamic threshold function to equation (5-20). 
The parameters used in this experiment are explained in Table 9.
Table 9: Parameters used in BCM method. Results are shown in Figure 5-17
Number of grid cells 100
Number of place cells 1
Grid cells frequencies selection method Random (uniform distribution) with no restriction 
on set of frequencies
Grid cells initial phases Random (uniform distribution) within the border 
of the environment
Learning rate (%) 0.1
Place cell output threshold 0.4
Number of epochs 100
As can be seen from the regular activity pattern of the place cell in Figure 5 -17a, which 
shows the pattern prior to putting a threshold on the output, that the place cell activity is a 
combination of a few grid cells ( 2 0  grid cells have connection weights values more than 
average value of connection weights to the place cell) with a shared field in the right top 
corner {[73 71J) of the simulated environment. The shared field between different grid cells 
has given a higher firing rate in the centre of the place field. Therefore, putting a threshold on
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the output of the place cell, as illustrated in Figure 5 -17b, removes the activity outside the 
place field and leaves the place cell active only in the place field. While the competitive 
method in the previous section did not seem to detect overlaps in the grid fields and the BCM 
method using the threshold function in equation (5-19) was dependent on the parameters, the 
BCM learning method with equation (5-20) is playing the role of coincident detection 
between grid cells during the learning phase. Following the discussion in the previous 
section, it is worthy to explain reasons for the success of the BCM method in detecting the 
overlap between grid cells. Essentially, when two or more grid cell fields overlap with each 
other, the firing rate of the place cells that have connection with these grid cells increases. 
The BCM learning method with its dynamic threshold, which is dependent on the average of 
the place cell outputs, can detect place cells with firing rates higher than others, hence 
detection of overlapping grid cells in the input layer. As a result, the connection weights of 
such overlapping grid cells are adapted in way that next time these grid cells are active 
together the place cell is active as well.
a) „ b)
Figure 5-17: Place cell activity using BCM learning method: a) activity of the place cell before threshold, 
b) activity of the same cell after threshold. Parameters used In this experiment are In Tahle 9 and the 
threshold function In equation (5-20).
Increasing the number of place cells to ten place cells does not result is generating place cells 
with different place fields i.e. all place cells represent similar fields. In fact, when it comes to 
more than one place cell, the only difference between the two BCM learning methods used 
here is the dynamic threshold function and place cells do not have any interaction with each 
other. Therefore, similar input patterns between grid cells regardless of their differences in 
spatial frequencies and initial phases, result in similar place cell connections to grid cells. As 
a consequence, place cells show similar place fields. A possible remedy to this problem is to
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reduce the number of training epochs to prevent place cells from learning from all grid cell 
patterns. Another possible solution is to include lateral inhibitory connections in the place cell 
layer.
5 .5  S u m m a ry
In this chapter we focused on the associations of grid cells to place cells in order to transform 
a periodic two dimensional representation of an environment in grid cells to a monotonie two 
dimensional representation in place cells. An overview of existing hypothesis shows that the 
associations of grid cells and place cells can be achieved by a number of approaches 
including Fourier decomposition and learning approaches. In some cases like the Fourier 
decomposition, the approach does not seem biologically plausible and in some cases the 
assumptions behind the behaviour of grid cells imposes some restrictions. Moreover, the 
existing model that were explored in this chapter is involved in more than just associations of 
place cells and grid cells. Similarly, we proposed a hypothetical model (Figure 5-1) for a 
system that includes biologically plausible components for creating a spatial representation. 
We tried to support our model with biological evidence for the connections between different 
paits of the model which have representation of areas in a rat’s brain. However, the model 
suffers from some tlie lack of knowledge over the presence of the sensory information and 
feedback for correcting accumulated path integration error. One possible remedy for this is to 
assume that projections from place cells in CA3 to grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex 
play the feedback role. In this way, upon encountering a known external cue, a place cell 
corrects its location and respectively resets the oscillators to be in phase with each other in a 
grid cell connected to the place cell.
Following our proposed model, we reviewed our experimental results for associating grid 
cells with place cells using two different learning methods which are competitive learning 
and the BCM method. The results showed that competitive learning (with a winner-take-all 
approach) may not detect overlaps between grid cells that share similar fields in the 
environment. However, in some cases the output of place cells showed two or three place 
fields which could be similar to activity patterns observed in the pyramidal cells in DG. 
However, it seemed that the static threshold for the aggregated output of grid cells during the
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learning phase imposes problems for the competitive learning method to detect overlaps 
between grid cells. Therefore, the dynamic threshold in the BCM method seemed to provide a 
fundamental factor for learning connections between grid cells and place cells. Our results for 
the deployment of the BCM method with two different threshold functions shows that the 
BCM method with threshold function in equation (5-20) can provide place cell activity with a 
single confined field. Our simulations could be expanded further to include more components 
of our hypothesis to create a robust representation of the locations in an environment. Since 
our simulations showed that the monotonie representation in place cells can be achieved 
solely by the projections of grid cells to place cells, we propose border cells and sensory cells 
may provide information for correcting the location of grid cells and place cells in the 
presence of error. In the next chapter we review our implementation of grid cells and place 
cells on a mobile robot. The implementation in the next chapter shows how much the grid 
cells and place cells are dependent on the path integration error and therefore provide more 
insight regarding the inclusion of other components into our hypothetical model.
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6 Grid cells and place cells on Khepera
6.1 Overview
In this chapter we evaluate our model for biological spatial representation on a mobile robot. 
As it was studied in the previous chapter the components of such a system include head 
direction cells, grid cells, place cells, sensory cells and border cells. However, the aim of this 
chapter is not to provide a complete navigation system on a mobile robot. Rather, we are 
aiming at implementing a minimal set of these components on a real robot to provide an 
evaluation for the feasibility of such an approach. Therefore, what we are looking for here is 
to implement grid and place cells on the robot using the robot's internal information, such as 
speed and direction of movement. In the first section of this chapter we briefly review the 
Kliepera II used for these experiments, and explain how vestibular information, required for 
the implementation of grid cells on the robot, is extracted from the robot’s internal 
information. Following this we review how grid and place cells can be implemented on the 
robot. Furtheimore, we review the activity pattern of the grid and place cells on the robot. 
Finally, we provide our suggestions for further experiments using the mobile robot in order to 
include more components from our biological spatial representation hypothesis.
6.2 Khepera II
Khepera (Mondada et al., 1999) is a differential two-wheel mobile robot that is used in a 
number of biological modelling studies (Burgess et al., 1997, 1998; Arleo et al., 2004; Arleo, 
Gerstner, 2000; Nolfi, 1998; Krieger et al., 2000; Verschure et al., 2003). We have used 
Khepera II (Figure 6-1) in our experiments because it provides information that is required to 
model grid and place cells. Each wheel on the robot has a separate DC motor which is driven 
by a 25:1 reduction gearbox. Movements of the wheel are encoded by an incremental encoder 
on the axis of the wheel which gives 24 pulses per revolution of the motor. As a result, for 
each revolution of the wheel the encoder generates 600 pulses. Each motor is directly 
connected to the robot’s CPU which can drive the motors in speed and position modes. In 
speed mode, which we use here, the CPU sets the speed of each wheel separately and the 
robot is moved by the difference between the speed of wheels. For example, if both wheels 
are revolving at the same speed, the robot would move forward, and if the right wheel is
revolving faster the robot would turn left. The robot also provides some estimation of the 
objects near to it using 8  infrared sensors around the chassis. These sensors could be useful 
for modelling border cells on the robot. In addition to the proximity sensors, the robot has an 
analogue camera which is useful for correcting the direction of the robot by using visual cues 
at known directions in the area. However, since we are aiming to develop a subset of 
components of our hypothesis (section 5.3) the proximity sensors and the camera will not be 
used.
Figure 6-1: Khepera II with k2d analog camera. Khepera II has two encoders on each wheel which is 
used to estimate the distance travelled.
Figure 6-2 shows Khepera connected to the serial port on the host computer. The host 
computer sends commands in the form of strings of characters, and upon processing by 
Khepera, the responses are sent back the host computer to show that they have been executed. 
Khepera commands necessary for our purpose here are divided into two groups. Firstly, we 
need to obtain information regarding the internal status of the robot, such as the speed of the 
wheels and the incremental encoders on each wheel. For example, in order to get the 
instantaneous speed of the wheels the string "E\n" is sent to Khepera and Khepera responds 
with "e 1 1 " which includes the speed of the left and right wheels. Secondly, we need to send 
commands to Khepera in order to make it move in a desired direction with a desired speed. 
For our experiments, we have moved the robot in a straight line which requires setting the 
speed of both wheels to the same value. This is achieved by sending command "D 5 5\n" to 
Khepera which results in setting the speed of the left and right wheels to 0.4 cm/s (a speed of
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1 represents 0.08 cm/s). Beyond sending these commands to the Khepera, we need to extract 
the necessary information from the Khepera's responses.
Figure 6-2: Khepera connected to the host computer. The host computer sends commands and receives 
status information from Khepera via the serial port.
Figure 6-3 illustrates our infrastructure for communicating with Khepera. Messages received 
through the serial port are parsed to obtain information sent from the Khepera. As a 
consequence the knowledge of the host program about the internal status of the Khepera is 
updated. Using the recent status of Khepera, the instantaneous speed and direction of the 
movement are calculated and used to update the grid cell modelled on the computer. 
Following the grid cell update, the place cell firing rates are updated to reflect the recent 
changes. In parallel with processing the status of the robot on the host computer, new 
commands are generated and sent to the serial port. The communication structure between the 
robot and the host computer causes the time spent between each two updates for the grid cells 
to be dependent on the communication speed of the serial port interface. Our experiments 
using this structure showed that regardless of the setting of the serial port data rate (speed of 
communication between the robot and the host computer), the time slot between two 
messages is not constant. Therefore, upon updating the status part of the flow chart in Figure 
6 - 3  the current time is stored and the current time slot is calculated by the difference between 
the current stored time and the previously stored time. This time slot is used for updating the 
grid cells.
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Figure 6-3: Flow chart of the information flow between Khepera and the host computer for generating 
grid and place cell firing patterns.
In order to develop a grid cell firing pattern on the Khepera, the robot’s instantaneous speed 
and direction are required. Firstly, the Khepera 11 provides the speed of each wheel 
individually. Therefore, the robot’s speed can be calculated using the following equation:
(6-1)
Where S is the current speed, and and 5^ are the instantaneous speed of the robot’s left and 
right wheels, respectively. Also, the robot’s change of direction in each time slot is calculated 
by the following equation;
A6 = C r  — C l (6-2)
Where Ad is the change in direction, Q  and Q are the values of the encoders on each wheel, 
/wa is the length of axis between the two wheels of the robot, and Q  is the conversion factor. 
The conversion factor converts the value of incremental encoders on the wheels to the 
distance travelled by each wheel. Therefore, it is the rate of a wheel’s movement per 
increment of the encoder on the wheel. However, in our experiments we have realised that
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this factor is not the same between different makes of the same robot. In order to estimate this 
factor, we set the robot to move in a straight line with different lengths while a pen was 
attached to the robot’s chassis. The conversion factor is estimated by dividing the length of 
the straight line with the value of the encoders recoded from each wheel during the 
experiment. We derived 5 estimations of the conversation factor using different lengths for 
the robot’s travel and used mean of these conversion factors in our experiments. The 
direction of the robot at each time step can be calculated by integrating the direction change 
in equation (6-2) during each time slot.
6.3 Grid cells on Khepera
In the previous section, we explained how the instantaneous speed and direction of the 
mobile robot are extracted during navigation, both of which are required for modelling grid 
cells. Figure 6-4 illustrates a schematic of a subset of our proposed model in section 5.3 
implemented on the robot. The head direction cells are replaced by the direction value 
received from the robot. Grid cells with different spatial frequencies and initial phases are 
updated using the direction and speed values from the robot. The associations between the 
grid and place cells are configured using our hardwiring approach explained in section 4.6. 
Our aim here is to provide a biologically plausible spatial representation and also evaluate the 
sensitivity of grid cells modelled by the dual oscillator model to the noise in the direction and 
speed signals.
Previous models have implemented place cells on the robot to represent place fields using 
Gaussian firing fields (Burgess et al., 1997, 1998; Arleo, Gerstner, 2000; Arleo et al., 2004). 
In Burgess et al.'s (1997) model, the place cell firing pattern is originated from neurons that 
have firing at a certain distance from the walls of the surrounding environment, where two 
neurons from two orthogonal walls project to a place cell. Therefore, their model does not 
include grid cells as a source of place cell firing patterns. Compared to our model, which 
includes grid cells, their model contains goal cells which are useful in enforcing the robot to 
navigate to a desired location. The lack of goal cells or navigation planning in our model is 
because of two reasons. Firstly, we seek a biologically plausible spatial representation of the 
environment and consequently the route planning and goal cells are beyond the scope of our
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research. Secondly, the brain area with cells having correlations to goal locations (e.g. 
location of a reward such as food for a rat) in the environment is not discovered yet. 
Therefore, we have no knowledge of how these cells may interact with place cell in the 
hippocampus. Our model is also different from the model offered by Arleo et al. (2004) 
which was discussed in section 3.3.2. In their model, two separate pathways of information 
for allothetic and idiothetic path integration interact to provide representation in place cells. 
In our model, the path is integrated using grid cells and correction to the accumulated error is 
given to the network via head direction cells and place cells. Therefore, in Arleo et al.'s 
(2004) model, the place field representation can be achieved anywhere in the environment 
where sensory information exists to be associated with the representation of the idiothetic 
pathway whereas, in our model the place field is developed by an aggregation of grid cells 
sharing similar phases and sensory information become second bound to it.
Place cell
Grid cells
Khepera
Hardwire
Speed, direction
Straight line
Environment
Figure 6-4: Subset of our proposed model implemented on the robot.
The aim of our first experiment is to evaluate the firing pattern of a grid cell on the robot 
where there is an error in both running direction and running speed. The error could affect the
J  ilô"
phase of individual oscillators in a grid cell and consequently change the location of a grid 
cell’s spatial phase. To record the grid cell firing rate, the robot is allowed to move in a 
straight line and the grid cell firing rate at each time is calculated using equation (4-16). As it 
was discussed before, equation (4-16) is the discrete alternative formulation of the dual 
oscillator model which requires the speed and direction to be constant during each 
consecutive time slot. During the robot’s exploration of the environment, the robot receives 
the commands in discrete time slots and sends sensory information upon receiving the 
commands. Therefore, the time slots on the robot are picked to be short in order to hold the 
requirement for equation (4-16). Nonetheless, since the speed of communication between the 
robot and the host computer seems to be variable we have use the computer’s clock to 
estimate the duration of each time slot and then we update the grid cell phase with variable A t 
in equation (4-16). The parameters of the grid cells in this experiment are shown in Table 10. 
In order to evaluate the activity pattern of grid cells we need to record the grid cell firing rate 
at each location on the path of the robot. This can be achieved by using the robot’s internal 
wheel encoders to estimate the distance travelled. Therefore, we evaluate the firing pattern of 
the grid cells in comparison with how the robot estimates its position on its route.
Table 10: Parameters for the implementation of a grid cell on a two wheel mobile robot
Speed 0.4 cm/s
D irection 0 (the robot is moving in 
straight line)
Grid cell’s spatial frequency P =  0.09 and G — 12.83
Grid Cell’s initial phase {Xq) [10, 0]
Dendritic base oscillator 
frequency
10
Length o f the straight line 25 cm
The firing rate of the grid cell with parameters as in Table 10 is illustrated in Figure 6-5a, in 
addition to the firing rate of the same grid cell simulated with no error in Figure 6-5b. As it 
can be seen in Figure 6-5a, the centre of the grid cells activity has shifted from [10, 0[ to 
[11.8 0] (the maximum of the grid cell firing rate). Figure 6-6 shows the direction of the 
robot in the same experiment and, although the robot is travelling in a straight line, there are 
direction changes which are undesirable. It seems that the direction error affects the activity 
of the grid cell. Therefore, external information bound to the head direction cells (here, our 
direction signal) could correct the direction drift error and the phase of direction modulated 
oscillators in each grid cell.
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Figure 6-5: The F iring ra te  of a grid  cell w ith param eters in Table 10: a) shows the firing ra te  on the 
mobile ro b o t which has its m axim um  firing ra te  around  [11.8 0] as opposed to [10 0] and b) shows the 
firing ra te  in absence of noise sim ulated w ith sim ilar param eters.
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F igure 6-6: Instantaneous direction of the mobile robo t in the experim ent w hen instructed  to move in 
d irection 0. The variation in  the actual direction travelled effects the grid  cell firing.
6.4 Place cells on Khepera
Spatial representation in our proposed model in section 5.3 happens in the hippocampus via 
place cells. As discussed before, associations between grid cells and place cells could be 
developed by a learning paradigm which may result in generating place cells with a confined 
monotonie place field firing pattern. However, as we discussed in the previous section, a 
hardwiring approach is used to generate a place cell firing pattern. Here we are aiming to use 
the hardwired approach to evaluate the firing rate of place cells on the robot. The hardwiring 
approach provides the opportunity to know the exact location of a place cell’s field and
analyse the resulting behaviour, whereas using the learning approach does not provide the 
opportunity to know the exact location of a place field and hence evaluate the place cell. In 
this experiment, similar to the previous experiment, we set the robot travel in a straight line. 
We have used two grid cells with similar initial phases and different spatial frequencies 
hardwired to a place cell with similar place location. The parameters of this experiment are in 
Table 11.
Tabic 11; Parameters of the experiment for modelling a place cell using a hardwiring approach on a 
mobile robot
Speed 0.4 cm/s
Direction 0
First grid cell’s spatial frequency /? =  0.09 and G =  12.83
Second grid cell’s spatial 
frequency
P =  0.05 and G — 23.09
Both grid Cells initial phase (%n) [10,0]
Dendritic base oscillator 
frequency
10
Length of the straight line 25 cm
Figure 6-7 displays the activity of two grid cells the associated with a place cell in the mobile 
robot experiment with parameters as in Table 11. Figure 6-7a and b show the activity of the 
grid cells, where the first grid cell is similar to the grid cell in the previous experiment, and 
both show similar firing fields, i.e. with similar drift in their integrated path. As a result, the 
place cell connected to these grid cells shows a similar firing pattern in its place field Figure 
6-7c. It seems that as long as the direction and speed of movement input is shared between 
grid cells, their outputs show a similar pattern in the accumulated error. Hence, the associated 
place cell exhibits a similar error in its firing rate and the drift in activities of the grid cells 
gets propagated to the place cell. A possible remedy to this problem is to correct the 
accumulated error by improving the direction of movement information using visual clues in 
the environment.
a) b)
F igure 6-7: Two grid cells h ardw ired  to a place cell and  im plem ented on a mobile robot; a) and b) are 
grid  cells w ith sim ilar phases and  different spatial frequencies (Table 11) and  c) is a place cell th a t is 
hardw ired  to grid  cells in a and b.
6.5 Sum m ary
In this chapter we studied the behaviour of grid cells and place cells associated together with 
the hai'dwiring approach in a mobile robot. It seems that the grid cell accumulated errors in 
position are transferred to the associated place cell hence the place cell shows similar 
displacement in the peak of its firing field. Further improvements to our experiments are 
necessary both in terms of grid cell and place cell modelling and the screening process for the 
mobile robot movement. Implementation of more grid cells on the mobile robot could clarify 
the prominent source of an individual oscillator's phase shift during movement. Also, place 
cells could be implemented as a result of a network connected to grid cells with BCM 
learning, as discussed in the previous chapter. Finally, a camera that records movements of 
the robot in an area could help to evaluate the activity of grid cells and place cells when the 
robot travels in an open environment with no limitation for the route.
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7 Conclusion
Modelling place cells, grid cells and head direction cells provided insightful understanding of 
how the brain could develop a spatial representation. Functional properties and connection 
patterns in these brain areas have helped us to understand the neural mechanism responsible 
for their behaviour. It seems that the spatial representation that is seen in place cells in the 
hippocampus is provided by grid cells projections from the medial entorhinal cortex. This 
also appears to require direction of movement from head direction cells. Path integration 
seems to be the primary source of information for the formation of head direction cell, grid 
cell and place cell firing patterns, while sensory information seems to be used for error 
correction as obsei*ved during cue card experiments. Our assumption is that grid cells in the 
medial entorhinal cortex perform the path integration, thereby they require direction and 
speed of the movement. The source of direction signal could be head direction cells, which is 
a reasonable assumption due to the direct projections from head direction cells in the 
subiculum. Whereas, it is unclear how the speed of movement is received in the grid cells. A 
number of grid cells with similar phases and different spatial frequencies project their outputs 
to a place cell to achieve spatial representation. This can be gained by both a hardwiring 
approach and learning approach as we have shown in our results. In this thesis, we have 
developed our model of spatial representation using the simulated brain areas mentioned. We 
analysed grid cell parameters in the dual oscillator model and developed equations for 
generating a number of grid cells suitable for associating them with place cells. These 
associations can be both achieved by hard wiring approach and learning approach.
Grid cell to place cell association is the heart of our model proposed here. This transforms a 
periodic representation of space to a monotonie representation. In our model, these 
associations are developed using both hardwiring and learning techniques. While the BCM 
learning method provided the spatial representation desired it still requires some scrutiny. 
Firstly, as the biological results suggest, the hippocampus place cells have both single field 
and multiple field firing patterns. Since place cells with multiple fields are mainly found in 
the DO layer, which is in direct connection with grid cells at the medial entorhinal cortex, it 
could support the idea that grid cells associations with place cells do not necessarily result in 
monotonie firing patterns. In fact our competitive learning approach has shown such firing
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patterns for place cells. Considering such a scenario, then more information is required 
regarding the brain areas giving projections (such as the lateral entorhinal cortex) to the CAl 
layer, and their combination with multiple field place cell at the DG layer could provide a 
context based memory of location. Dead-reckoning experiments on rats in dark environments 
have shown that place cells maintain their firing pattern in the absence of external stimuli. 
This could explain our results with the BCM learning approach which is capable of producing 
place cells with monotonie firing patterns. The question here is how the correction to the path 
integration error happens. One possibility is that place cells receive sensory information and 
upon confronting a learnt sensory cue they correct their firing rate and send projections back 
to the grid cells connected to the same place cell. Another possibility is that the correction 
happens somewhere in the medial entorhinal cortex because head direction cells can provide 
the correction to the direction accumulated error with visual cues in the environment. Grid 
cells also show a dependency on visual information with their base orientation. In addition to 
these, our experiments on a mobile robot show that grid cells modelled with the dual 
oscillator model are sensitive to the phase of the individual oscillators, which effects the path 
integration in grid cells. Therefore, inclusion of the sensory information in the model to 
correct path integration, or even providing context information in the hippocampus, seems 
inevitable in order to develop a stable representation of space. In the end, some mysteries of 
the spatial representation remain, and more work both in terms of modelling and biological 
experiments may be required to through more light onto this.
7.1 Future work
Our recommendation for the future work falls into two categories for modelling and 
experiments on a mobile robot, hi the first category, our model of spatial representation can 
be further examined by inclusion of sensory cells and border cells. Although the anatomical 
location of sensory cells is still unknown, the fusion of sensory information in the model can 
be achieved and evaluated with two separate approaches. Firstly, the sensory information can 
be combined with the output of place cells in the DG to produce place cells that represent 
both location and context information. In this way, the hippocampus seems to be responsible 
for the episodic memory and spatial representation at the same time. Secondly, place cells in 
CA1-CA3 can be associated with sensory information. With this approach, when the field of 
a place cell representing a location with accumulated error, sensory information can correct
22
it. Moreover, in the same way, place cells can give projections to the grid cells to correct their 
path integration eiTor too.
Although the dual oscillator model explains some of the behavioural properties of grid cells, 
it does not explain the relational positioning of grid cells, i.e. when a correction to the path 
integration happens without an attractor network, only a location of the associated grid cells 
gets changed which is in contrary with biological evidence. Therefore, a combination of the 
dual oscillator model and attractor networks could result in correcting the location of more 
than one grid cell in the presence of external stimuli. In particular, this has been observed 
during the cue card experiments when all grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex change 
their base orientation.
In the second category, the mobile robot platform provides a good opportunity for testing 
these hypotheses in the presence of environmental and internal path integration error. We 
have implemented grid cells and place cells on the robot. These experiments which can be 
expanded with both path integration and path correction mechanisms. Our implementation of 
head direction cells can be expanded by a ring attractor network which can also be bound to 
visual information in the environment. The output of this network can be fed to the grid cell 
network to create a representation of the grid cells. The robot’s proximity sensors can be used 
to model border cells with a Gaussian function on the output of these proximity sensors on 
the robot. Our final suggestion is to use a combination of proximity sensors to detect 
obstacles in the environment and use them as a representation of sensory information in the 
area and evaluate its effect on path integration.
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Appendix A: Learning Symmetric weights
The Matiab code for learning symmetric weights is given here. The z matrix is a complex x  
and y coordinate of the units. The random wave packets are generated and propagated 
through the network to clamp the firing pattern of units. The connections weights are formed 
by Hebbian learning, which in this code are the mean of the stored connections between 
units.
function [GRIDCELLS, center, elapsed] = spinglass 
tic;
NodMEC = 31;
X = ones(NodMEC, 1)* ((-round(NodMEC/2)+ 1 ) : (round(NodMEC/2)-1)); 
y = (((-round(NodMEC/2)+ 1 ) : (round(NodMEC/2)-1)))'* o n e s (1, NodMEC);
z = complex (x, y) ; 
distances = abs(z); 
phases = angle(z);
trainingwavefrequency = 9*pi/31;
Nw = 3; 
ftonic = .0; 
tauW = 2000;
symweights = 0 . 1  * rand(NodMEC*NodMEC, NodMEC*NodMEC);
distancesl = reshape(distances, 1, NodMEC*NodMEC); 
phasesl = reshape(phases, 1, NodMEC*NodMEC);
for i = l : 500
%three random waves should be generated and imposed on the neurons
%to clamp the firing rates
thetarandl = (2*pi).*rand;
thetarand2 = (2*pi).*rand;
thetarandl = (2*pi).*rand;
for time =l: 10
temporalphase = time - trainingwavefrequency * (distancesl) .* 
sin(phasesl - thetarandl);
f = temporalphase > 2 * pi * Nw; 
b =  temporalphase < 0 ;
res = f + b; 
res = not(res);
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firerate = sin(temporalphase .* res);
firerate = ftonic + firerate;
temp = ((firerate - f t o nic )' * firerate);
symweights = temp + symweights;
temporalphase = time-trainingwavefrequency* (distancesl).* 
sin(phasesl - thetarand2);
f = temporalphase > 2 * pi * Nw; 
b = temporalphase < 0;
res = f + b; 
res = n ot(res);
firerate = sin(temporalphase .* res);
firerate = ftonic + firerate;
temp = ((firerate - f t oni c)' * firerate);
symweights = temp + symweights;
temporalphase = time - trainingwavefrequency * (distancesl) .* 
sin(phasesl - thetarandS);
f = temporalphase > 2 * pi * Nw; 
b = temporalphase < 0;
res = f + b; 
res = not(res);
firerate = sin(temporalphase .* r e s ) ;
firerate = ftonic + firerate;
temp = ( (firerate - ftonic) ' * firerate);
symweights = temp + symweights;
tauW = t a u M * .1 + tauW;
end
end
symweights = symweights / (time * i ) ; 
t2 = toe;
GRIDCELLS = symweights; 
elapsed = t 2 ;
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Appendix B: Constructing
With the algorithm in the previous section, only the centre unit connections are formed 
smoothly. Since the connection matrix of the other units should have similar pattern the 
connection matrix of the centre units is used to form the ip(^codij) function. Therefore, the 
symmetric connection between two units is only dependent on their distances on the abstract 
plane.
function [sor, psi] = cointerpolate(center, NodMEC) 
tic;
X = ones(NodMEC, 1)* ((-round(NodMEC/2)+ 1 ) : (round(NodMEC/2)-1)); 
y = (((-round(NodMEC/2)+1):(round(NodMEC/2)-1)))'* o n es(1, NodMEC);
z = complex(x,y ); 
distances = abs(z); 
phases = angle(z);
tempc = center; 
tempd = distances;
tempd = reshape(tempd, 1, []);
[sor, ix] = sort(tempd); 
tempc = t e m p c (i x);
n = 2 ;
while n <= size(sor, 2)
if(sor(n) == sor(n-l)) 
sor(n) = []; 
tempc(n) = []; 
n = n -1;
end
n = n + 1;
end
xi = 0 :.01 : ceil(max(sor));
yi = interpl(sor, tempc, xi, 'cubic');
plot(sor, tempc, 'o', xi, y i ) ;
sor = x i ;
psi = yi;
t2 = toe;t2
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Appendix C: Dual-Oscillator simulation Code
This function simulates an animat moving thiough the environment with a constant speed and 
upon getting close to a wall of the environment it chooses a direction which will not be 
stopped by a wall in the next step. The function simulates one grid cell with the given 
initial position, number of dendritic oscillators and the base Orientation and draws the result 
into on a figure with a given figure number. The function utilises two other function for 
initialising the grid oscillators’ phases and setting the dendritic preferred direction bases on 
the base orientation and the number of dendritic oscillators.
Simulating a grid cell
function InterferenceWithTracks(beta, InitialPosition, noOfHDs, 
baseOrientation, figureNumber)
figure(figureNumber); 
hold on; 
f = 10;
GridPhases = InitialPhases(beta, InitialPosition, noOfHDs, 
baseOrientation);
GridPhases = GridPhases';
GridOutput = zeros (1, 1);
%Fill out the matrix
DendriticPreferedDirections = InitialiseHDsVector(noOfHDs, 
baseOrientation);
%constant running speed 
s = 30; 
len = 78;
firingMap = z e r o s ((len)* 1 0 + 1 , (len)*10+1);
position = [0 0];
runningDirection = pi/4;
deltat = .1;
cycles = 30;
d i s p l a y ('initialised ...'); 
d i s p l a y ('now navigate ...'); 
for t=0rd elt at: (60*cycles)
somaticOscillatorValue = cos(2*pi*f*t);
GridPhases = GridPhases + 2 * pi * f * deltat + 2 * pi * s * beta 
cos(runningDirection - DendriticPreferedDirections) * deltat;
GridDendrite = CustomHeaviside(cos(GridPhases) + 
somaticOscillatorValue);
if noOfHDs == 6
G ri dOu tpu t(:, :) = GridDen dri te(:, 1) .* GridDendrite(:, 2)
Gr idD endrite(:, 3) .* G rid Dendrite(:, 4) .* GridDendrite(:, 5) .*
Gr idD endrite(:, 6);
elseif noOfHDs == 3
Gr idOutput(:, :) = GridDendrite(:, 1) .* GridDendrite(:, 2) .*
GridDendrite(:, 3) ; 
end
X = r o u n d ( ((position(1))*10) + 1); 
y = r o u n d ( ((position(2))*10) + 1);
firingMap(y,x) = GridOutput;
if (mod(t, 100) == 0 && t-= 0) 
d i s p l a y ('100 seconds... ');
end
%random direction change every 30 seconds 
if(mod(t, 5) == 0 && t -= 0)
runningDirection = rand * pi + runningDirection;
end
delta = s * deltat;
distance = [cos(runningDirection) * delta sin(runningDirection) * 
delta];
newPosition = distance + position;
if(newPosition(1) < 0 || newPosition(1) > (len-1) || newPosition(2) <0
Il newPosition(2) > (len-1))
w h i l e (newPosition(1) < 0 || newPosition(1) > (len-1) ||
newPosition(2) <0 || n ewPosition(2) > (len-1))
runningDirection = rand * pi + runningDirection;
distance = [cos(runningDirection) * delta sin(runningDirection)
* delta] ;
nev/Position = distance + position;
end
end
position = newPosition;
end
display ('navigation done'); 
display ('drawing results'); 
c on tou r(0:.1 :len, 0 :.1 :len, firingMap);
s urface(0 :.1 :len, 0 :.1 :len, firingMap, 'edgecolor', 'none'); 
display ('finished'); 
hold off;
Dendritic oscillators’ initial phases function
function phases = InitialPhases(beta, InitialPosition, noOfHDs,
baseOrientation)
phases = zeros(noOfHDs, 1);
if - (noOfHDs == 3 j| noOfHDs == 6) 
display ('error'); 
phases = 0; 
return;
end
if (initialPosition == [0;0]) 
return;
end
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m = sqrt(initialPosition(1) * initialPosition(1) + initialPosition(2) *
initialPosition(2));
theta = a t a n (initialPosition(2)/initialPosition(1));
if noOfHDs == 3
H = [cos(baseOrientation + 0) sin(baseOrientation + 0);
cos(baseOrientation + 2*pi/3) sin(baseOrientation + 2*pi/3); 
cos(baseOrientation + 2*2*pi/3) sin(baseOrientation + 2*2*pi/3) 
];phases = H * initialPosition;
end
if noOfHDs == 6
H = [cos(baseOrientation + 0) sin(baseOrientation + 0);
cos(baseOrientation + 2*pi/6) sin(baseOrientation + 2*pi/6); 
cos(baseOrientation + 2*2*pi/6) sin(baseOrientation + 2*2*pi/6);
cos(baseOrientation + 3*2*pi/6) sin(baseOrientation + 3*2*pi/6)
cos(baseOrientation + 4*2*pi/6) sin(baseOrientation + 4*2*pi/6)
cos(baseOrientation + 5*2*pi/6) sin(baseOrientation + 5*2*pi/6)
] ;
phases = H * initialPosition;
end
phases = -2 * pi * beta * phases ;
Dendritic preferred directions function
function HDsVector = InitialiseHDsVector(noOfHDs, baseOrientation)
if -(noOfHDs == 3 I 1 noOfHDs == 6) 
display {'e r r o r '); 
return;
end
if noOfHDs == 3
HDsVector = [baseOrientation + 0 baseOrientation + 2*pi/3 
baseOrientation + 4*pi/3]; 
elseif noOfHDs == 6
HDsVector = [baseOrientation + 0 baseOrientation + 2*pi/6 
baseOrientation + 2*2*pi/6 baseOrientation + 3*2*pi/6 baseOrientation + 
4*2*pi/6 baseOrientation + 5*2*pi/6]; 
end
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Appendix D: Hardwiring of grid cells to place cells.
function HardwiringOfGridCellsToPlaceCellsWithNoOrientationChange
NumberOfGridCells = 10;
NumberOfPlaceCells = 5;
f = 10; 
s = 30; 
beta = 0.05; 
len = 78;
GridCellsPhases = zeros(NumberOfGridCells, 6);
GridCellsOutput = zeros(NumberOfGridCells, 1);
initialPositions = [ [10;10] [10;10] [30;10] [30;10] [40;20] [40;20]
[60;60] [60;60] [50;10] [50;10]];
baseOrlentations = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0];
betas = [.05 .03 .05 .03 .05 .03 .05 .03 .05 .03];
for i = l :NumberOfGridCells
GridCellsPhases(i, :) = InitialPhases(betas(i), initialPositions(:, i) ,
6, baseOrientations(i ) );
DendriticPreferedDirections(i, :) = InitialiseHDsVector(6, 
baseOrientations(i)); 
end
betas = betas' * o n e s (1, 6); 
GridCellsToPlaceCellsConnection =
deltat = .01; cycles = 20;fO = zeros((len)*10+1,(len)*10+1) f1 = zeros((len)*10+1,(len)*10+1) f2 = zeros((len)*10+1,(len)*10+1) f3 = zeros((len)*10+1,(len)*10+1) f4 = zeros((len)*10+1,(len)*10+1) position = [0 0]; runningDirection = pi/4;
.5 0 0 0 0
.5 0 0 0 00 .5 0 0 00 .5 0 0 00 0 .5 0 00 0 .5 0 00 0 0 .5 00 0 0 .5 00 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 5];
di s p l a y ('initialised ...'); 
display('now navigate ...'); 
for t - 0 :del t a t :(50*cycles)
somaticOscillatorValue = cos(2*pi*f*t);
GridCellsPhases = GridCellsPhases + 2 * pi * f * deltat + 2 .* pi .* s 
.* betas .* cos(runningDirection - DendriticPreferedDirections) .* deltat;
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GridCellsDendriticInput = CustomHeaviside(cos(GridCellsPhases) + 
somaticOscillatorValue);
GridCellsOutput(:, :) = GridCellsDendriticInput(:, 1) .*
GridCellsDendriticInput(:, 2) .* GridCellsDendriticInput(:, 3) .*
GridCellsDendriticInput(:, 4) .* GridCellsDendriticInput(:, 5) .*
GridCellsDendriticInput(:, 6);
H = GridCellsToPlaceCellsConnection' * GridCellsOutput;
H = CustomHeavisideOl(H, 20);
X  =  r o u n d ( ( (position(1) ) *10) +  1);
y = r o u n d (((position(2))*10) + 1);
fO(y,x) = H (1, : );
fl(y, x) = H(2, 
f 2 (y, x) = H (3, 
f3 (y, x) = H (4, 
f 4 (y, x) = H (5,
%random direction change every 30 seconds 
if(mod(t, 30) == 0 && t ~= 0)
runningDirection = rand * pi + runningDirection;
end
delta = s * deltat;
distance = [cos(runningDirection) * delta sin(runningDirection) * 
de lta];
newPosition = distance + position;
if(newPosition(1) < 0 || newPo sit ion (1) > (len-1) || newP osi tio n(2) <0
II newPosition(2) > (len-1))
while(newPosition(1) < 0 || n ewP osition(1) > (len-1) ||
new Pos iti on(2) <0 || new Pos iti on(2) > (len-1))
runningDirection = rand * pi + runningDirection;
distance = [cos(runningDirection) * delta sin(runningDirection)
* de lt a ] ;
newPosition = distance + position;
end
end
position = newPosition; 
if (mod (t, 60) == 0)
di s p l a y ('minute... ');
end
end
display (' navigation d o n e ');
display ( 'drawing ten 1 place cells activities. This process
minutes to finish ' ) ;
f i g u r e (1) ;
co n t o u r (0 :.1 :len. 0: .1 :len. fO) ;
su r f a c e (0 :.1 :len, 0: .1 :len. fo. 'edgec olo r', 'n o n e ');fi gu r e (2);
co n t o u r (0 :.1 :len. 0: .1 :len. fi) ;
su r f a c e (0 : .1 :len. 0; .1 :len. fl, 'edg eco lor ', 'n o n e 'f i g u r e (3);
c o n t o u r (0 :.1 :len. 0 : .1 :len. f2) ;
su r f a c e (0 :.1 :len. 0: .1 :len. f2. 'edgec olo r', 'n o n e '
figure ( 4)
c o n t o u r (0 :.1 :len. 0: .1 :len. f3) ;
su rface{ 0 1  :len, 0 :.1 :len, f3, 'edgecolor', 'none');
fi gur e(5)
c o nto ur( 0 1  :len, 0 :.1 :len, f 4 );
su rface( 0 1  :len, 0 :.1 :len, f4, 'edgecolor', 'none');
display ('finished');
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Appendix E: Matiab functions used in Hebbian learning methods 
used in Chapter 7
function [inputPatterns] = GeneratelnputPatterns(noOfGridCells, 
noOfOscillators)
%base frequency 
f = 10;
GridCellsInitialPhases = zeros(noOfGridCells, noOfOscillators); 
GridCellsFrequencies = zeros(noOfGridCells, noOfOscillators); 
GridCellsOscillatorsDirections = zeros(noOfGridCells, noOfOscillators);
%initialHDVectors 
for i = l :noOfGridCells
%genearate the random variable between 0.0192 and 0.0296
b = 0.296; 
a = 0.192;
randBeta = a + (b - a ) * rand;
GridCellsFrequencies(i, :) = beta;
GridCellsOscillatorsDirections(i, :) =
InitialiseHDsVector(noOfOscillators, 0);
randX = rand * 78; 
randY = rand * 78;
GridCellsInitialPhases(i, :) = InitialPhases(beta, [randX;randY],
noOfOscillators, 0);
end
deltat= .1; 
cycles = 10;
index = 1; 
s = 30; 
len = 78; 
position = [0 0]; 
runningDirection = pi/4;
GridCellsPhases = GridCellsInitialPhases;
GridCellsOuputs = zeros(noOfGridCells, cycles * 60+1); 
track = z e r o s (2, cycles * 60 + 1);
% firingMap = z e r o s ((len)*10 + 1 , (len)*10+1, 5);
for t=0 :deltat:(cycles*60)
t r a c k (:, index) = position'; 
somaticOscillatorValue = cos(2*pi*f*t);
J 1 4 0  1
GridCellsPhases = GridCellsPhases + 2 * pi * f * deltat + 2 * pi * s .* 
GridCellsFrequencies .* cos(runningDirection - 
GridCellsOscillatorsDirections) * deltat;
GridCellsDendrite = CustomHeaviside(cos(GridCellsPhases) + 
somaticOscillatorValue);
if noOfOscillators == 6
GridOutput(:,:) = GridCellsDendrite(:, 1).* GridCellsDendrite(:,2) 
.* GridCellsDendrite(:,3).* GridCellsDendrite(:,4).* 
GridCellsDendrite(;,5) .* GridCellsDendrite(:, 6);
elseif noOfOscillators == 3
GridOutput(:,:) = GridCellsDendrite(:,1) .* GridCellsDendrite(:,2)
.* GridCellsDendrite(:, 3);
end
%random direction change every 30 seconds 
i f (mod(t, 5) == 0 && t -= 0)
runningDirection = rand * pi + runningDirection;
end
delta = s * deltat;
distance = (cos(runningDirection) *delta sin(runningDirection) *delta]; 
newPosition = distance + position;
if(newPosition(1) < 0 || newPosition(1) > (len-1) || newPosition(2) <0
Il newPosition(2) > (len-1))
w h i l e (newPosition(1) < 0 ( 1  newPosition(1) > (len-1) ||
newPosition(2) <0 jj newPosition(2) > (len-1)) 
runningDirection = rand * pi + runningDirection; 
distance = [cos(runningDirection) * delta sin(runningDirection) 
* delta]; 
newPosition = distance + position;
end
end
position = newPosition;
GridCellsOuputs(:, index) = GridOutput; 
index = index + 1;
end
inputPatterns.track = track;
inputPatterns.GridCellsInitialPhases = GridCellsInitialPhases; 
inputPatterns.GridCellsOuputs = GridCellsOuputs; 
inputPatterns.GridCellsFrequencies = GridCellsFrequencies; 
inputPatterns.NumberOfInputPatterns = size(track, 2); 
inputPatterns.GridCellsOscillatorsDirections = 
GridCellsOscillatorsDirections;
1 4 1
function [weights] = TrainGridCellsToPlaceCellsConnections(inputPatterns)
numberOfInputs = inputPatterns.NumberOfInputPatterns;
epochs = 10; 
mu = .2 ;
NoOfPlaceCells = 1;
weights = ones(size(inputPatterns.GridCellsOuputs, 1), NoOfPlaceCells);
%initialise weights;
weights = r a n d (size(weights));
for iepoc h=l : epochs
random_order = randomorder(numberOfInputs); 
for j = random_order
tempInput = inputPatterns.GridCellsOuputs(:, j)'; 
tempInput = templnput ./ 64;
weights = trainCompetitive(templnput, weights, m u ) ;
end
str = sp r i n t f ('epoch no % d ', iepoch); 
disp(str);
end
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function newweight = trainCompetitive(input, weights, mu) 
learningRate = .1;
output = GetOutputs(input, weights);
[win, indexl] = max(output);
output = CustomRamp (output - mu * win, 0, 1);
output(indexl) = win;
avg = mean(output);
indexl = find(output > avg);
deltaw = learningRate * output * input';
weights(indexl, :) = w e i g h t s (indexl,:) + deltaw(indexl, :); 
newweight = NormaliseWeights(weights);
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
function newweight = tra inB CM(input, weights, cO, p)
learningRate = .1;
output = GetOutputs(input, weights); 
averageOutput = sum(output) ./ size(output,2);
%get dynamic threshold
threshold = GetThreshold(averageOutput, cO, p ) ; 
indexes = find (output < .01); 
phi = (output - threshold); 
phi(indexes) = 0;
noOfInputs = size(input, 2); 
noOfOutputs = size(weights, 2);
deltaweight = input' * phi; 
newweightl = deltaweight + weights; 
newweightl = NormaliseWeights(newweightl); 
newweight = newweightl;
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
function newweight = tra inB CMO l(input, weights, averagedlnput)
learningRate = .1;
output = GetOutputs(input, weights); 
averageOutput = GetOutputs(averagedlnput, weights);
%get dynamic threshold
threshold = GetThresholdOl(averageOutput);
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indexes = output < .01;
phi = output .* output - .5 .* output .* threshold; 
phi(indexes) = 0;
deltaweight = i n p u t ’ * phi; 
newweightl = deltaweight + weights; 
newweightl = N o r m a l i s e W e i g h t s ( n e w w e i g h t l ) ; 
newweight = newweightl;
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Appendix F: Results of Grid cells to place cells
The following table shows result of training ten place cells connection weights to hundred 
grid cells individually as it is explained in section 5.4.4.2 (page 101). The table illustrates the 
firing pattern of a grid cell as a result of the linear combination of few grid cells sharing a 
common place field, the centre of which is in the right column. As the figures in the second 
column show they show activities outside the place field however their maximum of firing 
rate is smaller than the firing rate of the place cell at the centre its firing field. Therefore, 
putting a threshold on the output of the place cell remove minor activities outside the place 
field as it can be seen in the third column of Table 15.
Table 12: Place cells trained using the competitive learning method with parameters given in Table 5. The 
figures in the first column show the activity of all place cells before putting a threshold function on the 
output. The second column shows the activity after putting a threshold and the third column shows the 
activities after increasing the threshold.
□
□□□
1 4 5
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Table 13: Results of using the first method of BCM learning with va during each training session
No overlap between grid 
cells is being detected, 
and changes to the 
threshold function do not 
reveal any place field.
The place cell shows 
multiple fields. 
Increments in the level of 
the threshold only reveal 
two place fields.
The place cell shows 
multiple fields. 
Increments in the level of 
the threshold only reveal 
two place fields. The 
results are similar to the 
case with Cq = 2 .
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The training procedure 
detected grid cells with 
similar spatial 
frequencies. The place 
cell only repeats the 
activity of grid cells in 
the input layer.
The result shows that 
overlap between more 
than two grid cells has 
been detected. However, 
the place cell still exhibits 
multiple fields.
The result shows that 
overlap between more 
than two grid cells has 
been detected. However, 
the place cell still exhibits 
multiple fields.
Table 14: Parameter Cq is fixed to 10 as a result of the last set of experiments and the table shows the 
results of place cells activity patterns using different values of p in the training phase
The place cell firing pattern 
shows multiple fields.
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Multiple place fields are seen in 
the activity patterns. However, 
the place fields are more clear 
compared to the previous case.
The place cell activity pattern 
shows multiple fields. However, 
an analysis of the rate of firing 
pattern shows zthat a single 
place field around location 
[x=72, y =31 ] has a higher firing 
rate compared to the rest of the 
environment. Therefore a single 
place field is observed as the 
result of this experiment.
The place cell activity pattern 
shows multiple fields. However, 
an analysis of the rate of firing 
pattern shows that a single place 
field around location [x=26, 
y =63] has a higher firing rate 
compared to the rest of the 
environment. Therefore a single 
place field is observed as the 
result of this experiment._______
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Table 15: Ten place cells trained using the BCM learning method (second approach). Each place cell is 
trained individually, because deploying more than one place cells results in the convergence of all place 
cells values to the same weights.
[73.2,71.1]
[24.5, 52.0]
[36.6, 2.6]
[29.9, 72.4]
[49.9, 72.1]
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[47.3, 44.0]
[57.4, 16.0]
[63.9, 74.7]
[60.7, 57.0]
[3.1,46.8]
15!
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